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DISCLAIMER

The interface circuits in this manual are for educational purposes only. It is our way

of presenting practical 4051 GPIB interface designs to help you get started. All

efforts have been made to keep the designs simple, practical, and economical. The

designs serve nicely as a starting point—a basis for learning the fundamentals of

4051 GPIB interfacing. In most applications you'll find it necessary to modify parts

of a design, add more sophisticated components, and arrive at more innovative

approaches to meet the interfacing requirements for a particular peripheral device.

Each interface circuit in this manual has been built and tested with a 4051 to make

sure that it works; and we feel reasonably sure that the interface circuits will work in

most applications, provided the circuits are built by a competent electrical engineer

or electronic technician with a good working knowledge of digital logic design.

However, since some of the interface designs have not undergone the rigorous

Tektronix evaluation and environmental testing procedures that are normally

required of most Tektronix instruments, Tektronix cannot assume any liability for a

customer-built interface based on these designs. Furthermore, Tektronix cannot

assume liability for any interface circuitry that has not been designed, built, tested,

and marketed by Tektronix. Any damage to Tektronix equipment which results from

interface circuiting not designed, built, tested and marketed by Tektronix may
nullify the warranty on the damaged Tektronix equipment.
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PREFACE

The purpose of this manual is to provide hardware support information to Tektronix customers
and personnel who are interested in designing interfaces for the Tektronix 4051 Graphic

System and its General Purpose Interface Bus (GPIB). Although the discussions and designs

in this manual are directed specifically toward the 4051 GPIB, the information contained herein

is valuable to any design effort involving the implementation of IEEE Standard 488-1975.

This manual clarifies the guidelines set forth in the IEEE Standard and at the same time

provides practical working models of 4051 GPIB interfaces. The manual is organized in the

following manner:

Section 1 contains background information on IEEE Standard 488-1975 for those of you not

familiar with the document. The GPIB organization is discussed first, followed by the bus
signal line definitions, protocol definitions, and the 4051's compatibility with the IEEE
Standard. If you have a clear understanding of the I EEE Standard, most of this material may be
skipped without loss of continuity.

Section 2 discusses a model of a general purpose TTL interface that works on the 4051 GPIB.
Starting with the GPIB connector, this section shows how to make the proper electrical

connections to the bus and how to arrange bus receivers and transmitters in an effective

listen/talk configuration. Typical TTL circuit designs are then discussed, starting with Listen

Handshake circuitry. Talk Handshake circuitry, is covered next, then Address Decoding
circuitry, and finally Serial Poll circuitry. A schematic diagram and an Integrated Circuit list is

provided for each circuit. These circuits can be combined into a complete interface that listens,

talks, and responds to serial polls over the 4051 GPIB. The complete block diagram and
schematic diagram for this interface are found in the diagram section at the back of this

manual.

Section 3 presents a working model of a microprocessor-based GPIB interface. The interface

design is based on the MC6800microprocessorand is taken directly from a production model
TEKTRONIX 4924 Digital Cartridge Tape Unit. The written text in this section originates from
an application note written by Mr. Steve Baunach, the Tektronix firmware engineer responsible

for the design and implementation of both the 4051 GPIB interface controller and the 4924
GPIB interface.
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Section 4 in this manual presents detailed timing information on the 4051 GPIB. Timing

diagrams are used to illustrate GPIB data transfers characteristics for the BASIC I/O

statements PRINT, INPUT, WRITE, READ, WBYTE, RBYTE, and POLL. A written explanation

of the timing events accompanies each diagram to assist those of you who are unfamiliar with

timing diagram symbology. The timing events in this manual are based on Level 2 4051

firmware and may differ slightly from other releases of 4051 firmware.

Section 5 in this manual discusses methods that can be used to calculate maximum effective

data rates for 4051 GPIB data transfers. The information in this section may be used to

determine if the 4051 GPIB data rates are compatible with your system application.

The back of this manual contains an Appendix with information on the 4051 internal floating

point format for numeric data. This information is provided for those who are interested in

transferring numeric data over the 4051 GPIB with READ and WRITE statements. A diagram

section containing a block diagram for the general purpose interface, the schematic diagram

for the general purpose interface, a schematic diagram for the 4051 GPIB Binary Header

Generator can also be found in the back.
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Section 1

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
ON THE 4051 GPIB

INTRODUCTION

This section provides background information on IEEE Standard 488-1975 and the 4051 GPIB.

The development of the IEEE Standard is discussed first, followed by an explanation of the

4051 General Purpose Interface Bus organization, signal line definitions, and protocol

definitions. This material is most helpful to people whoare unfamiliar with GPIB concepts. This

section may be skipped by more experienced personel without loss of continuity.

WHY WAS A STANDARD INSTRUMENTATION INTERFACE
NEEDED ?

PROGRAMMABLE INSTRUMENTATION DEVELOPMENT

Technological advances have brought an increase in the sophistication of the computer

industry over the last ten years. These technological advances have had a parallel effect on

measurement devices and instrumentation. The instrumentation of today is very versatile and

highly programmable; this justifies the need for a general purpose interface standard.

Not long ago measurement devices were almost all analog, using panel meters to indicate

measurement values. Some devices which were inherently digital (counters, for example)

began appearing with easy-to-read digital displays. Once displays become digital,

manufacturers started supplying output-only interfaces to allow the display readings to be

transferred to recording devices, such as digital strip printers. In this way, the "numbers" from

the instruments were permanently recorded without the need for anyone to write them down.

To perform computations with these numbers still required someone to key them into a

terminal or key punch; a direct transfer of the data from the instrumentation to the computer

(sometimes via paper tape) was only a step away. A number of custom interfaces appeared

which allowed specific instruments to output data to specific computers.

A device such as the frequency counter just discussed has an analog input and digital output.

F
rrom the standpoint of the digital information, the frequency counter may then be referred to

as a "talk only" device.
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION ON THE 4051 GPIB
How Is IEEE Standard 488-1975 Defined?

"Listen only" devices also exist. Just as measurement devices can talk to a computer, those

devices capable of generating stimuli or other signals can be programmed by a computer and

are classified as listeners. A waveform generator is an example of such an instrument. A
number of waveform generators exist having output frequencies and amplitudes which are

programmable digitally via interfaces specific to the brand and model of instrument.

With the growing popularity of instruments with digital interfaces came an even greater

number of interfaces with differing mechanical, electrical, and functional specifications. Some
devices required two interfaces, one for input and one for output. A multimeter could be such a

listener/talker capable of being programmed by a computer-controller to a measurement

setting of volts DC, and range of 100.00 full scale. The multimeter could then make a

measurement and output the reading in a digital format for use by the computer.

EVENTS LEADING TO A STANDARDIZED INTERFACE

The traditional approach to interfacing such instrumentation has been to provide each device

with specialized control, data, and status signal lines. This works well, but has resulted in just

about as many interface solution techniques as there are design engineers. The net result was

a dedicated interface structure for each device or instrument integrated into a system. This

then led to the design of many interface adapters to accommodate the ever-increasing variety

of codes, formats, signal levels, logic conventions, and timing protocols, to name only a few

factors.

Initial attempts were made to standardize the interfaces from the perspective of the computer

or controller. Such a solution proved too costly, as more sophisticated instrumentation had

many programmable input and output lines, and began to require as much as 100 interface

signal lines. At this point, both European and American instrumentation manufacturers began

an all-out effort toward a proper solution.

HOW IS IEEE STANDARD 488-1975 DEFINED ?

DESIGN OBJECTIVE FOR THE STANDARD INTERFACE

The needs of the entire instrumentation community are varied and one interface solution

cannot satisfy all of everyone's requirements. It is the most-frequent needs which require

standardization and which fall within the objectives of IEEE Standard 488-1975. In order to

better define those systems for which the standard would be suited, the following limitations

were set:

1. Data rates of up to one megabyte (one million characters) per second would be

supported. This would handle all but the fastest analog-to-digital converters and

mass storage devices.

2. Distances up to a total of twenty meters would be supported. This would handle

instrument setups close to the controller, but not remote terminals and displays.
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION ON THE 4051 GPIB
How Is IEEEE Standard 488-1975 Defined?

3. Up to about fifteen devices running simultaneously would be supported.

Most systems fall into this category.

4. Communications methods would be optimized for devices with typical

message lengths of ten to twenty characters (digital), as most programmable

instruments fall into this category.

Taking full account of cost, flexibility, and compatibility as major factors to be considered, the

objectives of the IEEE 488 Standard are to:

1. Define a general-purpose system for use in limited distance applications.

2. Specify the device-independent mechanical, electrical, and functional interface

requirements.

3. Specify the terminology and definitions related to the system.

4. Enable the interconnection of independently manufactured apparatus into a single

functional system.

5. Permit apparatus with a wide range of capability—from the simple to the complex—
to be interconnected to the system simultaneously.

6. Permit direct communication between devices without requiring all messages to be

routed through a control unit.

7. Define a system with a minimum of restrictions on the performance characteristics of

the devices.

8. Permit asynchronous communication over a wide range of data rates.

9. Define a system that, of itself, may be relatively low cost and permits the

interconnection of low cost devices.

10. Define a system that is easy to use.
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How Is IEEE Standard 488-1975 Defined?

WHAT IS INCLUDED IN IEEE STANDARD 488-1975 ?

The primary focus of the General Purpose Interface Bus (IEEE Standard 488-1975) is to define

an interface system to interconnect self-contained devices to other devices by external means.

This means that the GPIB is a device-independent interface system. In this manner, existing

programmable apparatus should be able to connect to GPIB-compatible devices by adding

another module to the present interface. New instruments need not be designed with the GPIB

in mind to eventually be compatible with the GPIB.

There are four elements to any interface system. These elements are:

1. Mechanical Elements

2. Electrical Elements

3. Functional Elements

4. Operational Elements

Of these four, only the fourth is truly device-dependent. Operational elements state the way in

which any one device reacts to a signal on the bus. These reactions tend to be device-

dependent characteristics and state the way in which the devices use the interface via

application software. As the operational characteristics of all present and future devices and

systems can not be foretold, the interface standard does not include operational elements. The

characteristics of the 4051 are, however, discussed in this manual.

Mechanical elements, the physical connectors and cables, are defined by the standard.

Building mechanical specifications into the standard ensures that interconnecting GPIB

compatible devices will never require more than a standard interfacing cable. It should never

be necessary to wire connectors or route signals to appropriate pins by studying the manuals

of each of the devices concerned. The connectors have 24 pins with trapezoidal shells for ease

in interconnecting devices. The cables are provided with a plug and a receptacle at each end to

allow rigid stacking of connectors at any cable intersection or device. This allows both star and

bus structure configurations. Sixteen of the 24 pins are defined for signals.

Electrical elements, the voltage and current values required at connector nodes, are well

defined by the interface standard. All specifications are based on the use of TTL technology.

The logical states are defined as follows:

Coding

Logical State

Electrical

Signals Levels

corresponds to 2.0 V^volts ^5.2V

(called high state)

1 corresponds to ^volts ^0.8 V

(called low state)
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION ON THE 4051 GPIB
Compatability With IEEE Standard 488-1975

Messages can be set as either active or passive true signals. Passive true signals occur in the

high state and must be carried on a signal line using open collector devices. (Driver

requirements are expanded upon in IEEE Standard 488 Section 3.3)

Functional elements are well defined by the interface standard and determine the ease with

which one can interconnect independently designed devices and have them interact

appropriately. Functional elements cover:

1

.

Interface functions which define the use of specific signal lines so that a device can

receive, process, and send messages.

2. The specific protocol by which interface functions send and receive their limited sets

of messages.

3. Logical and timing relationships between the allowable states of interface signal

lines.

4. The repertoire of interface functions from which the design engineer may choose for

his particular device application area.

5. The total processing capability and communications capability that the system is

capable of supporting.

Ten interface functions provide the system with complete communications and control

capabilities. These are discussed in the sections on compatibility with the interface standard.

Therefore, the IEEE Standard 488-1975 interface definition encompasses the device

independent elements of mechanical, electrical, and functional nature to leave only the device-

dependent operational elements to the design engineer, thus insuring system compatibility.

COMPATIBILITY WITH IEEE STANDARD 488-1975

There are ten interface functions, some with as many as 28 allowable subsets, supported by

and included in the interface standard. Only those functions important to a particular product's

applications need be implemented.
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Compatability With IEEE Standard 488-1975

A device need only be able to handshake on data to be compatible with the standard. In orderto

be addressed, it must also acknowledge the call from the controller and be able to recognize its

own address. The least number of signal lines, then, that must be implemented in order for a

device to respond on the interface bus are:

1. The eight data lines D101-D108

2. The three data transfer handshake lines:

a. NRFD—not ready for data

b. NDAC—data not accepted

c. DAV—data valid

3. CONTROLLER'S management line:

a. ATN—attention

4051 GPIB TO IEEE 488 COMPATIBILITY

In general, the 4051 Graphic System acts as a standard talker, listener, and controller. The

controller function does not have the ability to conduct a parallel poll; it does however, have the

ability to conduct a serial poll. Serial polls are taken each time the POLL statement is executed

in BASIC.

The Graphic System does not have the ability to transfer control to another device on the GPIB

with controller capability. Therefore, the Graphic System assumes that it is the only controller

on the GPIB. This assumption is made at all times.

4051 GPIB Support of IEEE 488 Interface Functions

The degree to which the 4051 GPIB supports each of the ten interface functions is described

below. The referenced sections are in the IEEE Standard 488-1975 document.

1. SH (Source Handshake Function, Section 2.3)

The SH function provides a device with the ability to initiate and terminate the

transfer of messages on the data bus.

The 4051 conforms to subset SH1 meaning that it is completely compatible with no

states omitted.
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2. AH (Acceptor Handshake Function, Section 2.4)

The AH function provides a device with the capability to guarantee proper reception

of messages on the data bus as well as the capability of delaying initiation or

termination of such messages.

The 4051 conforms to subset AH1 meaning that it is completely compatible with no
states omitted.

3. T (Talker Function, Section 2.5)

The T function provides the device with the capability of sending device dependent
data over the bus to other devices.

The 4051 conforms to subset TE3 meaning that it is a basic extended talker, honoring

secondary addresses. The 4051 addresses itself internally and not over the GPIB. The
only talker substates not implemented would allow other devices to poll the status of

the 4051 . This isn't required because the 4051 is the system controller at all times.

4. L (Listener Function, Section 2.6)

The Lfunction provides the device with the capability of receiving device dependent
data over the bus from other devices. This capability exists only when the function is

addressed to listen.

The 4051 conforms to subset LE1 meaning that it is a basic extended listener,

honoring secondary addresses. The 4051 addresses itself internally and not over the

GPIB, but is also capable of removing itself from the bus as a listener.

5. SR (Service Request Function, Section 2.7)

The SR function provides the device with the capability to asynchronously request

service from the controller in charge of the interface. The 4051 is always the

controller and therefore has no need for this capability.

The 4051 conforms to subset SR0 meaning that it has no capability to issue an SRQ.
This has no consequence on the 4051's capability to honor SRQs, which is quite

complete.

6. RL (Remote Local Function, Seciton 2.8)

The RL function provides the device with the capability to select between two
sources of input information: programmed or manual (remote and local). This is most
important with stand-alone measurement devices, and is not used with the 4051.

The 4051 conforms to subset RL0, meaning that it has no compatibility here,

although it can control the RL function of other devices.
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Compatability With IEEE Standard 488-1975

7. PP (Parallel Poll Function, Section 2.9)

The PP function provides the device with the capabil ity to present one bit of status to

the controller in charge, without being addressed to talk. The 4051 is the controller in

charge and does not require this capability.

The 4051 conforms to subset PP0 meaning that it has no capability here.

8. DC (Device Clear Function, Section 2.10)

The DC function provides the device with the capability of being cleared (initialized)

either individually or as part of a group of devices.

The 4051 conforms to subset DC0 meaning that it does not have the capability of

being cleared by an external device. The BASIC keyword INIT does inititalize the

4051 as well as all devices on the GPIB.

9. DT (Device Trigger Function, Section 2.11)

The DT function provides the device with the capability of having its basic operation

started either individually or as part of a group of devices.

The 4051 conforms to subset DT0 which means that it has no capability of being

"started" remotely. This is a logical consequence of the 4051 being the controller of

the system.

10. C. (Controller Function, Section 2.12)

The C function provides the device with the capability to send device addresses,

universal commands, and addressed commands to other devices over the interface.

The device with an active C function is called the system controller (of the interface

system).

The 4051 conforms to subsets C1, C2, C3, C4 and C28. These have the following

meanings:

a. C1—the 4051 is the system controller.

b. C2—the 4051 can send IFC (interface clear) with the BASIC keyword INIT to

clear all other devices on the bus and thereby takes charge of the bus.

c. C3—the 4051 can send REN (remote enable) to lock out the front panels of

devices on the bus and put them in a remotely programmable mode. This occurs

automatically whenever the 4051 is running a BASIC program.

1-8
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION ON THE 4051 GPIB

What Hardware and Logic Describe the Interface?

d. C4—the 4051 can respond to SRQs (service requests) issued asynchronously by

devices on the bus. The 4051 then undertakes a serial poll and determines which

device originated the SRQ and the status of the device.

e. C28—the 4051 can send interface messages.

f. As mentioned previously, the 4051 is the only controller in the interface system.

Therefore it cannot receive control from another controller, pass control to

another controller, pass control to itself, or take control synchronously.

In summary, the following set of interface functions contained in the IEEE Standard 488-1975

document completely describe the 4051 GPIB specifications:

SH1 —source handshake

AH1 —acceptor handshake

TE3 —talker

LE1 —listener

SR0 —service request

RL0 —remote local

PP0 —parallel poll

DC0 —device clear

DT0 —device trigger

C1, 2, 3,4, 28 —controller

WHAT HARDWARE AND LOGIC DESCRIBE THE INTERFACE ?

GPIB DEVICES

The General Purpose Interface Bus (GPIB) of the 4051 Graphic System was designed as a

convenient, easy to implement, and powerful communications link between the 4051 and

compatible devices, as well as a link between the devices themselves. The interface contains all

of the mechanical, electrical and functional specifications required by IEEE Standard 488-1975

which describes a standard digital interface for programmable instrumentation. The

compatibility of the 4051 GPIB with IEEE 488 v/as previously discussed. GPIB devices can take

on three status designations: controllers, talkers, and listeners.

Controllers

The Graphic System acts as the controller and is the device which assigns who is going to

transmit data (talker) and who will receive data (listeners). There can be only one controller at a

time and it services all interrupts from the other devices. The Graphic System assumes that it is

the only controller on the bus and it has complete control over the direction of all data

transfers. There is no provision in the Graphic System for other devices on the GPIB to take

turns as controller-in-charge.
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION ON THE 4051 GPIB
The GPIB Connector

Peripheral devices on the GPIB are designated as talkers and listeners. The Graphic System

acts as the controller to assign peripheral devices on the bus as listeners and talkers.

Asynchronous communications of device addresses and data occur on an eight-line data bus

at the rate of the slowest assigned listener.

Talkers

A talker is a device capable of transmitting information on the Data Bus. There can be only one

talker at a time. The Graphic System has the ability to assume the role of the talker when it is

programmed to do so. The talking rate is usually governed by the listeners which "handshake"

on every byte (character) that is transmitted by the talker. Clearly, the net communications rate

can not exceed the maximum transmission rate of the talker.

Listeners

A listener is a device capable of receiving information transmitted over the Data Bus. There

may be up to fourteen listeners taking part in an I/O operation at any one time. The Graphic

System has the ability to assume the role of a listener anytime it is programmed to do so. The

communications rate is generally limited by the maximum receive rate of the slowest assigned

listener.

Idle Devices

A device need not be a talker or a listener at all times. It may be idle. Any device which has not

been addressed since the last untalk (UNT) and unlisten (UNL) commands is in an idle state

and has no effect on data communications rates. Therefore, devices need not be powered

down in order to maximize transfer rates. In fact, it should be remembered that more than half

of the devices on the bus must be powered up for the system to operate.

THE GPIB CONNECTOR
The GPIB connector is located on the rear panel of the Graphic System main chassis. This

connector allows external peripheral devices to be connected to the system. The devices must

conform to IEEE Standard 488-1 975. The GPIB connector is a standard 24-pin connector such

as an Amphenol Micro-Ribbon connector, with sixteen active signal lines and eight interlaced

grounds. The cable attached to the GPIB connector must be no longer than 20 meters

maximum with no more than fifteen peripheral devices connected at one time. The connector

pin arrangement and signal line nomenclature is shown in Fig. 1-2.
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION ON THE 4051 GPIB
The GPIB Connector

SHIELD SRQ NDAC DAV DI04 DI02
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2056-01

Fig. 1-2. GPIB connector.

Interconnecting cable assemblies are provided with both a plug and a receptable connector
type at each end of the cable to allow either star or bus-structured systems. Connectors may be
stacked rigidly using standard counterbored captive screws.
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The GPIB Interfacing Concept

THE GPIB INTERFACING CONCEPT

The GPIB is functionally divided into three component buses; an eight-line Data Bus, a three-

line Transfer Bus, and a five-line Management Bus for a total of sixteen active signal lines. This

bus structure is shown in Fig. 1-3.

MANAGEMENT BUS

(2056) 2270-2

Fig. 1-3. GPIB component buses.

The transfer rate over the Data Bus is a function of the slowest peripheral device taking part in a

transfer at any one time. The bus operates asynchronously. Both peripheral addresses and

data are sent sequentially over the Data Bus. Once peripheral addresses are established for a

particular transfer, successive data bytes may be transmitted in a burst for higher effective data

rates. Within the 4051 Graphic System, data rates are dependent on the operation being

performed and on the conversion time from the ASCII code on the GPIB to the machine

dependent binary coding within the 4051 . Effective data transfer rates are discussed in detail in

Section 5 of this manual.
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GPIB SIGNAL DEFINITIONS

Data Bus

The Data Bus contains eight bidirectional active-low signal lines, D101 through D108. One
byte of information (eight bits) is transferred over the bus at a time. D101 represents the least

significant bit in the byte; D108 represents the most significant bit in the byte. Each byte

represents a peripheral address (either primary or secondary), a control word, or a data byte.

Data bytes can be formatted in ASCII code, with or without parity (the Graphic System

assumes no parity), or they can be formatted in machine dependent binary code.

Management Bus

The Management Bus is a group of five signal lines which are used to control data transfers

over the Data Bus. The signal definitions for the Management Bus are as follows:

Attention (ATN) This signal line is activated by the controller when peripheral

devices are being assigned as listeners and talkers. Only peripheral

addresses and control messages can be transferred over the Data

Bus when ATN is active low. After ATN goes high, only those

peripheral devices which are assigned as listeners and talkers can

take part in the data, transfer. The Graphic System assumes it is the

only source of this signal. The use of the attention line is governed

by user-written programs.

Service Request (SRQ) Any peripheral device on the GPIB can request the attention of the

controller by setting SRQ active low. The controller responds by

setting ATN active low and executing a serial poll to see which

device is requesting service.

This response is generated by an ON SRQ THEN statement which is

executed in the BASIC program. The serial poll is taken when a

POLL statement is executed in the BASIC program. After the

peripheral device requesting service is found, BASIC program

control is transferred to a service subroutine for that device. When
the service subroutine is finished executing, program control

returns to the main program. The SRQ signal line is reset to an

inactive state when the device requesting service is polled. The

Graphic System is not interrupted if another service request (SRQ
active low) occurs during the service subroutine. This is not an error

condition and the controller responds to the second SRQ on

returning to the main program. Interruptable routines may be

generated in software by resetting the interrupt feature with an ON
SRQ THEN statement. See the section on handling interrupts in the

4051 Graphic System Reference manual.
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Interface Clear (IFC) The I FC signal line is activated by the 4051 when it wants to place all

interface circuitry in a predetermined quiescent state. The Graphic

System assumes that it is the only source of this signal. IFC is

activated each time the INIT statement is executed in a BASIC

program.

Remote Enable (REN) The REN signal line is activated whenever the system is operating

under program control. REN causes all peripheral devices on GPIB

to ignore their front panel controls and operate under remote

control via signals and control messages received over the GPIB.

End or Identify (EOI) The EOI signal can be used by the talker to indicate the end of a data

transfer sequence. The talker activates EOI as the last byte of data is

transmitted. When the 4051 is listening, the 4051 assumes that a data

byte received is the last byte in the transmission, if EOI is activated.

When the 4051 is talking, it always activates EOI as the last byte is

transferred except during a WRITE operation. The 4051 issues EOI

at the end of WBYTE transmissions when it is user set. All

transmissions other than WBYTE also end transmissions with the

UNTalk and UNListen commands for use by devices which do not

honor EOI.

Transfer Bus

A handshake sequence is executed by the talker and the listeners over the Transfer Bus each

time a byte is transferred over the Data Bus. The Transfer Bus lines are defined as follows:

Not Ready for Data

(NRFD)

An active low NRFD signal line indicates that one or more assigned

listeners are not ready to receive the next data byte. When all of the

assigned listeners for a particular data transfer have released NRFD,

the NRFD line goes inactive high. This tells the talker to place the

next data byte on the Data Bus.

Data Valid (DAV) The DAV signal line is activated by the talker shortly after the talker

places a valid data byte on the Data Bus. An active low DAV signal

tells each listener to capture the data byte presently on the Data Bus.

The talker is inhibited from activating DAV when a listener holds

NRFD active low.

Data Not Accepted

(NDAC)

The NDAC signal line is held active low by each listener until the

listener captures the data byte currently being transmitted over the

Data Bus. When all listeners have captured the data byte, NDAC
goes inactive high. This tells the talker to take the byte off the Data

Bus.
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HOW DOES THE THREE WIRE HANDSHAKE WORK ?

INTRODUCTION

Consider an elegant system comprising hardware and software and a shared COMMON area

that all devices can not only see, but monitor constantly. This COMMON area contains three

types of information: data, control logic variables, and data transfer logic variables. The data

constitutes the information to be transferred between the hardware components in the system

in some well understood coding format, perhaps ASCII code.

We have up to 15 devices on the common bus at one time and must somehow keep them

communicating. We address each device with numbers set manually on each device. We allow

the devices to have one or more of three possible status capabilities. All devices will not

necessarily want to receive all information on the bus at all times. Therefore we have:

TALKERS

LISTENERS

CONTROLLER

Those devices which are the source of data at any given time and

which have the capability of putting data out onto the bus and into

the DATA area. (Only one device is allowed to talk at one time in

order to eliminate possible confusion.)

Those devices that accept or read the information in the DATA area.

Any number of devices can be listeners at any one time, each of

which behave as an input device.

The device that assigns TALK and LISTEN status to the other

devices on the bus. We should also note that this is a relatively

unique use of the word "controller" as this device is only assigning

status and is never programming devices or reading their

measurements. The controller here cannot make decisions and

should not be confused with "process controllers" popular in

industrial environments.

[Examples of CONTROLLERS, LISTENERS, and TALKERS:

Devices that can Control, Talk and Listen, such as a programmable calculator or 4051 . These

devices control, perhaps by telling a 4924 Digital Cartridge Tape Drive to FIND file 8 and to start

TALKING its stored information out onto the bus as DATA. The 4051 can also tell another

device like the 4662 Digital Plotter to si multaneously LISTEN to the 4924 Tape Unit and plot the

data that the Tape Unit is Talking. The 4051 is also capable of being a talker and has perhaps

output that data which is now stored by the 4924 Tape Unit. The 4051 can also adopt listener

status and input data from the same tape.
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Some devices can't control, but can both Talk and Listen. The 4924 Digital Cartridge Tape Unit

is one such device. In the world of instrumentation, so is a digital multimeter (such as a

HP 3490A, Dana 5900, or Fluke 8500). Such a multimeter can adopt listener status and input a

new change of measurement function (voltage, current, resistance) and range (100 mV full

scale) and then adopt TALKER status to send the measurement value into the common area as

data to be used by other devices.

Some devices can only be Listeners. A paper tape punch listens to data on the bus, accepts the

data and punches it out on tape. A signal generator (such as a HP 330B, Fluke 601 or 601 1 , or

Wavetek 152 or 159) is also only a Listener. The waveform, frequency, and amplitude are

dictated on the controller which lells the signal generator to listen. The information is talked by

the controller and listened to by the signal generator which changes function, frequency, and

amplitude and outputs these as an analog signal to some outside device.

Some devices can only be talkers. A paper tape reader is one such device. It reads a paper tape,

then outputs or talks it onto the bus as data to be used by the assigned listeners. A digital

counter (such as the HP 5345A or Dana 9000) inputs an analog frequency and displays this

frequency as a number. It can also talk by putting this same number on the bus as data for use

by the listeners.

THE COMMON AREA

The devices constantly scan the contents of the COMMON area and are always aware of the

status of the following logic variables.

Data

The data is present as an ASCII character (8 parallel bits) and is placed there at the maximum

rate of the talker. The talker is not allowed to put a new character in its place until the slowest

listener has read it. This is in contrast to typical data communications systems where the bits

come through serially at a clocked "Baud Rate". More on this later.

Control

We have need for 5 CONTROL or "General Interface Management" logic variables. These

variables are either a "1" for "on" or a "0" for "off". In the routine transfers of data, the variables

are relatiavely unimportant. What they do lend the system, though, is a considerable amount of

flexibility. The variables are as follows:

IFC "Interface Clear" usually remains off (0) and bothers no one. On

system power-up or initialization, IFC is set to one (1) by the

CONTROLLER to tell all the devices on the GPI B to set their status

to a predetermined quiescent mode. Once everyone is initialized

(and has said so) I FC goes i nto its usual state. I n the 4051 , 1 FC is set

to "1" every time the INIT command is executed in BASIC.
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ATN "Attention" is the most important variable. Without some special

signal or flag, how can a LISTENER and TALKER know to cease its

current activity and listen to the CONTROLLER for new

TALKER/LISTENER assignments? ATN is usually "0," but

whenever the CONTROLLER wants to get in its say, the

CONTROLLER sets ATN to "1" and all of the devices cease their

operation and listen. Besides a flag for assigning LISTENER and

TALKER status, ATN is used by the 4051 when INIT is executed.

First, the INIT command is recognized by the 4051. Next the value of

I FC is set to "1 " by the controller. All devices constantly observe the

COMMON area and note this call from the CONTROLLER. All

devices see IFC become a "1", so they reset themselves to a

predefined state.

SRQ "Service Request" is the opposite of ATN, that is, SRQ lets the

CONTROLLER know that some device wants to talk. Not every

device can set SRQ and allow the present processes to be

interrupted. The 4051 CONTROLLER constantly monitor the status

of SRQ when an ON SRQ TH EN statement is executed in BASIC and

honors the device request when SRQ is set it equal to "1 ." The 4051

is said to "support single level interrupts" or "honor interrupts".

SRQ is a single variable equal to "0" or "1
" and does not remember

who set SRQ to "1". The capacity for honoring service requests is

generally present only in sophisticated CONTROLLERS. Briefly, the

CONTROLLER must:

1. Constantly monitor SRQ.

2. On finding SRQ equal to "1", stop all present activity.

3. Store all current device status.

4. POLL each device, accordi ng to a software command to see who

called for its attention.

5. Honor the device's request via a user-written service request

subroutine.

6. Reload device status from before interrupt (SRQ) condition.

7. Continue with previous process as if nothing had occurred.

The 4051 is one such sophisticated GPIB CONTROLLER.
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REN "Remote Enable" is a signal which acts as a safety latch for many

devices. Some devices can be operated either manually or remotely

from a distant station by program control. It is sometimes advisable

to "lock out" the front panel of equipment if it is to be used solely in a

programmable fashion. REN is set to "1" when GPIB bus is active.

The devices which have this lock-out feature see that they are

supposed to be under the control of some system component and

not the whims of mortal man and summarily ignore their front panel

switches and knobs. REN is automatically set to "1" by the 4051

CONTROLLER when the 4051 is placed under program control. It is

not uncommon for a front panel lamp, such as "REMOTE", to light

up on the GPIB device when it is in this mode.

EOI "End or Identify" is one of the nicer things about the GPIB. Although

not always implemented, those devices that use EOI are a joy to have

in the system. Because EOI is a separately monitored variable, the

TALKER can set EOI equal to "1 " when the last byte of data is sent

and tell the listener that there is no more data. This is the same as

sending a CR delimiter to mark the end of the logical record. The

4051 terminates the data acquisition and continues with the next

program line when: the current variables have assigned values and

EOI is detected.

Another device that honors EOI is the TEKTRONIX 4662 Digital

Plotter. The byte of data sent from the 4051 is accompanied by

setting EOI equal to "1
". The 4662 then knows that it has received the

last byte of information.

Thus, with the five presently implemented control variables: IFC, ATN, SRQ, REN, and EOI we
have the signals (or flags) required for the CONTROLLER to call (ATN) devices, reset (IFC)

devices, to be interrupted (SRQ) asynchronously by devices, and to lock-out (REN) manual

operation of devices. We also give TALKERS the ability to delimit transmissions (EOI) without

having to send a delimiter character or character string.

DATA TRANSFER VARIABLES

The beauty of the GPIB design is its facility for devices to communicate effortlessly regardless

of theirtransmitting and receiving rates. The process that allows this is the now famous "Three

Line Handshake" for which the Hewlett-Packard Company holds the patent.

During a data transfer, the TALKER controls only one logic variable DAV, or "Data Valid".

Whenever the TALKER places data in the common DATA area, for all LISTENERS to use, the

TALKER sets DAV equal to "1". If the data isn't valid, or if the TALKER is in the process of

updating the data, DAV is set equal to "0".
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The LISTENERS have control over two logic variables, NRFD ("Not ready for Data") and

NDAC ("Data Not Accepted"). These two signals let the TALKER know when new data bytes

can be supplied and when the talker may erase the previous data, respectively.

Each LISTENER has to OK the transfer of each data byte. Because of this, NRFD and NDAC
have inputs from every LISTENER and are thus not simple variables.

In fact, let us consider NRFD and NDAC as two arrays each with 31 elements:

DIM NRFD (31), NDAC (31)

where NRFD goes from NRFD (0) thru NRFD (30)

and NDAC goes from NDAC (0) thru NDAC (30)

Furthermore, when we speak of the value of NRFD or NDAC, we refer to NRFD (0) and NDAC
(0) which summarize the status of the entire array. Remember that valid GPIB addresses go

from 1 to 30 and that we may have no more than 1 5 devices on the bus at one time, each with a

different address. We now assign NRFD (n) and NDAC (n) to device number "n". We always

have extra array elements not being used and set these elements equal to "0". In fact, all values

of the arrays NRFD and NDAC not pertaining to active GPIB LISTENERS are set equal to "0".

The summary values NRFD (0) and NDAC (0) are the logical OR of the array members:

NRFD (0) = NRFD (1) OR NRFD (2) OR ... OR NRFD (30)

and NDAC (0) = NDAC (1) OR NDAC (2) OR ... OR NDAC (30)

Rather than signifying something to do, NRFD and NDAC hold up the communications

process to wait for slowpoke LISTENERS on the bus. Using this technique, the TALKER can

put an 8-bit byte in the DATA area at which time the LISTENERS can start reading it. As long as

a LISTENER has not finished reading the data (has not accepted it, NDAC (n) = 1 ) the value of

NDAC (0) remains 1 and the TALKER cannot update or modify the data.

(An alternative learning technique could involve using the terms RFD, Ready For Data,

and DAC, Data Accepted, as well as inverting the meaning ofthe0to1 designations. RFD

(0) and DAC (0) would then be the Logical AND of the RFD (n) and DAC (n) terms,

respectively. Although less obvious, the NRFD and NDAC terms are used because they

are part of the IEEE-488 standard and have more trivial counterparts in the actual

hardware than would RFD and DAC.)
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HANDSHAKE PARAMETER STATES

Once the CONTROLLER has assigned the TALKER and LISTENERS the data transfer may
commence. The only activity on the bus should be the changing of DATA accompanied by the

Data Valid variable (DAV) going from to 1 and the alternate switching of the NRFD (0) and

NDAC (0) parameters from to 1 and back to again with the LISTENERS request for data

(using NRFD) and, summarily, acceptance of data (using NDAC).

Two common errors may occur during the transfer. If a LISTENER requests data (NRFD = 0,

NDAC = 1 ) and the TALKER never responds, which means not admitting that valid data is on

the bus (DAV = 0), the bus hangs up. As there is no defined clocking rate for data, the

LISTENERS think that they have a slow TALKER on the line and just sit there waiting. The

difference between a slow talker and a dead one is a mater of degree. Thus, the controller

cannot check for this error. This occurs during an incorrect INPUT, READ, OLD, or APPEND
from an existing device or a request to TALK addressed to a LISTEN-only device.

The second common error is more insidious. NRFD and NDAC are binary and the two can thus

have a total of four different configurations (11, 10, 01, 0,0). Three are legal states. The "0,0"

state is a LISTENER error.

The "1,1" State In the "1,1" state the LISTENER is Not Ready For Data (NRFD=1)
and has Not Accepted Data (NDAC=1). This is a legal state for the

LISTENER as it is indicating to the interface that it is not yet

prepared internally to continue with the handshake cycle. If any

LISTENER has the 1,1 configuration (NRFD (n)=1 and NDAC
(n)=1), then communication on the bus is temporarily held up. All

LISTENERS enter and leave communications modes in the 1,1 state.

The "0,1" State In the "0,1" state the LISTENER is Ready For Data (NRFD=0) and

therefore Not Accepting Data (NDAC=1 ). This is a legal state for any

and all LISTENERS as it indicates to the interface and TALKER that

the LISTENERS are prepared to receive messages.

The "1,0" State In the "1,0" state, the LISTENER is Not Ready For Data (NRFD=1)
because it is in the process of Accepting Data (NDAC=0). This is

certainly a valid state as the LISTENER is indicating to the TALKER
to maintain a valid byte of data. In the "1,0" state the LISTENER is

indicating to the TALKER that it has received a data byte and is

processing it.

The "0,0" State The "0,0" state is always present in at least one device (the TALKER)
but is not valid in an assigned LISTENER. In the "0,0" state the

LISTENER is Ready For Data (NRFD=0) and is in the process of

Accepting Data (NDAC=0). The first signifies to the TALKER to get

rid of the present data and the second says to retain it as the data is

still being read. The TALKER should recognize this as an error.
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Remember that the TALKER does not see the status of each

LISTENER, but only the logical OR of all the NRFD (n) and all the

NDAC (n) elements. If any LISTENER has its NRFD or NDAC
parameter set to "1

", the TALKER will not recognize the presence of

a "0,0" state in another LISTENER. Sophisticated GPIB LISTENERS

will generate an EOI or SRQ if both its NRFD and NDAC are "0"

when the device is in the LISTENER mode. Many do not.

HANDSHAKE SEQUENCE

The concept of assigning TALKERS and LISTENERS will be handled later. Let us now consider

the actual handshake sequence involving a TALKER (in control of parameter DAV) and some

LISTENERS (controlling the communications rate with parameters NRFD and NDAC).

TALKER LISTENERS

START

I

START

SET DAV =

I
SET NRFD,
NDAC = 1

NO y ready FOR
HANDSHAKE

2270-3

Fig. 1-4(a). Talker sets DAV inactive (0) to start the sequence. Listeners set NRFD and NDAC to 1.
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1. On initialization and just after assignment of TALKER and LISTENER status, the

TALKER initializes DAV = (data not valid). Fig. 1-4(a).

2. The LISTENERS initialize NRFD = 1 (none are ready for data) and set NDAC = 1

(none have accepted the data). The LISTENERS will hold up the system until they

feel that they are able to handshake and respond to data. Fig. 1-4(a).

TALKER

ADD OR ALTER
DATA

(ON DIO LINES)

i
DELAY

YES

ERROR CONDITION

LISTENERS

YES

Fig. 1-4(b). Talker checks for an error, then places data on the data bus and waits.

2270-4
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3. The TALKER checks for the "0,0" status error condition (both NRFD and NDAC =

0), then places the DATA in the common area. In reality, the data is placed on 8

parallel lines known as the DIO (Data Input/Output) lines. Fig. 1-4(b).

4. The TALKER then delays to allow the data to "settle" on the DIO lines. Meanwhile,

the LISTENERS have initialized themselves and are capable of handshaking. They

now wait until they are ready to accept data. Fig. 1-4(b).

LISTENERS

YES
NRFD = WHEN

ALL LISTENERS ARE READY
SET NRFD =

SET DAV = 1

J
2270-5

Fig. 1-4(c). Talker sets DAV active when the listeners are ready.
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5. All LISTENERS have now indicated readiness to accept the first data byte (all NRFD
(n) = 0, therefore) NRFD = 0. Fig. 1-4(c).

6. The TALKER, upon sensing NRFD = 0, sets DAV = 1 to indicate that data is settled

and valid. Fig. 1-4(c).

TALKER

DAV = 1

YES

DATA IS VALID AND MAY
N~6w~BEACCEPTED

SET NRFD =1

I
ACCEPT DATA BYTE

ND^JS^ETJOJJM^E_NALL_

LISTENERS HA VE ACCEPTED DA TA

I
SET NDAC - 9

T
2270-6

Fig. 1-4(d). Listeners set NRFD active (1), accept data, then set NDAC Inactive (0).
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7. The first LISTENER sets NRFD =1 to indicate that it is no longer ready, then accepts

the data. The other LISTENERS follow at their own rates. Fig. 1-4(d).

8. The first LISTENER sets NDAC = to indicate that it has accepted the data. (NDAC
remains = 1 because the other LISTENERS still have NDAC (n) = 1.) Fig. 1-4(d).

9. The last LISTENER sets NDAC (n) = to indicate that it has accepted the

data; all have now accepted and NDAC = 0. Fig. 1-4(d).

TALKER LISTENERS

'^^or

2270-7

Fig. 1-4(e). Talker sets DAV inactive (0) and the handshake cycle Is repeated or ended.
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10. The TALKER, having sensed that NDAC = 0, sets DAV = 0. This indicates to the

LISTENERS that the data (on the DIO lines) must now be considered not valid.

Fig. 1-4(e).

11. TALKER changes data (on the DIO lines).

12. TALKER delays to allow data to settle (on DIO lines).

13. LISTENERS, upon sensing DAV = 0, set NDAC = 1 in preparation for next cycle.

NDAC = 1 as soon as the first LISTENER sets NDAC (n) = 1. Fig. 1-5.

14. The first LISTENER indicates that it is ready for the next data byte (character) by

setting NRFD (n) = 0. (NRFD remains = 1 due to other LISTENERS causing NRFD (0)

= 1.) Fig. 1-5.

15. The last LISTENER indicates that it is ready for the next data byte by setting NRFD =

0. NRFD (0) is now equal to 0. Fig. 1-5.

1 6. The TALKER upon sensing NRFD = 0, sets DAV = 1 to indicated that data on the DIO

lines is settled and valid. Fig. 1-5.

1 7. The first LISTENER sets NRFD = 1 to indicate that it is no longer ready, then accepts

the data. Fig. 1-5.

18. The first LISTENER sets NDAC (n) = to indicate that it has accepted the data as in

(8). Fig. 1-5.

19. The last LISTENER sets NDAC = to indicate that it has accepted the data. Fig. 1 -5.

20. The TALKER, having sensed that NDAC (0) = 0, sets DAV = 0. Fig. 1-5.

21. The TALKER removes the data byte from the DIO signal lines after setting DAV = 0.

22. The LISTENERS, upon sensing DAV = 0, set NDAC = 1 in preparation for the next

cycle. Fig. 1-5.

23. Note that all three handshake signals, DAV, NRFD and NDAC are at their initialized

states as in (1) and (2). Fig. 1-5.
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TALKERS

f START
J

I

LISTENERS

( START
J

SET DAV =

(HIGH)

SETNRFD
AND NDAC=1

(LOW)

YES

ADD OR ALTER
DATA ON DIO

LINES

ERROR
CONDITION

DELAY C
end )

u^-"
<$<%&

^>

SETNRFD =0

(HIGH)

tfogSSf«$^

SET DAV = 1

(LOW)

DATA IS VALID AND_CA_NJE_ACCEPTED_ >< YEg

SETNRFD=1
(LOW)

—k USTEN^^rA
~
c r̂T̂

L

r

ACCEPT
DATA BYTE

SET DAV=0
(HIGH)

X
V̂>^

SET NDAC=0
(HIGH)

MORE \ NO
DATA SET NDAC =1

(LOW)

22708

Fig. 1-5. Complete GPIB handshake flow chart.
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HOW THE 4051 GPIB INTERFACE CONTROLLER IS IMPLEMENTATED

The implementation of the GPIB protocal in the 4051 is done in the firmware. Firmware is the

4051 's internal microprocessor program that has been coded and "locked" into a silicon chip.

User access to the GPIB is done through software, that is, programming the 4051 in the BASIC

language.

Because the 4051 GPIB interface is programmable, the interface is discussed in software

terminology. One of the most important concepts is the Three Wire Handshake, which was just

discussed at length.
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Section 2

4051 GPIB HARDWARE: INTERFACE DESIGNS

INTRODUCTION

The information in this section is directed toward individuals who want to design their own

4051 GPIB interface and don't know where to start. This material picks up where IEEE Standard

488-1975 leaves off. A conceptual block diagram of a typical GPIB interface is discussed first.

This interface is straightforward and allows a peripheral device to listen, talk, and respond to

serial polls on the 4051 GPIB. Afterthe block diagram discussion, the individual circuits in the

interface are discussed in detail. A workable schematic of each circuit is provided along with an

Integrated Circuit list to help you if you want to build the circuit. We hope that the material in

this section is beneficial to you and that it will help you gain a better understanding of GPIB

interfacing design concepts.

INTERFACE BLOCK DIAGRAM DESCRIPTION

INTRODUCTION

Diagram A is located in the Diagrams section at the back of this manual. This diagram presents

a conceptual view of a general purpose interface that listens, talks, and responds to a serial poll

on the 4051 GPIB. (Pull out this diagram now and look at it.) The text which follows describes

how the interface works starting with the listen handshake circuitry and ending with the serial

poll circuitry. Keep in mind that the term "interface" refers to the hardware components that

allow a peripheral device to talk and listen to the 4051 over the GPIB. The purpose of the

interface is to act as a go-between that matches the peripheral devices data transfer protocol

with the protocol used on the 4051 GPIB.

THE LISTEN FUNCTION

The LISTEN function of the interface in Diagram A operates in one of two modes. In the first

mode, the interface listens only to the controller; in the second mode, the interface listens only

to the current data transfer.
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Listening to the 4051 Controller

The interface is designed to respond almost instantly to the controller when ATN is set active

low, regardless of the state of the peripheral device. This design feature allows the controller to

clear the interface at the end of a data transfer and set up a new transfer with other devices,

even though the peripheral device itself may be busy digesting data and unable to respond.

When the 4051 sets ATN low, the interface immediately comes on the bus in a ready state and is

prepared to receive and decode addresses. The interface listen handshake circuitry

handshakes on every data byte from the 4051 and the address from the 4051 is taken off the

GPIB data bus and passed to the address decoder circuits. If the address is a valid address for

the interface, the address decoding circuits send a signal to the interface memory where the

address is "remembered." When ATN is released by the 4051, the interface enters the state

currently recorded in the memory. This particular interface enters an IDLE state on system

power-up, a TALK state when a preassigned primary talk address is received from the 4051 , a

LISTEN state when a pre-assigned primary listen address is received, and a POLL state when

the controller command SPE (serial poll enable) is received from the 4051.

Once the interface is in one of these states, the interface participates in the bus activity until the

4051 controller sets ATN active low and issues UNTALK if the interface is talking, UNLISTEN if

the interface is listening, orSPD (serial poll disable) if the interface is in a POLL state. Anytime

IFC (interface clear) is set active low by the 4051, the interface returns to the IDLE state,

regardless of the present state of the interface. (IFC is set low when an INIT statement is

executed in BASIC.)

Listening to a 4051 Data Transfer

When a preassigned primary listen address is issued to the interface and ATN is released

(made inactive) by the 4051 , the interface stays on the bus ready to receive data bytes and send

them to the peripheral's data input bus. At this time, the signal LISTEN TO ME is made active to

tell the peripheral device's handshake signal lines GRAB IT, GOT IT, and I'M BUSY, and makes

these handshake signals part of the GPIB handshake cycle. Here's how the interface listen

handshake cycle works:

1

.

The interface listen handshake circuitry looks at the peripheral signal I'M BUSY to see if the

peripheral device is busy. If I'M BUSY is true (active), the interface waits. If I'M BUSY is false

(inactive), the interface sets NRFD high on the 4051 GPIB to tell the talker (the 4051 in this

case) to send a data byte.

2. The 4051 responds by placing the data byte on the GPIB Data Bus. The data byte also

appears on the peripheral's input data bus via the intefaces's Data Bus receivers. The talker

(4051) then sets DAV (Data Valid) low— indicating that the data byte is valid and can be

captured.
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Interface Block Diagram Description

3. The interface listen handshake circuitry sees DAV go low and responds by setting GRAB IT

active (true). This signal tells the peripheral device to latch the data byte off its input data

bus and place the byte into a peripheral input buffer (a temporary storage location).

4. When the data byte has been successfully captured, the peripheral device sets the signal

line GOT IT to an active true state. The interface handshake circuitry then responds by

setting NDAC (Not Data Accepted) high on the GPIB. This tells the 4051 that the data byte

has been successfully captured by the peripheral device.

5. The 4051 responds to NDAC by setting DAV high (inactive) and takes the data byte off the

Data Bus.

6. In the meantime, the interface handshake circuits set NDAC low and prepare for the next

handshake cycle.

7. The above action is repeated over and over as each data byte is transferred from the 4051 to

the interface. At the end of the transfer, the 4051 activates ATN and issues UNLISTEN to the

interface. When this happens, the address decoder in the interface sends a signal to the

interface memory and the interface memory returns to the IDLE state. At the same time, the

signal line LISTEN TO ME goes inactive and the peripheral device is free to go about its

business.

8. Note that at any time during the data transfer, the peripheral device can freeze the activity

on the GPIB by setting the signal I'M BUSY active true. This usually occurs when the

peripheral's input data buffer gets full, or when the peripheral device stops to process

information just received, or when the peripheral device honors a higher priority interrupt

request within its own architecture. Note also that while ATN is down, the I'M BUSY signal

has no effect on the interface. In fact, all the peripheral handshake signals are ignored and

the peripheral device is effectively "cut-off" from the data transfer. This allows the interface

to respond instantly to 4051 controller commands (no matter what the state of the

peripheral) and allows the 4051 to clear the interface from the GPIB anytime the 4051 elects

to do so.

THE TALK FUNCTION

The general purpose interface enters the TALK state when the 4051 issues a preassigned

primary talk address to the interface with ATN down. At this time, the interface address

decoder sends a signal to the interface memory telling the memory to "remember" to TALK.

When ATN is released, the TALK TO ME signal goes active true and the interface enters the

TALK state.

The TALK TO ME signal has three functions:

1. The signal tells the peripheral device to start sending data to the interface.
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2. The signal enables the interface GPIB Data Bus drivers to work, and thus enables the

interface to place data bytes on the GPIB Data Bus.

3. The signal enables the interface talk handshake circuits to work.

Once in the TALK state, the peripheral device starts sending data bytes to the interface; the

interface, in turn, passes the data bytes to the assigned listener (in this case the 4051 ) over the

GPIB. Here's how it happens (refer to Diagram A):

1. When ATN is released by the 4051, TALK TO ME goes active true. Assuming that the

peripheral device is ready to talk immediately, the peripheral device places the first data

byte on the peripheral output data bus. Since TALK TO ME also enables the interface Data

Bus drivers, the data byte appears on the GPIB Data Bus at the same time.

2. After waiting the required minimum time for the data lines to settle (2 /us), the peripheral

device sets the signal SHIP IT active true. This tells the interface that it's O.K. to transfer the

data byte.

3. In the meantime, the interface talk handshake circuits look for the 4051 to set NRFD high.

When NRFD goes high and when SHIP IT is true, the interface circuitry sets DAV (Data

Valid) low on the 4051 GPIB.

4. The 4051 responds to DAV by setting NRFD low. The 4051 captures the data byte, then sets

NDAC high.

5. The interface responds to the high going NDAC signal by setting DAV high (inactive) to tell

the 4051 that the data byte is no longer valid. The interface then makes the signal IT'S GONE
active true. This tells the peripheral device that the data byte has been successfully

transferred and that it can get ready to transfer the next byte.

6. The peripheral device sees that IT'S GONE, then takes the data byte off the peripheral

output data bus. The peripheral device then places the next data byte on the bus, waits for

the lines to settle, then tells the interface to SHIP IT.

7. The interface responds as before and the handshake cycle is repeated.

8. This action continues until the 4051 sets ATN active low and issues UNTALK to the

interface over the GPIB. If the 4051 is the listener, the UNTALK command is issued

automatically at the end of the transfer (except for RBYTE operations). If the 4051 is not a

listener, the talking peripheral device can set EOI or SRQ low on the GPIB for 350 /js

(minimum). This causes the 4051 to branch to an ON EOI THEN statement or an ON SRQ
THEN statement in the BASIC program, then to a WBYTE @95: statement that issues the

UNTALK command to the interface. When the UNTALK command is received, the interface

returns to the IDLE state and the signal TALK TO ME goes inactive. This tells the peripheral

device that the transfer is ended.
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RESPONDING TO A SERIAL POLL

If the peripheral device wants service from the 4051 , the peripheral device must set the signal

SERVICE PLEASE to an active true state. This causes the interface to set SRQ lowon the 4051

GPIB. Since the SRQ line is shared by all peripheral devices on the bus, the 4051 has no way of

knowing which device is holding SRQ low. The SRQ situation is normally handled in the

current BASIC program in the following way.

When SRQ is set low, the 4051 BASIC interpreter looks at a previously executed ON SRQ

THEN statement in the BASIC program to find out where to branch in the BASIC program.

Program control is then transferred to the line number specified in the ON SRQ THEN

statement. The line number is usually the line number of a peripheral device service routine (if

there is only one device on the bus) or a POLL statement (if there are several devices on the

bus).

If the ON SRQ THEN statement transfers control to a POLL statement, the 4051 executes a

serial poll on the GPIB to find out which device is pulling down on SRQ. Each peripheral device

specified in the POLL statement address list must respond to the 4051 during the serial poll.

The interface in Diagram A responds to a serial poll as follows:

1. The 4051 starts a serial poll by setting ATN active low. The 4051 then issues an UNLISTEN

command, followed by a SPE (serial poll enable) command.

2. The i nterface address decoder sees SPE and sends a signal to the interface memory to tell

the circuits to "remember" that a serial poll is in progress. The interface responds by

setting the signal POLL. IN PROGRESS to an active true state.

3. The peripheral device responds to POLL IN PROGRESS by placing its status byte on the

output data bus (lines D1-D8). If the peripheral device is requesting service, the device

must indicate this condition by setting bit 7 in the status byte to an active (true) state. If the

device is not requesting service, bit 7 in the status byte must be inactive (false).

4. Notice at this point that the status byte is not placed on the GPIB Data Bus. All activity

stops here and the interface and the peripheral device wait until the interface is addressed

as a talker by the 4051.

5. The point at which the 4051 add resses the interface as a talker depends on the position of

the peripheral address in the POLL statement address list. (See the 4051 Graphic System

Reference Manual for more information). If the address is first in the list, the interface will

be addressed first, if the address is second in the list, the interface will be addressed

second, and so on. When the interface's primary talk address is issued by the 4051, the

interface enters the TALK state, as previously described, and TALK TO ME is made active

true.
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6. The signal TALK TO ME enables the interface GPIB Data Bus drivers to work. This places

the peripheral status byte on the GPIB Data Bus. TALK TO ME also activates the interface

talk handshake circuitry and the status byte is ready for transfer.

7. Soon after the 4051 issues the primary talk address, the 4051 assigns itself as a listener and

releases ATN. The TALK handshake sequence then occurs (as previously described) and

the status byte is transferred to the 4051.

8. After the status byte is transferred, the signal IT'S GONE is made active true by the

interface. At this time, the peripheral device must set SERVICE PLEASE to an inactive

state; this causes the interface to release SRQ.

9. If bit 7 in the status byte is set to a true state, the 4051 assigns the position number of the

device to the first variable in the POLL statement and the decimal equivalent of the status

byte to the second variable in the POLL statement. (Refer to the 4051 Reference Manual for

details.) The 4051 then ends the polling sequence by activating ATN, and issues UNTALK
and SPD (serial poll disable), in that order. This sequence returns the interface to an IDLE

state and frees the peripheral device for further operations.

10. If bit 7 in the status byte is not set, the 4051 assumes that the peripheral device is not

requesting service. The 4051 then sets ATN low and issues the primary talk address for the

next peripheral device in the POLL statement address list.

11. The interface must interpret this new talk addressasan "implied" UNTALKcommand and

clear the interface from the talk state. When the 4051 finds the peripheral device that is

requesting service, the interface is returned to an IDLE state by the commands UNTALK
and SPD (serial poll disable) at the end of the polling sequence.

CLOSING REMARKS

This block diagram description presents an overview of the interface circuits which are about

to be described in detail in the following paragraphs. An attempt has been made to keep the

schematic diagram layout in Diagram B similar to the block diagram layout in Diagram A. If you

feel that you are getting lost in the detail of the schematic—that is "not able to see the forest

because of the trees", then take time to review the block diagram and its layout; get a "feel" for

the overall picture of the interface, before diving back into the detail.
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THE FIRST STEP IS HOOKING UP TO THE BUS
GPIB CONNECTOR REQUIREMENTS

Each peripheral device must be connected to the 4051 GPIB via a 24-pin female connector as

shown in Fig. 2-1. The most common (and preferred) mounting position for the connector is

the horizontal position on the rear panel of the peripheral device with pin 1 positioned in the

upper right corner. The mechanical specifications for a GPIB connector are found on page 95

of the IEEE Standard 488-1975.

r % MC3441

GPIB TRANSCEIVER

TO— TTL
CIRCUITS

FROM— TTL
CIRCUITS

_J

FEMALE 24-PIN
GPIB CONNECTOR

2270-1

Fig. 2-1. GPIB connector and termination requirements.
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GPIB TERMINATION REQUIREMENTS
If you are connecting a peripheral device to the GPIB, every signal line on the 24-pin connector

must be terminated, regardless of whether the line is used or not. The standard line load

configuration is shown in Fig. 2-1. Each bus line must be suspended between two resistors

connected between ±5 vdc and ground. The top resistor (Ri) must be a 3K ohm resistor (±5%)

and the bottom resistor must be 6.2K ohm resistor (±5%).

The most awkward way to handle the termination requirement is to use sixteen 3K ohm

resistors and sixteen 6.2K ohm resistors, connecting them up two at a time to each bus line.

This method takes a lot of room on the interface circuit board and we don't recommend it.

Another way to handle the problem is to use "resistor packs," which mount in 14-pin or 16-pin

integrated circuit receptacles, and contain up to 16 individual resistors in each package. This

method is acceptable, but there's a better way yet.

The best way to handle the termination problem is to use ready-made GPIB tranceiver chips

which not only contain the termination resistors for each bus line, but also contain a bus driver

and a bus receiver for each line. Besides saving a considerable amount of space on the

interface circuit board, these chips provide a good electrical match between the GPIB

connector and the TTL logic in the peripheral interface.

IF YOU DECIDE TO USE READY-MADE GPIB TRANSCEIVERS

Several companies manufacture transceiver integrated circuits which are specifically

designed for GPIB applications. The transceiver chips used in this interface manual happen to

be manufactured by Motorola Inc. and are used because they are available to us at the moment.

There are undoubtedly other GPIB transceivers on the market that work just as well. We are not

recommending any one transceiver over another. The choice is yours. Pick a transceiver that

best suits your needs.

MAKING EFFICIENT USE OF GPIB HANDSHAKE TRANSCEIVERS

There are several GPIB transceiver chips in the MC3440 family and each chip has slightly

different characteristics. Fig. 2-2 shows a GPIB handshake configuration using a MC3440

transceiver chip and a MC3441 transceiver chip.

There are four drivers and four receivers in each chip. The termination resistors are also in each

chip, but are not shown. The only difference in the two chips is that the MC3441 (U2) has one

driver which is independent from the common enable line controlling the rest of the drivers.

The transceivers are designed so that the four receivers are always active (listening), but the

four drivers are not enabled until a low is applied to pin 1 2 on each chip (except for one driver in

U2).
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Since the interface must drive part of the GPIB handshake signal lines and listen to the others

during a LISTEN handshake, then reverse the role of each signal line during a TALK
handshake, the trick is to arrange the transceiver output in such a way that the talk and listen

state of the transceivers can be controlled with one signal line; and at the same time not have a

receiver in the chip listening to its associated driver.

'•JL 10

, ! ; )h-H

ATN

DAV

IFC

EOI

FROM THE PERIPHERAL
INTERFACE CIRCUITS

FROM THE PERIPHERAL
INTERFACE CIRCUITS

Rt=N fr

TALK TO ME
(From the Interface
Memory Circuit)

2270-1

Fig. 2-2. Typical GPIB handshake transceiver configuration.
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The transceiver arrangement in Fig. 2-2 works nicely and at the same time accommodates

leftover control lines on the GPIB management bus. Two other MC3440 transceivers can be

used to connect the GPIB Data Bus to the interface. This means that it only takes four chi ps to

connect theentire interface to the GPIB connector. (The Data Bus arrangement will be shown

in the schematics that follow.)

The following is a brief discussion on the transceiver arrangement in Fig. 2-2 and explains why

signals are connected as they are.

TALK and LISTEN. During any GPIB handshake, the interface is driving some lines and

listening to others. This means that one tranceiver must be in a receive mode while the other is

in a transmit mode. It's not generally wise to use one chip for both purposes simultaneously,

unless extra precautions are taken. Since the receivers are always receiving, the interface

might end up listening to itself talk. Pin 12 on each transceiver turns the drivers on and off.

These two inputs are controlled by one signal line called TALK TO ME. An inverter U3A is

placed in-between the two inputs so they are always in the opposite state. When TALK TO ME

is low (inactive), the drivers in U2 are enabled and the drivers in U1 are disabled. When TALK

TO ME is high (active), the drivers in U2 are disabled and the drivers in U1 are enabled.

ATN (Attention). This signal comes in from pin 1 1 on the GPIB connector and connects to pin

15 on U1. Since the 4051 is the only device allowed to drive this signal line, pin 13 on U1 is

grounded and the driver is permanently disabled. The interface can only listen to ATN at pin 14

on U1. Because the receiver is an inverter, pin 14 goes high when ATN is active low on the

GPIB.

DAV (Data Valid). This signal comes from pin 6 on the GPIB connector and connects to pin 9 on

U1 . During a listen handshake sequence, the interface must listen to this line at pin 10 of U1 .
Pin

10 goes high when data is valid on the GPIB Data Bus and low when data is invalid. The low-to-

high transition at pin 10 is normally used to clock a latch in the interface which captures the

data byte.

When the interface is placed in the TALK mode, the signal TALK TO ME goes active and the

DAVdriver is enabled. The interface then drives the DAV signal line from pin 1 1 on U1 when the

peripheral device places valid data on the GPIB Data Bus.
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IFC (Interface Clear). This signal comes from pin 9 on the G PI B connector and connects to pin

7 on U1 . Like ATN, this signal can only be driven by the 4051 , so the U1 driver is grounded and

permanently disabled. The interface listens to IFC at pin 6 on U1 and enters an IDLE state

whenever pin 6 goes high.

i-OI (End or Identify). This signal comes from pin 5 on the GPIB connector and connects to pin

2 on the U1 chip. Generally, this signal is undefined andean be used as the designer sees fit.

However, ina4051 system, EOI means END OF TRANSFER when the signal is activated as the

last data byte in a transfer is placed on the bus. While the interface is listening, the interface can

listen to EOI at pin 3 of U1 . When the interface is talking, the peripheral device can activate EOI

as the last data byte is transferred by setting pin 4 on U1 high. (This has the same effect as

sending a CR delimiter to the 4051.).

SRQ (Service Request). This signal comes from pin 1 on the GPIB connector and connects to

pin 15onU2. Since only the 4051 can listen to this signal line, the bus receiver output for SRQ is

not connected. The independently-enabled bus driver in the MC3440 chip is used to drive SRQ
because the peripheral device must be able to set SRQ low and request service at any time,

regardless of the state of the other interface tranceivers.

NOTE

According to the IEEE GPIB Standard: If several devices are connected to the GPIB bus,

one more than 50% of the devices must be turned on (regardless of whether they are

actually used), or the bus may be loaded down causing a spurious SRQ signal on the bus.

INDAC (Not Data Accepted). This signal comes from pin 8 on the GPIB connector and connects

to pin 9 on U2. In the listen state, the interface must set this signal line low when a data byte is

captured from the Data Bus. Since the drivers in U2 are enabled during a listen operation, the

interface operates the NDAC signal line by setting pin 11 on U2 in a low state.

During a talk handshake operation, the interface must listen to NDAC to find out when the

listeners on the bus have received the data byte being transferred. The interface listens at pin

10 on U2 and knows the data byte is transferred when pin 10 goes low.

IMRFD (Not Ready for Data). This signal comes from pin 7 on the GPIB connector and connects

to pin 7 on U2. During a listen operation, the interface sets NRFD high to tell the talker (or the

4051 controller) that the interface is ready forthe next data byte. The interface sets NRFD high

by placing a low on pin 5 on U2.

In the talk state, the interface must listen to NRFD to find out when the listener at the other end

of the GPIB is ready for the next data byte. The interface listens at pin 6 of U2 and knows the

listener is ready when pin 6 goes low.
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REN (Remote Enable). This signal comes from pin 17 on the GPIB connector and connects to

pin 2 on U2. Since this signal can only be driven by the 4051 , the input to the driver is grounded

and permanently disabled. The 4051 sets REN low when the 4051 is operating under program

control. This makes pin 3 on U2 go high and tells the peripheral device to ignore its front panel

controls and operate solely under the directions received from the 4051 GPIB.

Logic Ground. Pin 24 on the GPIB connector is the return path for all GPIB signals and should

be connected to pin eight on all GPIB interface transceivers. This includes the transceivers for

the GPIB Data Bus as well. A source of trouble can develope if the logic grounds on the

transceivers are not properly connected.

Voltage to the Chips. A DC voltage of +5 volts must be connected to pin 1 6 on each transceiver

chip. Each chip draws approximately 50 milliamps under normal operating conditions. Since

the interface cannot draw power from the GPIB, the power must come from the peripheral

device or a special power supply built specifically for the interface.

A Word of Caution. It is important to ground pins 13 and 5 on 111 and pin 4 on U2. If the input to

one of these drivers is allowed to float high while the drive is enabled, a signal line (such as

ATN) will be set low by the interface (instead of the 4051) and will cause havoc on the bus.

INTERFACE CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION

INTRODUCTION

A complete schematic diagram for a general purpose interface for the 4051 GPI B is located on

the second pull-out in the Diagram section at the back of this manual; pull it out now. This

schematic diagram gives a complete picture of the interface components along with an IC list.

This diagram is provided as a convenience for you and you may remove it from the manual if

you wish to do so.

For ease of illustration, the interface is broken into blocks and each block is discussed

separately, starting with the listen handshake circuitry. The portion of the schematic on the

pull-out to which the discussion pertains is repeated within this text; the schematic blocks

within the text are slightly rearranged in some cases, with some components masked out to

emphasize the active components in the circuit. The "U" numbers and the pin numbers of the

components in these smaller schematics match the U numbers on the components in the

complete schematic in Diagram B.
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Circuit descriptions are sometimes tedious to read—especially if you are an experienced logic

designer and can easily figure out how a circuit works by looking at it. The circuit descriptions

do serve other purposes, however. It might be helpful to read through them at least once. The

design criteria for each circuit is covered first, then an explanation follows on how the circuit

design meets the design criteria. There are many subtleties in a GPIB interface design and

many pitfalls to avoid. These subtleties and pitfalls are mentioned in the circuit descriptions

when they apply. In addition, the purpose of logic components may not be obvious at first

glance (like the "implied UNTALK" circuitry) and the circuit descriptions help remove the

mystery surrounding these components.

INTERFACE LISTEN HANDSHAKE CIRCUIT DESIGN CRITERIA

The most important circuit in the interface is the LISTEN handshake circuit. Without the

LISTEN handshake circuit, the 4051 can't communicate with the interface; the 4051 can't

assign the peripheral device to be a listener or a talker and the interface can't respond to a serial

poll.

The listen handshake circuit in an interface can be designed in several ways, but no matter how
the circuit is designed, the circuit must meet the following design criteria:

1. Response to ATN High (Inactive) when My Listen Address has not been Received. The

listen handshake circuitry in the interface should view this situation as an idle condition and

get off the GPIB completely; that is, let all signal lines float high (inactive), just as though no

device were present.

2. Response to ATN Low when My Listen Address has not been Received. This condition

occurs on the GPIB when the interface is in an idle state and the 4051 starts a controller

addressing sequence to assign peripheral devices as listeners and talkers. While ATN goes

active low, the interface listen handshake circuit must get on the bus and handshake on every

data byte transferred from the 4051. The address decoder in the interface must also leap into

action and decode every address from the 4051—regardless of whether the address is

meaningful to the interface or not. When the interface receives a meaningful address (with ATN
low), the interface address decoder must continue to evaluate the additional address bytes

coming in from the 4051 and not take action on the meaningful address until after the 4051 sets

ATN high. This is important and the interface must not violate this rule!

The interface's initial response to a low-going ATN signal must be to set NDAC low and NRFD
either high or low, depending whether or not the interface is ready to receive and decode

addresses from the 4051. Whether the interface is ready to decode addresses or not, the

interface must set NDAC low within 200 ns after ATN goes low to comply with the IEEE

Standard.
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3. Response to ATN Being Low after My Listen Address has been Received. This condition

can occur two different times on the GPIB: (1) during the initial addressing sequence when

ATN is low (true) and the primary listen address has been received and (2) at the end of a data

transfer when the 4051 sets ATN low and prepares to issue an UNLISTEN command to the

interface. In both cases, the interface must not allow the peri pheral device to listen to the GPI

B

Data Bus while ATN is low. In the first case, the 4051 may still have addresses to issue (either

primary or secondary) and the peripheral device might pick up these addresses as data bytes.

In the second case, the interface may receive the UNLISTEN command from the 4051 , but the

peripheral device might also capture the UNLISTEN command and treat the command byte as

the last data byte in the transfer. It is important to design the interface so that only the interface

can listen to the GPIB when ATN is active low. The peripheral device must be effectively

"cutoff" from the GPIB during this time.

4. Response to ATN High when My Listen Address has been Received. This condition on the

GPIB tells the interface to capture all data bytes being transmitted over the GPIB and to pass

the data bytes to the peripheral device as valid data. It is important for the interface at this point

to honor the peripheral's handshake signal lines and the peripheral's busy signal. If the

interface does not do this, the interface may start receiving data bytes faster than the peripheral

device can take them and data will be lost. The peripheral's BUSY signal should be connected

to the interface handshake circuitry in such a way that the peripheral device can freeze the

activity on the GPIB anytime it elects to do so.

5. Response to I nterface Clear and an UNLISTEN Command from the 4051 . Anytime the 4051

sets IFC low on the GPIB, the interface must return to an IDLE state and get off the bus. And, if

the interface is in a LISTEN state, and the 4051 issues an UNLISTEN command (decimal 63)

with ATN active low, the interface must get off the bus.

A CIRCUIT THAT MEETS THE LISTEN HANDSHAKE DESIGN CRITERIA

Fig. 2-3 is a schematic diagram for a typical TTL listener handshake circuit. This circuit is

identical to the listen handshake circuit block on the larger interface schematic in Diagram B.

Although a circuit of this type can be designed in any one of a number of ways, the important

thing is that this circuit be passive while other data transfers are taking place on the GPIB, and

at the same time be ready to leap into action and listen to the bus as soon as the controller sets

ATN active low. Here's how this response is built into the circuit.

Remaining Idle

As previously stated, the interface should be in an IDLE state when ATN is high and the

interface's primary listen address has not been issued by the 4051. The listen handshake

circuitry looks at the state of ATN at pin 14 on GPIB transceiver U1. When ATN is high

(inactive) on the GPIB, pin 14 on U1 is low. The rest of the logic in the circuit is set up as follows.
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^- LISTEN TO ME
(From (ntBrfacs

Momafy)

GPIB Connector

. J1-11 15

)GIC _ J1-M
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COMPONENT TYPE

U1 MC 3441

U2 MC 3440

U3 SN 7404

U4 SN 740B

U5 SN 7-10B

U6 SN 7402

U13 SN 7404

TALK TO ME

Fig. 2-3. Typical 4051 GPIB listen handshake circuit design.

The low at pin 14 on U1 makes the output of inverter U3C high which in turn makes pin 1 on

AND gate U4A high (U4A is located in the middle of the circuit).

AND gate U4A is the key element which controls the active and idle state of this listen

handshake circuit. Since the inactive state of ATN makes pin 1 on U4A high, and the inactive

state of the LISTEN TO ME signal makes pin 2 on U4A high, the output of U4A goes high. (The

LISTEN TO ME signal comes from the interface memory.) This LISTEN TO ME signal goes

active only when the primary listen address for the interface is issued by the 4051 ). The high

output of U4A makes the output of inverter U3B go low and keeps U4B and U4C disabled.

(Notice that U4A and U3B together perform a NAND function. They were selected over a

NAND gate in this case to make the most efficient use of leftover gates in the IC packages.)

2270-1
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U4B and U4C act as enable/disable gates for the signal lines NDAC and NRFD, respectively.

With the output of U3B keeping one pin on each gate low, the output of U4B and U4C remain

low which makes pin 7 and pin 9 on the GPIB transceiver U2 float high. The high condition of

both NRFD and NDAC on the GPIB tells the 4051 that the interface is off the bus and essentially

not present.

Addressing the Interface

The 4051 sets ATN low on the GPIB to issue addresses over the bus. The interface must

respond immediately (within 200 ns) by setting NDAC low. Since this interface is designed to

decode addresses anytime ATN is low (regardless of the state of the peripheral device), the

interface sets NRFD high atthesame time NDAC isset low. This tells the4051 that the interface

is immediately ready to decode addresses (provided another device on the GPIB is not keeping

NRFD low). Before going into the details of how NRFD is set high and NDAC is set low, a brief

overview of the listen handshake circuit is in order.

A Quick Schematic Overview

The interface listen handshake circuit is functionally divided into two groups of gates. The

gates on the left of U4A control the interface's NDAC response. The gates on the right of U4A

control the interface's NRFD response. Since the listen handshake circuit operates in two

modes—one handshake mode with ATN active low and the other handshake mode during a

data transfer—there are two AND gates in each group, one gate for each mode. When ATN is

low and the 4051 is issuing address, U5A on the left controls the NDAC signal line; U5D on

the right controls the NRFD signal line. During a data transfer when the peripheral device is

listening, U5B on the left controls the NDAC signal line; U5C on the right controls the NRFD
signal line.

Getting Ready to Handshake when ATN goes Low

Now back to the present situation. The 4051 sets ATN active low on the GPI B, and the following

four actions occur in the interface listen handshake circuitry to get the interface ready to

receive and decode addresses:

1. Gates U6A, U5B, and U5C are immediately disabled and effectively removed from the

circuit. U6A is in the circuit to detect when the primary listen address is issued and ATN is

high. This condition tells the interface to start listening to the GPIB Data Bus for valid data.

Since ATN is low at this time and the controller is issuing peripheral addresses, this gate

must be disabled. It is disabled in the following way. When ATN goes low, pin 1 4 on U1 goes

high which makes pin 2 on U6Ago high. This keeps the output of U6A low (disabled) which,

in turn, keeps U5B and U5C disabled. With U5C disabled, U4D has no effect on the circuit

either. (Later it will be shown how this circuitry handles the handshake during the data

transfer with the assigned talker).
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2. Gates U4B and U4C are enabled which allows the Interface to drive NRFD and NDAC. When

ATN goes low, pin 14 on U1 goes high, the output of inverter U3C goes low, and AND gate

U4A is disabled. This makes pin 4 on U3B go high, which enables both U4B and U4C to pass

the NRFD and NDAC signals to GPIB transceiver U2. The source of the NRFD signal is pin

10 on U6Cand is passed by U4C to the input of the NRFD driver (U2, pin 5). The source of

the NDAC signal is pin 4 on U6B and is passed to the input of the NDAC driver (U2, pin 11)

by U4B.

3. NRFD Remains Inactive High. With U4D and U5C effectively out of the picture at this time,

the NRFD signal is controlled by U5D. Pin 13 on U5D acts as the gate enable which goes

active high when ATN is made active (low) on the GPIB. Therefore, NRFD is controlled

directly by DAV (Data Valid) on the GPIB. At this time, data is not valid, so DAV is high on the

GPIB. This causes pin 1 on U1 to go low and pin 8 on U3D to go high, thus making pin 1 2 of

U5D go high. As a result, pin 1 1 of U5D goes high, pin 10 on U6C goes low, pin 8 on U4C
follows along by staying low, and the output of the NRFD driver (U2, pin 7) stays high. This

tells the 4051 controller that the interface is ready to receive the first address over the Data

Bus.

4. NDAC goes low. At the same time U5D is enabled by the ATN signal, U5A is also enabled.

The source of the NDAC signal is actually pin 1 on U6C. When U6Cgoes low, pin 1 on U5A

goes low. This makes the output of U5A go low, which makes the output of U6B go high.

Since U4B is enabled, the output of U4B follows the output of U6B and also goes high. This

causes the NDAC driver output to go low, telling the 4051 controller that the interface has

not yet accepted a data byte. The interface is now ready to capture and decode the first

address from the 4051 controller.

Timing Delays Assuming a 1 5 ns delay occurs for signal transitions to pass through each logic

gate in the circuit, it takes approximately 1 05 ns for the handshake circuitry to respond to ATN.

This time delay is well within the 200 ns maximum response time which is specified in the I EEE

Standard.

Handshaking with the 4051 While ATN is Active Low

With NRFD high and NDAC low on the GPIB, the interface effectively tells the 4051 controller"!

am ready to receive the first address over the data bus". When all peripheral devices on the

GPIB Data Bus are ready, the 4051 places the first address on the GPIB Data Bus and sets DAV
low. When DAV goes low, pin 1 on U1 goes high; this indicates to the interface that the address

on the Data Bus is valid and is ready to be captured and decoded.

4051 GPIB Hardware Support
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Receiving and Decoding the Address Byte

Normally, a byte on the Data Bus is captured and decoded by an address decoder which is not

part of the handshake circuitry. The active ATN signal is used to enable the address decoder to

look at the Data Bus, and at the same time, the leading edge of DAV is used to clock the decoder

into capturing (or reading) the address byte. This is usually set-up as a separate action,

independent of the handshake sequence. Since the address decoder is discussed in detail later

in this section, we'll keep our attention on the handshake circuitry for now. The point is this:

due to the inherent delays in the handshake cycle (with the 4051 as the controller), the fastest

time in which the handshake cycle can be completed is 18 /js. This provides an 18 jus "time

window" for the address decoder to read and decode address bytes.

Taking advantage of this knowledge, the handshake circuitry is designed to proceed with the

handshake as quickly as possible, even though the circuit doesn't know for sure that the

address decoder is actively decoding the address. The handshake circuitry "assumes" that

18 /us is more than enough time for the address decoder to "do it's thing," so the handshake

circuitry responds immediately to DAV by setting NRFD low, followed by setting NDAC high. It

works nicely in this case and here's how it happens.

Setting NRFD Low

The interface circuit's first response to DAV must be to set NRFD low, as specified in the IEEE

handshake flow diagram. This action is accomplished as follows. The low going DAV signal

line causes pin 10 on U1 to go high. The output of inverter U3D responds by going low which

causes the output of U5D to go low; the output of U6C goes high. This high is applied to pin 10

of U4C, and in combination with the high on pin 9 on U4C, makes the output of U4C go high.

The high U4C output is fed to the input of the NRFD driver, and the output of the driver (U2, pin

7) goes low to make NRFD go low on the GPIB. All this happens in about 90 ns.

Setting NDAC High

The next step in the interface response to DAV is to capture the address byte on the Data Bus,

then set NDAC high. Since the Address Decoding circuitry does this on the leading edge of

DAV, enough time has already passed for the decoding circuits to complete the decoding

operation. Therefore, the handshake circuit continues without stopping by setting NDAC high.

This tells the 4051 that the data byte has been accepted.

The source of the NDAC signal is the NRFD signal with a few gate delay periods thrown in.

When the NRFD signal goes high on pin 10 of U6C, pin 1 on U5A goes high. Since U5A is

already enabled by the ATN signal on pin 2, the output of U5A goes high, causing the output of

U6B to go low. The output of U4B follows by going low, which causes the output of the NDAC
drive to go high on the GPIB.

This action happens quickly and NDAC is set high approximately 30 ns after NRFD goes low.

NDAC going high tells the 4051 controller that the interface has received the address byte.
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The 4051 Sets DAV High and Takes the Address Byte Off the Data Bus

As soon as NDAC goes high, the 4051 knows that all listeners have accepted the address byte;

the 4051 now returns DAV to a high state (inactive) and takes the address byte off the Data Bus.

I n spite of the interface's fast response in settin g NDAC high, it takes the 4051 1 8 /us to set DAV
high and take the address byte off the bus. EJecause of this delay, there is an 18 /us "time

window" for the address decoding circuits to look at the information on the Data Bus before the

data is removed.

Resetting NRFD and NDAC

At this point in the handshake cycle, NRFD is low and NDAC is high on the GPIB. Since it was

the low going DAV signal that set NRFD low and NDAC high in the first place, these two signals

revert back to their original states when the 4051 sets DAV high again. NRFD is reset first by

going high; NDAC follows 30 ns later and goes low.

But Wait Just a Minute-

It is interesting to note here that technically this action violates the IEEE Standard. NDAC
should be set low first, then NRFD should be set high. For a split second (30 ns) both NRFD and

NDAC are both high which indicates a possible error condition. But, in the interest of keeping

this circuit simple for educational purposes, we have allowed it. And, because the 4051 is a

microprocessor controlled device, and isn't fast enough to detect this 30 ns period when NRFD
and NDAC are both high, we have allowed it. If this circuit were being drive by a controller

which was able to detect a 30 ns time period when both NDAC and NRFD were high, then the

controller might be justified to terminate the operation at this point; in which case, it would be

necessary to add a few more logic gates and redesign the circuit so the NDAC goes low first,

followed by NRFD going high.

Doing It Again and Again

With the 4051 as the controller, the 4051 keeps ATN held low until all the peripheral addresses

in the current BASIC statement are issued over the GPIB. As far as the interface circuitry is

concerned, this can be for an indefinite period , so the handshake circuitry keeps handshaking

on every address byte, and the address decoder keeps looking for addresses that it recognizes.

When the last address is issued and the 4051 releases ATN, the interface handshake circuits

revert back to an idle state (NRFD and NDAC both high); that is, if the interface primary listen

address was not received during the addressing operation.
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When the Primary Listen Address is Received

If during the addressing operation, the 4051 issues the primary listen address for this interface,

the address decoding circuits set LISTEN TO ME active high. This makes the output of inverter

U3E go low and places a low on pin 3 of U6A and pin 2 of U4A.

It is important here that the interface circuits keep listening to the GPIB Data Bus and that they

keep interpreting the data bytes as peripheral addresses and controller commands. If the

interface allows the peripheral device to start listening to the bus after receiving the primary

listen address, the peripheral might start interpreting the remaining address bytes as ASCII

code (for example). The interface, therefore, must wait until after ATN goes high before

passing the data bytes to the peripheral device as data.

AND gate U6A is in the circuit to make sure the interface waits for ATN to go high before

capturing bytes on the Data Bus and treating them as data. U6A does this by disabling the data

transfer handshake circuitry U5B and U5C when LISTEN TO ME is high (true) and ATN is low

(true). Here's how it's done.

While the interface is in an idle state, the inactive ATN signal line on the GPIB keeps pin 2 on

U6A low. Since the primary listen address has not been received, LISTEN TO ME remains

inactive low which keeps the output of U3E high. This disables U6A and keeps pin 1 on U6A
low. This low disables U5B and U5C and prevents these gates from taking part in the circuit

action. During an addressing sequence, ATN goes low on the GPIB making pin 2 on U6A go

high. This keeps the output of U6A low throughout the addressing operation, even if the

interface's primary listen address is issued by the 4051 controller and the addressing decoding

circuits set LISTEN TO ME high. When the addressing operation is over, ATN goes high again

on the GPIB and pin 2 on U6A returns to a low state. The condition of LISTEN TO ME at this

time then determines if the output of U6A goes high or low. If LISTEN TO ME is set high (true),

then the output on U6A goes high which enables gates U5B and U5C to operate.

Handshaking During a Data Transfer

Introduction

When the interface is addressed to listen to a data transfer, the interface must keep

handshaking after ATN goes inactive high on the GPIB. The interface must also honor the

peripheral's busy signal and stop handshaking if the peripheral device gets too busy to handle

additional data. The following paragraphs describe how the interface switches to a different set

of gates to control the handshake during the data transfer and how the interface honors the

peripheral handshake signals GRAB IT, GOT IT, and I'M BUSY.
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Keeping U4B and U4C Enabled

If the interface's primary listen address is received while ATN is low on the GPIB, the address

decoder and interface memory circuits set LISTEN TO ME high, as previously described. This

high is inverted to a low by U3E and keeps pin 2 of U4A low. This disables U4A, even after pin 1

on U4A goes high when ATN goes high. Therefore, the output of U4A stays low and keeps the

output of inverter U3B high; as a result, U4B and U4C remain enabled. This action allows the

interface to keep driving NRFD and NDAC, even after ATN goes high on the bus and the

assigned Talker starts sending data.

Keeping NDAC Low After ATN Goes High

The source of the NDAC signal during the data transfer is a signal called GOT IT which comes

from the peripheral device. When GOT IT goes high true, it indicates that the peripheral device

has successfully captured the data byte on the peripheral data input bus.

When ATN goes high after the initial addressing sequence, the first data byte isn't on the GPIB
data bus yet, so the GOT IT signal is low (inactive). Even though U5B in the listen handshake

circuit is enabled at this time by the high from U6A, the GOT IT signal keeps pin 4 on U5B low.

This keeps the output of U5B (pin 6) low.

Both U5A and U5B in the NDAC circuitry are effectively disabled at this time, so the output of

U6B remains high, the output of U4B remains high, and the NDAC driver in U2 keeps the NDAC
signal line low on the GPIB. This tells the talker that the interface hasn't received data yet.

The end result of all this is that the interface switches from U5A and U5D to U5B and U5C as the

NDAC and NRFD signal sources, respectively The interface does this to bring GOT IT and I'M

BUSY into the handshake cycle and it does this while at the same time maintaining a ready

state on the GPIB by keeping NDAC low and NRFD high.

The Talker Places the First Data Byte on the Data Bus

After ATN goes inactive high at the end of the addressing sequence, the assigned talker checks

to see if NRFD and NDAC are both high. If they are both high, it means nobody is out there

listening; this is an error condition. If NDAC is low, the talker is allowed to place the first data

byte on the GPIB Data Bus, let the data lines settle for at least 2 /us, then check to see if NRFD is

high.

Placing the Data Byte on the Peripheral's Data Input Bus

Since the interface's Data Bus transceivers are always in a LISTEN state, (unless they are told

to TALK), the data byte on the GPIB Data Bus automatically appears on the peripheral device's

input Data Bus. (Refer to Diagrams A and B.)
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If the Peripheral Device is Not Busy

If the peripheral device is not busy when ATN goes high, the peripheral device keeps I'M BUSY
low (inactive), which keeps pin 13 on U4D high. At the same time, DAV is inactive high, which

keeps pin 10 on U1 low, pin 8 on U3D high, and pin 12 on U4D high. With both inputs on U4D
high, the output on U4D goes high. This high signal, along with the high signal from U6A keeps

pin 8 on U5C high and the output of U6C low. The output of U4C goes low as a result and the

output of the NRFD driver goes high (U2, pin 7). This, of course, tells the talker that the

interface is ready to receive data immediately after ATN goes high.

If the Peripheral Device is Busy

If the peripheral device should get busy during the period when the primary listen address is

received and ATN goes high, then I'M BUSY goes high. This makes pin 12 on U13F go low,

which disables U4D. This in turn disables U5C which makes the output of U6C go high. U4C
responds to this high by making its output go high which makes pin 7 of the NRFD driver go

low. This tells the talker that the interface is not ready to receive data yet. When the peripheral is

free to receive data, I'M BUSY goes low to make NRFD on the GPIB go high.

The Talker Sets DAV Low

After waiting at least 2 /js for the data lines on the GPIB to settle, and after checking to see that

the NRFD signal line is in a high state, the talker sets DAV (Data Valid) low. This tells the

interface that the data on the GPIB Data Bus is valid and can be captured.

The Interface Responds By Setting NRFD Low

The low going DAV signal on the GPIB triggers the listen handshake circuits to set NRFD low.

Here's how it happens. Pin 1 on U1 goes high when DAV goes low. This causes pin 8 on U3D to

go low which disables AND gate U4D. The low output of U4D disables U5C which causes the

output of U6C to go high. The output of U4C also goes high which makes the output of the

NRFD driver go low at pin 7 on U2. Setting NRFD low at this time is the first step in the listeners

response to DAV (as specified in the IEEE Standard).

The Interface Tells The Peripheral Device to "GRAB IT"

When DAV goes low on the GPIB, pin 10 on U1 goes high as previously described. This makes

the output of inverter U3D go low which makes pin 12 on U6D go low. (U6D is located on the

right side of the listen handshake circuit.) Since the active LISTEN TO ME signal from the

interface memory circuit is holding pin 11 on U6D low, the combination of two low inputs

makes the output of U6D go high. This tells the peripheral device that the data byte on the

peripheral's data input bus is valid and to GRAB IT.
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The Peripheral Device Tells The Interface "I GOT IT"

When the peripheral device has successfully captured (or "latched") the data byte on its input

bus, the peripheral device sets the signal GOT IT to an active (high) true state. This tells the

interface that it's O.K. to proceed with the handshake sequence and set NDAC (Not Data

Accepted) high on the GPIB

The Interface Sets NDAC High

When the interface sees GOT IT go high, the interface relays the message to the GPIB talker by

setting NDAC to a high state. Here's how it happens:

1

.

With the high output of U6A keeping pin 5 on U5B high, the GOT IT signal makes the output

on AND gate U5B go high.

2. The high U5B output makes the output pin 4 on U6B go low.

3. This low is passed to pin 11 on GPIB transceiver U2 via AND gate U4B.

4. The low pin 11 on U2 turns off the bus driver and makes the NDAC signal on the GPIB go

high. Assuming that another device on the GPIB is not holding NDAC low, the high-going

NDAC signal tells the talker that the peripheral device has successfully captured the data

byte.

The Talker Sets DAV High

As soon as the interface sets NDAC high, the talker responds by setting DAV high (inactive) on

the GPIB. This means that the data byte on the GPIB Data Bus is no longer valid. The talker

takes the data byte off the bus and places the next data byte on the bus.

The Interface Resets NRFD and NDAC And Prepares For The Next Cycle

When the talker sets DAV high, the interface listen handshake circuit reverts back to a ready

state by setting NRFD high and NDAC low. Since the low DAV signal causes the handshake

circuit to set NRFD low and NDAC high in the first place, the high going DAV signal causes a

reverse action and returns NRFD and NDAC to their original states.

Here again, the reverse action of returning NRFD high before returning NDAC low causes a

moment when both signals are high. This split-second action technically violates the IEEE

Standard and the talker has the right to terminate the data transfer at this point. But, since the

4051 is unable to pick up this split-second violation and since this circuit is for educational

purposes only, we have allowed it (primarily in the interest of keeping the circuit as simple and

straight-forward as possible.)
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Doing It Again And Again And . . . Again

If the talker is not busy, the talker is free to set DAV low as soon as the interface returns NRFD to

a high state. This starts the next handshake cycle and the transfer sequence continues until the

4051, acting as the GPIB controller, sets ATN low and issues the UNLISTEN command. It is

appropriate to point out here that anytime the peripheral device gets too busy to handle the

data coming in, the peripheral device can set I'M BUSY active high and freeze the activity on the

GPIB. Then, when the peripheral device is ready again, the peripheral can set I'M BUSY to an

inactive low state and the interface can continue handshaking with the talker over the GPIB.

TALK HANDSHAKE CIRCUIT DESIGN CRITERIA

The Talk handshake circuitry is much simpler than the listen handshake circuitry and the

design criteria is very simple—"talk only when you're told to."Fig. 2-4 illustrates a very simple

talk handshake circuit design. This design is tailored specifically to take advantage of the 4051

timing characteristics on the GPIB and may not work when the interface is talking to other

peripheral devices over the GPIB. An understanding of the timing sequence during a READ or

INPUT operation with the 4051 is required, so it may help to refer to the READ and INPUT

timing diagrams in Section 4 as you read this text.

A CIRCUIT THAT TALKS TO THE 4051

The circuit in Fig. 2-4 consists of two GPIB transceivers, one inverter, one D-latch, and one

AND gate. The two transceivers are the same transceivers (U1 and U2) shown in the listen

handshake circuit Fig. 2-3. The listen handshake circuitry has been masked out to emphasize

the "talk" components of this handshake circuit.

The circuit is entirely controlled by the TALK TO ME signal that originates from the interface

memory. ( Refer to the interface block diagram to get a clear picture of where this TALKTO ME
signal comes from.) When TALK TO ME is inactive (low), the D-input to U19A is low, pin 12 on

U2 is low and pin 12 on U1 is high. This places the transceivers in the listen handshake

configuration and keeps the outputs on D-latch U19A in a fixed, reset condition; Q output low,

Q output high. It is interesting to note that any activity on the GPIB causes the clock input (pin

3) on the D-latch to pulse and the clear input (pin 1) to pulse. Nothing happens though,

because the D input (pin 2) is low.

When the 4051 addresses this interface during a READ or INPUT operation, the 4051 issues the

primary talk address, the secondary address for READ or INPUT, then holds down on NRFD
and NDAC while it assigns itself as a listener. When the 4051 releases ATN, the 4051 keeps

NRFD and NDAC low for 38 /us, then sets NRFD high.
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Fig. 2-4. Typical 4051 GPIB: talk handshake circuit design.

This circuit takes advantage of this timing characteristic in the following way. When the 4051

sets ATN to a high (inactive) state, the interface memory circuits set the TALK TO ME signal

high (true). This turns the bus drivers "on" in U2 and turns the drivers "off" in U1 , thus placing

the handshake circuitry in a TALK state. A high TALK TO ME signal is also placed on the D-

input (pin 2) on U1 9A at this time, to "arm" the latch. The TALK TO ME signal also turns on the

GPIB Data Bus drivers (see the block diagram) and tells the peripheral device to place the first

data byte on its output data bus.
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The Peripheral Device Talks To The Interface

The peripheral device responds to the TALKTO ME signal by placing the first data byte on the

peripheral output bus; the peripheral waits 2 /us for the lines to settle, then sets the SHIP IT

signal active (high). The SHIP IT signal enables AND gate U17C to pass the state of pin 5 on D-

latch U19A to the DAV bus driver on the GPIB.

NOTE

This interface places the 2 /js waiting period burden on the peripheral device. If the

peripheral device is unable to accomplish this, a 2 fis delay can be placed in the SHIP

IT signal path by adding a flip-flop and a one-shop multivibrator.

The Interface Talks To The 4051—Setting DAV Low

When 38 fjs have elapsed after ATN goes high, the 4051 sets NRFD high to indicate that it is

ready to receive the first data byte. This low to high transition causes pin 6 on U2 to go low,

which causes pin 12 on U3F to go high and clock D-latch U19A. Since a high is on pin 2 of

U19A, the outputs on U19A change state; the Q output goes high and the Q output goes low.

Assuming that the peripheral device is on the ball and has the data byte on the bus and has

SHI PIT set high, the high going Q output on U1 9A causes the output of U17C to go high. This

high causes the output of the U1 driver to set DAV (Data Valid) on the GPIB to a low state,

telling the 4051 that the data byte on the GPIB Data Bus is valid and can be captured.

The 4051 Sets NDAC High

When DAV goes low, the 4051 sets NRFD low, captures the data byte, places the byte in its

input buffer, then sets NDAC high to indicate to the interface that the data byte has been

received. This activity takes approximately 21 /js (minimum).

The Interface Sets DAV High And Tells The Peripheral Device To Continue

The high going NDAC signal on the GPIB causes pin 10 on U2 to go low. This makes pin 1 on D-

latch U19Ago low and clears the latch; the Q output goes low and the Q output goes high.

The low Q output on U19A causes the output of U17C to go low and the DAV signal line of the

GPIB goes high (inactive). This tells the 4051 that the data byte is no longer valid.
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At the same time, the Q output on U19A goes high making the IT'S GONE signal active true.

This tells the peripheral device that the 4051 has received the data byte; it also means that the

peripheral should place the next data byte on the data bus. The peripheral device places the

next byte on the bus, then sets SHIP IT high and the handshake cycle is repeated.

The Transfer Ends When ATN Goes Low

The transfer continues in this fashion until the peripheral sets END OF TRANSFER active true

with the last data byte on the bus or until the 4051 decides that it doesn't want any more data.

When this happens, the 4051 sets ATN low, and the TALK TO ME signal immediately goes to a

low state. This returns the handshake transceivers to a listen configuration, allows the

interface to receive and decode the UNTALK addresses, and effectively "kills" the talk circuit.

After the 4051 issues the UNTALK command with ATN down and releases ATN, the interface

memory circuits return to an IDLE state and the TALK TO ME signal remains inactive (low).

ADDRESS DECODER DESIGN CRITERIA

The purpose of the interface address decoder is to evaluate each peripheral address and

controllercommand issued by the 4051 , and when the 4051 issues a meaningful address to the

interface, the address decoder must recognize the meaningful address and immediately send a

signal to the interface memory so the address can be remembered.

The interface address decoder must meet the following design criteria:

1. The address decoder must remain inactive when ATN on the GPIB is inactive (high).

2. Anytime ATN is active (low), the address decoder must evaluate ALL peripheral addresses

and controller commands issued by the 4051.

3. And finally, the address decoder must send a signal to the interface memory circuits when a

meaningful address or controller command is received over the GPIB.
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A Conceptual View Of The Address Decoding Operation

It is appropriate to take a look at the concept on which the address decoder circuit is based

before discussing the schematic diagram. The concept is not immediately obvious by looking

at the schematic. Fig. 2-5 illustrates the concept on which the address decoding circuit is

based. Each peripheral address coming over the GPIB Data Bus is issued as an eight-bit binary

number. The GPIB data lines are separated into two groups with four lines in each group. Each

group of four lines is fed into a four-line to sixteen-line decoder.

Each decoder has sixteen outputs—one output for each of the sixteen possible binary bit

patterns on the four input lines. For every address issued over the GPIB, one output on each

decoder goes active true. I n order to detect a meaningful address, the two active outputs for the

meaningful address are combined into one active true signal with an AND gate.

Address
Decoder

DI08

DI07

DI06

DI05

ATN

DAV

DI04

DI03

DI02

DI01

1 U9
Decimal 4

'AND" Gate

U10
1

Decimal 2

U11
Device 2
TALK

2270-1 3

Fig. 2-5. Conceptual view of GPIB address decoder.
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The binary bit pattern for the device 2 primary talk address is shown in Fig. 2-5. It is interesting

to look at the meaning of each data line in this pattern.

The upper four data lines indicate whether the address is a universal controller command, a

primary listen address, a primary talk address, or a secondary address. DI08 is always inactive

(false) and represents a binary 0. DI07 and DI06 determine the address type. If both lines are

inactive false (00) the address is a universal controller command (like Serial Poll Enable). If

DI07 is false and DI06 is true (01), then the address is a primary listen address. If DI07 is true

and DI06 is false (10), as shown in the illustration, then the address is a primary talk address.

And, if both lines are true (11), the address is a secondary address.

DI05 determines whetherthe address is fordevices 0-1 5 or 16-30. If DI05 is false (0), then the

address is for a device within the range 0-1 5. If DI05 is true (1 ), then the address is for a device

within the range 16-30.

The lower data lines Did -DI04 indicate the device number within the upper or lower address

group. In Fig. 2-5, DI05 is false, so the address is for a device in the lower group (0-15). Since

the binary number on DI01-DI04 represents a decimal 2, this primary talk address is for

device 2.

The address decoder doesn't recognize the individual meaning of each data line, but instead

treats the address as a two digit decimal number. The binary number on the upper four lines is

equivalent to decimal 4, in this case, so the output representing decimal 4 on decoder U9 goes

active true. At the same ti me, the binary number on the lower four lines represents decimal 2, so

the output representing decimal 2 on decoder U10 goes active true. The combination of both

these outputs makes the output of the AND gate U11 go active true and tells the interface

memory that the primary talk address 2 has been received. Usually, the active transition of the

AND gate output is used to clock a D-latch in the interface memory. This places the latch in a

"set" condition and triggers other interface circuits into a TALK state.

It can be seen from this diagram that each address on the GPIB causes a different two-pin

combination on the output of the address decoders. Therefore, a separate AND gate is

required for each address that must be decoded. It can also be seen that the peripheral device

number assignment is made at the output of the address decoder. In this case, the interface

responds to the primary talk address for device 2. If we want this peripheral device to be device

3, then the lower input to the AND gate has to be changed to the output on U10 which

represents decimal 3.
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Enabling the Address Decoder

The address decoder must only be allowed to operate while ATN is low on the 4051 GPIB. To

ensure that this requirement is met, a decoder with two enable inputs is used. Both inputs must

be active forthe decoder to operate. One input is made active when ATN goes low on the GPIB.

The other goes active when DAV goes low on the GPIB. The ATN/DAV combination ensures

that the address decoder only decodes valid peripheral address and controller commands.

Due to 4051 transfer characteristics, the ATN/DAV combination lasts for at least 18 //s; this

may be longer if a peripheral device slows the handshake down. This means that the output of

the AND gate will be a positive-going pulse with a duration of 18 /us (minimum).

The Address Decoder And The Interface Memory

Since the interface address decoder and the interface memory are closely related, it is

appropriate to talk about both circuits at the same time. Turn your attention now to the

schematic diagram in Fig. 2-6.

This particular interface circuit is designed to respond to 4051 PRINT statements, INPUT
statements, and POLL statements. Each of these operations are now covered in detail starting

with PRINT operations.

4051 PRINT OPERATIONS

The PRINT operation was chosen in this case to illustrate how an interface should respond to a

typical output transfer from the 4051. Usually a PRINT operation implies that the peripheral

device is able to receive and handle data formatted in ASCII code. Line printers, mass storage

devices, and programmable universal counters are examples of such devices.

In all PRINT statements, the 4051 issues the specified primary listen address followed by the

default secondary address 12 (if another secondary address is not specified in the statement).

The interface address decoder and memory circuit must be set up to recognize this sequence.

Assume that the statement PRINT @2: "ABC" is executed. Here's how the address decoder

responds during the print operation:

1

.

The 4051 starts the PRINT operation by setting ATN low on the GPI B. This makes pin 1 4 on

GPIB transceiver U1 go high and the output of inverter U3C go low (see Diagram B). This

low sets pin 18 on both address decoders (U9 and U10) low and fullfills half of the enable

requirements for the decoders.

2. While ATN is low, the interface listen handshake circuit gets on the bus (as previously

described) and tells the 4051 that the interface is ready to receive the first address byte.

3. The 4051 responds by placing the primary listen address for device 2 on the GPIB Data Bus

and waits for the data lines to settle.
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U7 MC 3441
U8 MC 3441
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U17 SN 7408
U18 SN 7474
U19 SN 7474

Fig. 2-6. Typical 4051 GPIB address decoder and memory design.
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4. Since the interface GPIB Data Bus receivers are active at this time, the primary listen

address appears at the input the address decoder. Since the GPIB Data Bus receivers

invert the signal states, the address decoder must be designed to accept positive logic;

that is, the higher voltage state represents a binary 1.

5. After the 4051 waits for the lines to settle, the 4051 sets DAV low on the GPIB.

6. The low DAV signal makes pin 10 on the GPIB transceiver go high. This causes the output

of inverter U3D to go low and triggers the address decoders (U9 and U10) to decode the

address.

7. Since the binary number on DI05-DI08 represents decimal 2, pin 3 on U9 goes active low.

The binary number on data lines DI01-DI04 also represents decimal 2, so pin 3 goes

active low. These two low outputs make the output of AND gate U11C go high.

8. The low-to-high transition at the output of U1 1 C clocks D-latch U16A. Since the D input is

tied high to +5 vdc through resistor R1, the latch enters a "set" state where the Q~ output

(pin 6) goes low. The D-latch acts as a memory element, recording the fact that the

interface primary listen address has been received.

9. In this case, the low Q output on U16A is used to enable AND gate U15B. This prepares the

interface memory to receive secondary address 12 which follows the primary listen

address.

10. While the above action is taking place, the interface listen handshake circuitry completes

the handshake with the 4051 . The 4051 then takes the primary listen address off the GPIB

and places the default secondary address 1 2 on the GPIB. The interface listen handshake

circuit starts the second handshake sequence and the address decoder responds as

follows.

1 1

.

When DAV goes low on the GPIB for the second time, the secondary address is at the input

of the address decoder. The binary numberon data lines DI05-DI08 represents decimal 6

so pin 7 on U9 goes low. The binary number on data lines DI01-DI04 represents decimal

12 so pin 14 on U10 goes low. These two low outputs make pin 13 on U1 1 D go high which in

turn makes the output of U13C go low. Since pin 5 on U15B is already low, the low in pin 6

causes the output of U15B to go high and clock D-latch U16B.

12. When U16B is clocked, the Q outputs enter a "set" state making the Q output (pin 9) go

high. This indicates that the secondary address for PRINT has been received. It is

important at this time that the interface not allow the peripheral device to listen to the GPIB

Data Bus until after ATN goes high. The Q output on U16B is therefore fed into AND gate

U17A. This AND gate is held in a disabled state until ATN is set high by the 4051.
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13. While the above action is taking place, the interface listen handshake circuit finishes the

handshake sequence for the secondary address byte. The 4051 then releases ATN and

prepares to issue the ASCII character string "ABC" (CR).

14. When ATN goes high, pin 14 on GPIB transceiver U1 goes low (see Diagram B). This

causes pin 6 on inverter U3C to go high v/hich enables U1 7A to set LISTEN TO ME active

high.

15. The LISTEN TO ME signal tells the peripheral device to prepare to receive ASCII

information over its input data bus. LISTEN TO ME also switches the interface listen

handshake circuit into a mode where the peripheral listen handshake signals GRAB IT,

GOT IT, and I'M BUSY are incorporated into the GPIB handshake.

The Peripheral Device Receives The ASCII String

The 4051 at this time sends the three ASCII characters A, B, and C followed by a carriage

return. As each character is placed on the GPIB Data Bus, the character also appears on the

peripheral input data bus via GPIB transceivers U7 and U8 (located in the interface circuitry).

The interface listen handshake circuit then goes through the handshake with the 4051 (as

previously described) and the peripheral device receives the ASCII string "ABC".

After the fourth handshake, the CR is received by the peripheral device and the 4051 sets ATN
low on the GPIB. This immediately sets LISTEN TO ME low because AND gate U17A is

disabled. When LISTEN TO ME goes low, the interface handshake circuit returns to its original

operating mode and ignores the peripheral listen handshake signal lines GRAB IT, GOT IT,

and I'M BUSY. The interface address decoder is enabled at this time and the interface prepares

to receive and decode additional address from the 4051.

The 4051 Issues UNLISTEN To The Interface

With ATN low, the 4051 issues the controller command UNLISTEN (decimal 63) to the

interface. This makes pin 6 on U9 go low and pin 1 5 on U1 go low. The two low outputs on U9

and U10 cause pin 10 on AND gate U12C go high. This forces the output of U14C to go low

which makes the CLEAR inputs on U16Aand U16B go active low. Asa result, both D-latches

return to a "reset" state and the interface enters the IDLE state.

The 4051 finishes up by releasing ATN, then leaves the bus. The interface also leaves the bus.
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INTERFACE CLEAR

It is important that the interface be in idle condition before the PRINT operation is executed.

The interface doesn't have power-up circuitry to place each component in a predetermined

state, so an IFC (interface clear) function is built-in to place the interface into an IDLE state.

The 4051 sets IFC low when an INIT statement is executed in BASIC. This is one reason why it

is good practice to place an INIT statement at the beginning of every BASIC program. INIT

"resets" the 4051 to an initial state and at the same time pulses IFC on the GPIB to "reset" the

interface circuitry on the GPIB. Here's how the interface responds to IFC (see Diagram B).

The low going IFC signal on the GPIB causes pin 6 on GPIB transceiver U1 to go high. This

makes the output of NOR gates U14C, U14B, and U14D to go low. (These gates are located in

the interface memory block.) It can be seen in the schematic diagram in Fig. 2-6 that these low

outputs activate the CLEAR inputs on all D-latches in the interface memory. Since each D-

latch represents a "memory cell," the entire interface memory is cleared and the interface

enters an IDLE state. The three memory output signals POLL IN PROGRESS, LISTEN TO ME,

and TALK TO ME go inactive low, if they are not already low.

A WORD ABOUT 4051 WRITE OPERATIONS

Two D-latches are used in the interface memory circuit to record the transmission of both the

primary listen address and the secondary address for PRINT. If this peripheral device could

only listen to ASCII data, then only one D-latch would be necessary. The secondary address

for PRINT could be ignored and the Q output on U16A could be tied directly to pin 1 on AND
gate U17A to activate the LISTEN TO ME signal.

But two D-latches are used simply to illustrate how to set up a listen function based on the

secondary address.

Assume for the moment that the peripheral device is a mass storage device capable of

receiving data in 4051 internal binary format as well as ASCII code format. To make the

distinction between the two formats, the interface memory needs to send two signals to the

peripheral device. One signal called LISTEN TO ME PRINT for ASCII data transfers and one

signal called LISTEN TO ME WRITE for 4051 internal binary code transfers.

Since the 4051 issues the same primary listen address in both a PRINT and WRITE operation,

the interface must make the distinction between the two operations by looking at the

secondary address. The 4051 issues secondary address 12 for PRINT operations and

secondary address 15 for WRITE operations.
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The decoding circuitry presently in the interface doesn't need to be changed; but additions

need to be made. Another decoding circuit similar to the logic chain U1 1 D, U13C, U15B, U16B,

and U1 7A needs to be added to decode the WR ITE secondary address. Then, when the primary

listen address is issued for the interface, D-latch U16A is set as previously described. But, when
the secondary address is issued, only one of the two secondary address D-latches are set

depending on whether the secondary address is 12 or 15. If secondary address 12 is issued, a

latch is set which makes the signal LISTENTO ME PRINT go active. If secondary address 15 is

issued, a latch is set which makes the signal LISTEN TO ME WRITE go active. This tells the

peripheral device what the data format is and the peripheral device can take the appropriate

steps in preparing to receive the information.

4051 INPUT OPERATIONS

Input ope rations require the interface to assume a talker role and transmit data to the 4051. The
circuitry in this interface is set up to respond to INPUT operations when INPUT statements are

executed in BASIC. Like the listen operations just described, the interface can easily be set up

to operate in a multitude of talk operations, like INPUT, READ, OLD, etc. The operation

selected depends on the capabilities of the peripheral device. In this case INPUT is selected

because ASCII data transfers are typical of most GPIB peripheral devices. The following text

describes the interface response when the statement INPUT @2:A$ is executed in 4051 BASIC.

1. The 4051 starts the INPUT operation by setting ATN low on the GPIB. This causes the

interface listen handshake circuitry to set NDAC low and NRFD high, as previously

described.

2. The 4051 then places the primary talk address for device 2 on the GPIB and the address

appears at the input of the interface address decoder. The 4051 then sets DAV active low.

3. When DAV goes low, pin 5 on address decoder U9 goes low and pin 3 on address decoder

U10 goes low. This makes the output of AND gate U12A go high and clock D-latch U18A.

4. D-latch U18A serves as the "memory element" for the primary talk address. Since the D-

input is always high, the latch enters a "set" state when clocked by U12A. The Q output of

U18A goes low and tells the interface that the primary talk address has been received.

5. The low on pin 6 of U1 8 enables AND gate U15C to pass the secondary address signal from

the address decoder to D-latch U18B. This signal comes from the address decoder as soon

as the secondary address for INPUT is transferred over the GPIB.

6. While the above action is taking place, the interface listen handshake circuitry completes

the handshake with the 4051. The 4051 then takes the primary talk address off the bus,

places the secondary address for INPUT (decimal 109) on the bus, and sets DAV low. This

causes pin 7 on U9 to go low and pin 15 on U1 to go low; the output of AND gate U12B goes

high.
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7. The high U1 2B output makes the output of inverter U13D go low. This low, in combination

with the low from U18A pin 6, makes the output of AND gate U15C go high and clock D-

latch U18B.

8. D-latch U18B serves as the "memory element" forthe INPUT secondary address. The latch

enters a "set" state when clocked by U15C; pin 9 on U18B goes high and pin 8 goes low.

This tells the interface to start talking in ASCII code, but only after ATN goes high.

At this point, the interface must continue to receive and decode addresses until ATN goes high.

And, the interface must prevent the peripheral device from "seeing" the talk signal until ATN

goes high.

AND gate U1 7B is in the circuit to fulfill this requirement. With ATN in a low state, pin 5 on U1 7B

stays low to keep the gate disabled. This prevents the peripheral device from seeing the high

true TALK TO ME signal at pin 9 on U18B. After the 4051 sets ATN high, the output of U17B

goes high which sets TALKTO ME to a true state. This tells the peripheral device to start talking

in ASCII code.

The Implied UNTALK

If a peripheral device is assigned to be a talker with ATN low, and the controller issues another

primary talk address without first issuing the UNTALK command, the first talker must interpret

this action as an implied UNTALK and get off the bus. It is important that the implied UNTALK

facility be built into the GPIB interface because a serial poll sequence depends on the presence

of this facility. In addition, the 4051 may be programmed to issue one or more primary talk

addresses in sequence (over a period of time) with the WBYTE statement and each talker must

have the implied UNTALK facility in operation; if not, several talkers might be on the bus

transfer data at the same time. This situation produces pure chaos!

The implied UNTALK requirement is built into the interface circuitry as follows:

When D-latch U18B enters a "set" state, the Q output (pin 8) goes low which enables AND gate

U15A to pass a primary talk signal from the address decoder to NOR gate U15D. With the

interface in this state, any additional primary talk addresses coming over the GPIB causes pin 1

on U14A to go low. This makes the output of U15A go high which makes the output of U15Dgo

low. Since the output of U15D is tied to both clear inputs on U18A and U18B, the low going

U15D output clears both D-latches and returns the interface to an UNTALK state.
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Transmitting Data Over The GPIB

After the 4051 issues the secondary address for INPUT, the 4051 assigns itself as a listener,

then releases ATN. This makes the TALK TO ME signal on the interface circuit board go active

high. TALK TO ME tells the peripheral device to place the first data byte on the peripheral

output data bus. At the same time, TALKTO ME activates the interface talk handshake circuitry

and places the GPIB Data Bus drivers in a talk state.

The peripheral device transmits data bytes over the GPIB (as previously described) and the

4051 receives the data bytes and assigns them to the variables specified in the INPUT

statement. The interface talk handshake circuit goes through the handshake sequence with

each data byte transferred. This action continues until all of the specified variables have

assigned values. The 4051 then sets ATN active low and issues the UNTALK command over the

GPIB.

Responding To The UNTALK Command

When the 4051 sets ATN low, AND gate U17B is immediately disabled. This makes TALK TO
ME inactive low which returns the GPIB Data Bus transceivers to a listen state and also

activates the interface listen handshake circuitry. When the 4051 issues the UNTALK
command, pin 6 on U9 goes low and Pin 17 on U10 goes low. This causes the following chain

reaction: the output of AND gate U1 2D goes high; the output of NOR gate U14D goes low; the

output of inverter U1 3E goes high; and the output of U15D goes low. The high to low transition

at the output of U15D makes both CLEAR inputs to D-latches U18A and U18B go low. This

places both latches in a "reset" state. After that, the 4051 releases ATN and the interface

returns to an idle state.

4051 SERIAL POLL OPERATIONS

Serial poll operations occur on the GPIB whenever the 4051 executes a POLL statement in

BASIC. This usually occurs when a peripheral device sets SRQ (service request) on the GPIB

active low and an ON SRQ THEN statement in the BASIC program transfers program control to

a POLL statement. All peripheral devices with SRQ capability are listed in the POLL statement

with the highest priority device listed first. The 4051 initiates the serial poll on the GPIB and the

interface circuitry responds as described below. (Refer to the serial poll timing diagram in

Section 4 for additional information.)

1. The 4051 starts the serial poll by setting ATN low. The 4051 then issues the commands

UNLISTEN (decimal 63) and SERIAL POLL ENABLE (decimal 24). If the interface is in a

LISTEN state, the UNLISTEN command clears the interface (as previously described). The

SPE command is then received by the interface and decoded.
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2. The SPE data byte causes pin 2 on address decoder U9 to go low. Pin 9 on U10 also goes

low. These two low outputs cause the output on AND gate U11A to go high and clock D-

latch U19B. Since the D-input on U1 9B is always high, the latch enters a "set" state and pin 9

goes high. This high makes the POLL IN PROGRESS signal active true which tells the

peripheral device that the 4051 is executing a serial poll and to place the peripheral status

byte on the peripheral output data bus. The status byte is not placed on the GPIB Data Bus

at this time, however, because the interface is not addressed as a talker and the GPIB Data

Bus transceivers are in a listen state.

3. Next, the 4051 issues the primary talk address (and the secondary address, if one is

specified) for the first device in the POLL statement address list. If the address is for another

device on the bus, the interface address decoder decodes the address sequence, but the

TALK latches (U18A and U18B) remain in a "reset" state. The 4051 then turns the bus

around, assigns itself as a listener and receives the status byte and checks bit 7 for a binary 1

state.

If bit 7 is set (true), the 4051 terminates the serial poll by setting ATN low and issues

UNTALK, followed by SPD (serial poll disable). The SPD command byte makes the output

of AND gate U1 1 B go high, which makes the output of NOR gate U14B go low. This action

clears U19B and returns the POLL IN PROGRESS signal (pin 9) to an inactive (low) state.

If bit seven in the first status byte is not set, the 4051 continues with the serial poll by setting

ATN low and issues the primary talk address for the next device in the POLL statement address

list. This tel Is the second device in the list to send its status byte and at the same time issues an

"implied" UNTALK command to the first device. This action continues until the device address

for this interface is issued.

Transferring The Status Byte

If this interface is holding SRQ active low, and the 4051 issues the primary talk address and the

secondary address for INPUT with ATN low, then the interface enters a TALK state and TALK
TO ME goes active (high). This activates the talk function in the interface and the interface

transfers the peripheral status byte to the 4051. The peripheral device must issue the status

byte at this time, because POLL IN PROGRESS is active true.

The 4051 examines the status byte and sees bit 7 set to a logic 1.

The 4051 then sets ATN low, issues UNTALK and SPD (serial poll disable) then releases ATN.

This action clears D-latches, U1 8A, U18B, and U19B, and returns the interface to an idle state.

At this point the serial poll is over. Assuming that the 4051 is programmed to service this

peripheral device, the 4051 branches to the service routine for this device via a GOTO OF
statement, then readdresses this peripheral device according to directions in the service

routine.
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In cases where this interface is not requesting service, the 4051 issues the next primary talk

address in the POLL statement address list after receiving the status byte. This action is an

automatic "implied" UNTALK command to our interface and the "implied" UNTALK circuitry

returns the TALK latches (U 1 8A and U1 8B) to a " reset" state, as previously described. The SPD
command at the end of the serial poll then resets U19B and the POLL IN PROGRESS signal

goes inactive. This tells the peripheral device that the serial poll is over.

OBTAINING THE MAXIMUM SUSTAINED DATA RATE FOR
ASCII INPUT

INTRODUCTION

In many applications, peripheral devices must collect large amounts of data in a short period of

time and pass the data as quickly as possible to the 4051 , before the data is lost. Time is of the

essence; any delays in the transfer can cause valuable data samples to be lost (forever). If a

peripheral device outputs data in ASCII code format, the INPUT statement in 4051 BASIC is a

logical choice for receiving the data and assigning the data to variables in memory. The INPUT

statement is very flexible—allowing a multitude of different ASCII formats to be transmitted. In

an INPUT operation, the ASCII data is sorted as it comes into the 4051 I/O buffer; all non-valid

characters are thrown out and only valid data is retained and assigned to the specified

variables. This INPUT sorting operation does take time, however, and is not ideal for

operations where the data format is known and fixed, and sustained data bursts over a long

period of time are critical to the success of an operation.

USING THE READ STATEMENT TO INPUT ASCII DATA

The READ and WRITE statements are in the 4051 BASIC language to speed up data transfers

between system components. The normal data formatting routines are bypassed and the data

is taken directly from the 4051 memory and passed back and forth between peripheral devices.

Since very few peripheral devices can correctly interpret the 4051 internal format, READ and

WRITE data transfers are usually directed toward mass storage devices which store the data

rather than interpret the data.
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A special format is used to speed up the transfer. The 4051 generates a two-byte header for

each data item. The header tells the receiving device the data item type (string or numeric) and

the data item length in bytes. After the header is issued to the receiving device in a WRITE

operation, the data item is lifted directly from the 4051 internal memory and transferred to the

receiving device. Since the length of the data item is specified in the header, the receiving

device does not have to "look" at the data as it is being received. The only action required by

the receiving device is to count the number of bytes as they come in and delimit the data item

after the specified number of bytes are received.

The 4051 follows the same rules when receiving data via a READ operation. The 4051 finds out

the data item length from the header, then inputs the specified number of bytes without

"looking" at the data as it is being received. Once the specified number of bytes are received,

the 4051 delimits the data item and assigns the data to a variable. The 4051 assumes the data

item is in the correct 4051 internal binary format.

4051 INTERNAL DATA FORMATS

NUMERIC DATA

Each numeric value is stored in the 4051 internal memory as an eight-byte floating-point

number. This format is difficult to generate from scratch—therefore it is usually not practical to

design a peripheral interface that converts ASCII numbers to 4051 internal binary floating

point. In those cases where the conversion is practical, however, it is usually best to use a

microprocessor based interface that is driven by firmware rather than try to handle the

conversion with TTL logic. (A complete description of the 4051 internal floating point format is

given in Appendix A.)

STRING DATA

ASCI I string data is stored in the 4051 memory using the same binary numbers as the external

format. That is, an ASCII "A" is represented internally by a binary bit pattern equivalent to

decimal 65—the same as the external format.

When character strings are transferred from the 4051 memory using READ and WRITE, the

4051 generates the two-byte header describing the data item type and length, just like it does

when transferring numeric data. The string is then transferred in ASCII code after the header is

issued, the same as in a PRINT statement, only without the formatting delays.
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When the 4051 executes a READ statement with a string variable as a parameter, such as READ
@2:A$, the 4051 assumes that peripheral device (2) is sending an ASCII character string

preceded by the proper two-byte header. Therefore, the 4051 receives and checks the first two

bytes transferred from device 2. If the 8-bit bytes are in the correct header format and specify

"character string X bytes long," then the 4051 inputs X bytes in a sustained burst and assigns

the bytes to the specified string variable (A$ in this case). Since the 4051 assumes that the data

is in the correct ASCI I format, the character string is transferred at the maximum rate and the

4051 does not look at the data as it is being received. This method of transfer is much faster

than an INPUT operation because the data scanning routines are bypassed. Data bursts of up

to 8192 ASCII characters (maximum) can be achieved in this way as a sustained rate of 5.2K

bytes/second.

PROGRAMMING A PERIPHERAL DEEVICE TO CREATE A TWO-BYTE
HEADER

If an ASCII peripheral device can be programmed to disregard the first two bytes received, then

the WRITE statement can be used to transfer ASCII character strings at a 8K byte/sec

sustained burst to the peripheral. Likewise, if an ASCII peripheral device can be programmed

to issue a two-byte header prior to transferring an ASCII character string, the transfer can be

done with a READ statement.

The 4051 HEADER FORMAT

Each data item transferred in 4051 machine dependent binary code with READ and WRITE is

preceded by a two byte (16 bit) header. This is true whether the data item is numeric data or

character string data. The two byte header contains information which tells the receiving

device the data item type (numeric, string, or End of File mark) and the data item length (in

bytes). The Fig. 2-7 illustrates how information is stored in the two byte header.

The three high order bits of the first byte represent a binary number from through 7. This

number indicates the data item type. A binary 1 (001) means the data item is a numeric value.

Binary 2 (010) means the data item is a character string. And binary 7(111) means the data item

is an End of File Character. All other bit combinations are undefined.
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BYTE 1

r "V
BYTE 2

4096 2048 I024 5I2 256 1 28 64 32 16 8 4 2 I

1 1

Data

Type

Length

DATA TYPE

CODE MEANING

Undefined

1 Numeric Value

1 Character String

1 1 Undefined

1 Undefined

1 1 Undefined

1 1 Undefined

1 1 1 End of File

2270-1 5

Fig. 2-7. 4051 binary header format for READ and WRITE.

The five remaining low order bits in the first byte of the header and the eight bits of the second

byte of the header form a binary number which tells how many bytes are in the data item. Each

bit carries a decimal weight as shown in the illustration. In this case, the data type is numeric

(001) and the body of the data item (which follows the header) is eight bytes long.

As a general rule, each numeric data item is eight bytes long with a two byte header for a total

length of 10 bytes. Each character string requires one byte for each character plus the two byte

header for a total length of LEN+2 (where LEN is the Length function). The maximum length of

a string in this format is 8192 bytes.
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BUILDING A HEADER GENERATOR FOR AN ASCII PERIPHERAL
DEVICE

If the output of an ASCI I peripheral device cannot be programmed to issue a two-byte header,

the only alternative is to build a header generator out of TTL logic and attach the device to the

peripheral's GPIB connector. The rest of this section discusses how a header generator can be

built. A practical design for a header generator is used for illustration. This design has been

tested and works satisfactorily. However, remember that it is presented for educational

purposes only and we can not guarantee that it will work in your particular application.

AN OVERVIEW ON HOW THE HEADER GENERATOR WORKS
The header generator in Fig. 2-8 is a little black box that has an IEEE Standard 488-1 975 plug on

each end—one male and one female. The box is designed to be connected in series with the

ASCII peripheral device and the 4051 GPIB cable. Power to the box must be supplied by the

peripheral device or an external power supply. Data transferred back and forth between the

4051 and the peripheral device passes through the box.

Normally, the 4051 uses PRINT statements to send messages to the peripheral device and

I N PUT statements to receive data from the peripheral device. With the header generator in the

data path, PRINT statements can still be used to send messages to the peripheral device.

However, both INPUT and READ statements can be used to receive messages from the

peripheral device. The header generator contains GPIB handshake circuitry (both listen and

talk), an address decoder which responds to the same addresses as the address decoder in the

peripheral device, and two data registers that hold predefined header bytes.

P"^^--^
ASCII

PERIPHERAL
DEVICE

I 4051
J

HEADER
GENERATOR

GPIB

2270-16

Fig. 2-8. 4051 binary header configuration for an ASCII peripheral device.
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Operation

During PRINT operations, the address decoder in the header generator and the address

decoder in the peripheral device decode the primary listen address and the secondary address

for PRINT at the same time. Because the operation is a PRINT operation, the header generator

remains passive and allows the data to pass through the box to the peripheral device

"untouched."

On INPUT and READ operations, the header generator is set-up to respond to secondary

address 14 (for READ). A two-byte header is then issued.

During a READ operation, the 4051 issues the peripheral's primary talk address and the

secondary address 14 for READ. Both the header generator and the peripheral device receive

these addresses at the same time. The header generator takes over and keeps the peripheral

device "in-check" while a two byte header is issued to the 4051.

The 4051 receives the header bytes and, while the 4051 is examining the bytes, the header

generator gets off the bus and allows the peripheral device to look at the 4051 handshake lines.

When the 4051 says it's ready to receive the data, the peripheral device places the first ASCII

data byte on the GPIB Data Bus and there're off and running. The 4051 starts receiving the

ASCII data bytes as fast as it can without looking at the data. As soon as the 4051 receives the

number of bytes specified in the header, the 4051 terminates the transfer by issuing UNTALK to

the header generator and the peripheral device.

INPUT operations can also be performed, but in a slightly different manner. First, the

secondary address 14 must be specified in the INPUT statement, such as INPUT @2,14:A$.

This makes the operation appear to be a READ operation to the header generator. The header

generator issues the two-byte header, then lets the peripheral device transfer the character

string. The difference in this case is that the header is treated like the first two characters in the

ASCII string. The INPUT data scanning and sorting routines are active and the data transfer is

handled like a normal INPUT operation. When an CR delimiter is received, the 4051 terminates

the operation. Because the first two bytes in the string are known to be the header, they are

deleted using the REP function in BASIC.

HEADER GENERATOR CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION

Introduction

Diagram C in the back of this manual is the schematic diagram for the header generator just

described. The 4051 GPI B interconnecting cable plugs into the female connector J 1 on the left.

The male connector J2 on the right can be plugged directly into the GPIB connector on the

peripheral device or is connected to the peripheral device with a standard GPIB

interconnecting cable.
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Data traveling to and from the peripheral device over the 4051 GPIB Data Bus passes through

the bus regulation network U1 9, U20.U21, and U22. This network allows data to travel over the

bus in one direction at a time. The direction of the data flow is controlled by D-latch U1 7A in the

top center position on the schematic.

Peripheral addresses are taken off the 4051 GPIB Data Bus by transceivers U1 and U2. The

addresses are placed on the input terminals of address decoder U6 and U7 where they are

decoded and passed on to the memory elements U9A and U9B, (if they are valid). The address

decoder is set-up to respond to primary talk address 2 (decimal 66), which clocks D-latch U9A

into a set state. Secondary address 14 for READ (decimal 110) clocks D-latch U9B into a set

state.

The TALK and LISTEN handshake circuits, located just below the address decoder, are similar

to the handshake circuits described in the General Purpose Interface description. The details

on how this circuit works will be discussed in a moment.

When the header and the peripheral device are addressed simultaneously during a READ
operation, the header generator inhibits the peripheral device from talking by holding the

NRFD signal line on connector J2 in a low state.

At the same time, header generator uses the bus regulation network U19, U20, U21 , and U22 to

keep the peripheral data off the 4051 GPIB Data Bus.

While inhibiting the peripheral device from talking, the header generator handshakes with the

4051 twice and sends two predefined header bytes from data registers U13-U14 and U15-U16.

After these bytes are transferred, the header generator allows the peripheral data to pass

through the bus regulation network. The handshake signals are also reconnected so that the

peripheral device can freely handshake with the 4051 until the data transfer is over. The

following text describes in detail how the above circuit action takes place.

A Few Words about the Handshake Circuitry

The listen and talk handshake circuitry is a simplified version of the handshake circuit

described in the beginning of this section. Components have been eliminated and the circuit

has been designed to respond specifically to 4051 handshake characteristics. The major

difference in this handshake circuit over the one previously described is that this circuit always

stays on the GPIB handshaking in a listen mode, even if the header generator is not addressed.

The header generator, however, does not listen to the data unless the 4051 activates ATN. The

header generator handshake is so fast that is can never slow down a transfer between the 4051

and another peripheral device. Therefore, its presence on the GPIB is not detrimental.
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Initializing the Header Generator Circuits

It is important that D-latches U9A and U9B be placed in a "reset" state before a READ or INPUT
operation is executed by the 4051. Normally, an INIT state is executed by the 4051 at the

beginning of every BASIC program. During an INIT operation, the 4051 pulses the IFC

(Interface Clear) signal line on the GPIB. The header generator responds to IFC as follows:

The low-going IFC signal makes pin 6 on GPIB transceiver U4 go high. This makes the output

of NOR gate U23B go low and set the CLEAR inputs to D-latches U9A and U9B low. This resets

both latches (Q output low and Q output high).

The Circuit Action During a READ Operation

Responding to ATN. The 4051 starts the READ operation by setting ATN active low. The

header generator circuitry responds to ATN as follows:

1

.

The low ATN signal makes pin 1 5 on Transceiver U4 go low. Pin 14 on U4 goes high making

the output of inverter U5A go low. This low signal enables addresses decoders U6 and U7 to

function.

2. Since data is not valid at this time, the DAV signal on the GPI B is high (inactive). This makes

pin 9 on transceiver U4 go high and pin 10 go low. Pin 10 on U4 is the source of the header

generators NRFD and NDAC signal response.

3. The low on U4 pin 1 causes pin 2 on NOR gate U23A to go low. Assuming at this poi nt that

the peripheral device is ready to receive addresses, pin 3 on U23A is low. This makes the

output of U23A go high, the output of inverter U1 8D go low, and the output of the NRFD bus

driver (U3, pin 9) go high. This high NRFD signal tells the 4051 that the header generator

(and the peripheral device) are both ready to receive addresses over the GPIB.

4. If the peripheral device is not ready to receive addresses when ATN goes low, the peripheral

indicates its unready state by setting pin 7 on GPIB plug J2 to a low state (right side of

schematic). This causes the following chain reaction: The output of bus receiver U18A goes

high making pin 13 on AND gate U10D go high. Since D-latch U9A is reset at this time, the

high on pin 6 makes pin 12 on U10D go high. The output of U10D also goes high making the

output of U23A go low, and the output of inverter U18D go high. Pin 9 on GPIB transceiver

U3 goes low as a result and tells the 4051 that the peripheral device is not ready to receive

addresses. When the peripheral device is ready, pin 7 on J2 goes high, the chain reaction

occurs in reverse, and NRFD on the GPIB goes high.

5. At the same time the NRFD response is being generated, the header generator sets NDAC
low as follows. The low at pin 10 on transceiver U4 causes the output of inverter U5B to go

high. This high is fed directly to the input of the NDAC driver (U3, pin 13) and causes the

output of the driver (U3, pin 1 5) to go low. This tells the 4051 that the header generator (and

the peripheral device) have not yet received a data byte.
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Receiving and Decoding the Primary Talk Address. After NDAC is low and NRFD is high on the

GPIB, the 4051 continues the addressing operation. First, the 4051 places the primary talk

address for the header generator (and the peripheral device) on the GPIB Data Bus. In this

example, both devices are set to respond to primary talk address number two (decimal 66).

Since the GPIB Data Bus transceivers U1 and U2 are in a listen state (drivers disabled by a high

pin 12), the primary talk address is passed to the input of address decoders U6 and U7. The

address is also presented to the Data Bus regulation network U19, U20, U21, and U22.

The Data Bus Regulator Network allows the header generator to control the data transmissions

to and from the peripheral device. In the present state, the network is in a listen mode-
allowing data to travel from the 4051 GPIB to the peripheral device and preventing data from

traveling in the opposite direction.

With the primary talk address at the input ports to both address decoders, the 4051 sets DAV
low. The header generator responds as follows:

1. Pin 10 on transceiver U4 goes high. This makes the output of NOR gate U23Ago low, the

output of inverter U18D go high, and the output of the NRFD driver (U3 pin 9) go low.

(Setting NRFD low is the first step in receiving an address byte.)

2. The high on U4 pin 1 also causes the output of inverter U5B to go low, making the output of

the NDAC driver (U3, pin 15) go high. This tells the 4051 that the header generator has

accepted the address byte.

3. Although the header generator's handshake response is practically instantaneous, the

peripheral's handshake is also occurring at the same time. The peripheral's NRFD response

is ORed with the header generators response at U23A. The peripheral's NDAC response

occurs independently on pin J2-8 on GPIB plug J2 and keeps the NDAC line low for as long

as it takes the peripheral device to accept and decode the address.

4. While the handshake is being completed, the header generator's address decoder

examines the address on the GPIB Data Bus. Since decimal 66 is on the lines, pin 5 on U6

and pin 3 on U7 go low. This makes the output of AND gate U8A go high and clock D-latch

U9A. D-latch U9A enters a set state making pin 5 go high and pin 6 go low.

Receiving the Secondary Address. After the primary talk address is transferred, the 4051

places the secondary add ress for READ (deci mal 1 1 0) on the GPI B Data Bus and sets DAV low.

Both the header generator and the peripheral device complete the handshake as before. The

address decoder in the header generator passes the address to pin 1 1 on D-latch U9B as a low

to high transition. This clocks the latch into a "set" state—making pin 9 on U9B go high.
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Ending the Address Sequence. After the handshake on the secondary address is completed,

the 4051 assigns itself as a listener, sets NRFD and NDAC low, then releases ATN to a high

state. This causes pin 3 on AND gate U10A (located just to the right of D-latch U9B) to go high

and places the header generator in a talk state.

The Header Generator Keeps the Peripheral From Talking. Since the header generator must

issue two header bytes before the peripheral device is allowed to transfer its ASCII string, the

header generator must immediately hold the peripheral device "in check." This is how the

generator does it.

1. D-latch U17A is the key element controlling the action of the peripheral device. Normally

U17A is "reset" with the Q output (pin 5) low and the Q output (pin 6) high. These two

outputs control the direction of data to and from the peripheral device via the Data Bus

Regulation network U19, U20, U21 , and U22. With U17A in a reset state, pin 12 on U19 and

U20 is high and pin 12 on U21 and U22 is low. This allows data to travel from the 4051 to the

peripheral device over the Data Bus. Data traveling in the opposite direction is blocked.

Only after U17A is clocked into a set state can data reach the 4051 Data Bus from the

peripheral device. (This does not happen until after the header generator issues the two-

byte header to the 4051).

2. In addition to keeping peripheral data off the 4051 Data Bus, the outputs on U17A keep the

peripheral's NRFD signal line low. When the primary talk address is received by the header

generator and D-latch U9A is in a "reset" state, pin 9 on U12C (upper right corner) is also

high. These two high inputs make the open-collector output of U12Cgo low and stay low.

This tells the peripheral device that the "4051" is not ready to accept data. The peripheral

device, therefore, does not set DAV low. Instead, the peripheral, thinking that NRFD is being

controlled by the 4051, waits for NRFD to go high.

The Generator Prepares to Transfer the First Header Byte. In addition to keeping the peripheral

device "in-check," the header generator prepares to transfer the first data byte as follows:

1. The output of AND gate U10A goes high after D-latch U9B is "set" and ATN goes inactive.

This action "arms" the talk handshake circuit and places the first header byte on the 4051

GPIB Data Bus.

2. The talk handshake circuit consists of D-latch U11A and inverter U5D. Like the talk

handshake circuit in the General Purpose Interface previously described, the D-latch

remains inactive until the D-input to U11A also goes high and the latch is allowed to

respond to the clock pulses from U3 pin 10.
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3. In addition to "arming" the talk D-latch U1 1 A, the high from U10A reverses the state of pin

12 on GPIB transceivers U3 and U4—making them enter a "talk" configuration. The high

from U1 0A also "arms" D-latch U1 1 B by releasing the clear input (pin 13) and setting the D-

input (pin 12) high. The drivers in the GF'IB Data Bus transceivers U1 and U2 are also

enabled. These drivers place the first header byte from U1 5 and U1 6 on the 4051 GPIB Data

Bus at this time.

The Header Byte Configuration. The 1 6-bit header is generated from a series of open-collector

AND gates connected in parallel. The eight AND gates located in chips U15 and U16 make up

the first header byte. These gates are controlled by a common enable coming from pin 9 on D-

latch U1 1 B. The second byte is generated by the eight AND gates in chips U1 3 and U14. These

gates are controlled by a common enable from pin 8 on U1 1 B. The second input on each AND
gate is tied high or low, making the output of the gate represent a binary 1 or a binary 0,

respectively. The configuration shown in the schematic diagram generates the following

header on the 4051 GPIB Data Bus and tells the 4051 that the peripheral device is about to send

a character string 8000 bytes long.

HEADER BYTE 1 HEADER BYTE 2

J
*-

4096 2048 1024

\ /
512 256 128 64 32 16 8 4 2 1

1 1 1 | 1 1 1 1

D
is

r \ /

ata Ty
Strinc

pe L ength is 8 by tes

Transferring the First Header Byte. A short time after the 4051 releases ATN (37 /us to be exact),

the 4051 sets NRFD high to indicate that it is ready to receive the f i rst header byte. The header

generator responds as follows:

1. The high NRFD signal line makes pin 1 on transceiver U3 go low. This makes the output of

inverter U5D go high and clock D-latch U11A into a "set" state.

2. Pin 5 on D-latch U1 1 A goes high making the output of the DAV driver (pin 9 on U4) go low.

This tells the 4051 that the data on the 4051 GPIB Data Bus is valid.

3. The4051 responds by setting NRFD low. The 4051 capturesthe header byte, then set NDAC
high.

4. The high NDAC signal makes pin 14 on transceiver U3 go low. This low transition clocks the

CLEAR input to D-latch U11A and returns the latch to a "reset" state.
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5. Pin 5 on U11 A goes low and returns the DAV signal line to a high (inactive) state. Pin 6 on

U1 1 A goes high and clocks D-latch U1 1 B into a "set" state. This action disables the AND
gates in U15 and U16, and enables the AND gates in U13 and U14. As a result, the second

header byte is placed on the 4051 GPIB Data Bus.

6. While the 4051 is examining the first header byte, the second header byte is settling on the

GPIB Data Bus. As soon as the 4051 is ready, the 4051 sets NRFD high to indicate its

willingness to receive the second header byte.

7. The handshake on the second header byte takes place the same as thef irst. The high going

NRFD signal clocks D-latch U1 1 A into a "set" state and DAV goes low on the GPIB. The

4051 captures the second header byte, then sets NDAC high. This activates the clear input

on U1 1 A, returns the latch to a "reset" state, and sets DAV on the GPIB to a high (inactive)

state.

Turning the Data Transfer Over to the Peripheral Device. At this point, the header generator

has finished its function and turns the Data Transfer over to the peripheral device. The turn-

over operation occurs as follows:

1

.

As the second header byte is placed on the GPIB Data Bus, the enable pulse from pin 9 on

U1 1 B make the D-input to U17A go high. When the 4051 completes the second handshake

by setting NDAC high, D-latch U11 A is "reset" and the low to high transition at pin 6 on

U11A clocks D-latch U17A into a "set" condition.

2. With U1 7A in a set condition, the Q outputs (pins 5 and 6) reverse state. This causes the Data

Bus Regulation Network (U19, U20, U21, and U22) to switch direction and place the first

ASCII data byte from the peripheral device on to the 4051 GPIB Data Bus.

3. At the same time, open-collector AND gate U1 2D is enabled. This allows the peripheral device to

"see" the true state of the NRFD signal line on the 4051 GPIB. In addition, the low at pin 6 on D-

latch U1 7A causes AND gate U1 0B to be disabled. Pin 1 2 on GPIB Data Bus transceivers U1 and

U2 goes high and the second header byte from the header generator is taken off the 4051 GPIB

Data Bus. U1 7A pin 6 in the low state disqualifies U1 0C, which inhibits the header generator

from issuing NRFD, turning control of the bus over to the peripheral.

From this point on, the header generator is effectively out of the picture and the peripheral

device transfers ASCII data to the 4051 until the specified number of bytes (8000 in this case)

are transferred. At that time, the4051 ends the transfer by setting ATN low, issues the UNTALK
command, then released ATN.
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Header Generator Circuit Description

[Ending the Transfer and Clearing the Bus

The header generators response to ATN occurs as follows:

1. The low ATN signal makes the output of AND gate U10A go low. This returns handshake

transceivers U3 and U4 to a listen configuration; the address decoder (U6 and U7) is

enabled and the talk handshake D-latches U1 1 A and U1 1 B are disabled (the D-inputs go

low). The header generator is now ready to receive and decode addresses from the 4051

controller.

2. The peripheral device responds in a similar manner. When ATN goes low, the peripheral

device prepares to receive and decode addresses from the 4051 controller. At the same

time, the CLEAR input (pin 1) on D-latch U17A goes low; this "resets" U17A making the Q
outputs (pins5and6) reverse state and returns the Data Bus Regulation Network to a listen

configuration (allows data to pass from the 4051 to the peripheral device).

3. After ATN goes low, the 4051 issues the command UNTALK (decimal 95) over the GPIB

Data Bus. Both the header generator and the peripheral device receive the command at the

same time.

4. The header generator address decoder passes the UNTALK command to NOR gate U23B

and makes the output go low. This low is applied to the CLEAR inputs on D-latches U9A and

U9Band returns both latches to a "reset" state, returning the header generator to an IDLE

condition.

5. The peripheral device also decodes the UNTALK command and returns to an IDLE state.

6. After the UNTALK command is transferred, the 4051 issues the UNLISTEN command (for

good measure), then releases ATN and the transfer is over.

Allowing the 4051 to Pass Data to the Peripheral Device. It is important that the header

generator allow ASCII data to be transferred from the 4051 to the peripheral device with a

PRINT statement, a WRITE statement, a SAVE statement, a DRAW statement, or any other

output statement i n 4051 BASIC. This header generator allows the data to pass because of the

following design considerations.

1

.

When the 4051 goes through an addressing sequence, both the header generator and the

peripheral device are allowed to "see" and decode the addresses. Although the header

generator only responds to a primary talk address 2, the peripheral device can receive and

respond to primary listen addresses when they are issued by the 4051.

2. When the header generator is not in a talk mode of operation, data is allowed to pass on the

peri pheral device via the Data Bus Separation Network U 1 9, U20, U21 , and U22. 1 n addition,

the peripheral device is allowed to handshake on the data because the header generators

listen handshake circuitry is always active when the rest of the header generator is idle.
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Section 3

A MICROPROCESSOR-EJASED GPIB INTERFACE

INTRODUCTION
This section describes a working implementation of a microprocessor controlled IEEE 488

peripheral interface. The hardware and firmware described within are used to interface a

peripheral mass storage device (the TEKTRONIX 4924 Digital Cartridge Tape Drive) to the

IEEE 488 general purpose interface bus (GPIB). This implementation is suitable for medium

speed applications (about 5k bytes/second) which contain a Motorola M6800 microprocessor.

The design goal was to achieve a reasonable trade-off among transfer speed, cost, and

firmware complexity.

Before starting the description of this particular interface, a brief review of the IEEE 488-1975

standard's characteristics will be presented. The IEEE 488-1975 standard is also called the

ANSI MC1. 1-1975 standard, the proposed IEC bus, the ASCII bus, the HP-IB, the GPIB and

other names.

BACKGROUND
The IEEE 488 interface bus provides an internationally-standardized communication link

between several instruments whether they be measurement devices, computers, mass storage

devices, or other peripherals limited only by one's imagination. The charter of the IEEE 488

standard is meant to provide the logistics for signal management along the bus connecting the

system devices. The standard describes the means of addressing, handling interrupt

conditions and data interchange between devices as well as the electrical and mechanical

specifications for the bus. As with many other standardization documents, this standard

suffers from lack of readability and ease of understanding. However, it is complete and

thorough. It is the objective of this document to aid in the understanding of the GPIB via a

specific example.

With the advent of inexpensive microprocessors, reasonably sophisticated instruments and

systems will become cost-effective and popular. Since microprocessors allow for greater

flexibility and device local processing, the GPIB will likely provide a sufficient means for local

date interchange for all but the highest speed applications.
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Background

Devices on the bus are grouped into three functional categories:

1. Listeners—devices which can receive data from the bus.

2. Talkers—devices which can send data along the bus.

3. Controllers—devices which provide the management function of assigning who talks to

whom and when.

A device may have the capability to assume the role of any, or all, of the above three functions.

Additionally, there may be only one active controller and one active talker at any one time

along with any number of listeners, (up to 14, as limited by the electrical bus loading). When the

controller is giving commands, it is the talker. All other instruments are forced to be listeners,

listening to the commands. After the controller has finished giving commands, the bus is free

for data interchange among the devices which have been instructed to communicate by the

controller. Although the standard does specifically describe the logistics of addressing and

data transfer, it does not make any attempt to describe the content of data messages which are

passed along the bus. Although uncompatible messages may seem like a major point, it has

proved to be only a minor inconvenience. This stems from two related phenomena:

1

.

Devices are somewhat "intelligent" in that they can perform some local data processing to

format data into a palatable state, and . . .

2. Most manufacturers are using the ASCII character code for use in communicating data and

status information.

The GPIB is a byte serial—8 bit parallel communication bus. In addition to the 8 bi-directional

data lines there are 3 handshake control lines and 5 bus management lines.

The 3 control lines are used to provide a fully synchronized byte transfer on the 8 data lines

(DIO lines). Thus, byte transfers occur under the control of a three wire handshake. The
control lines, names and functions, are described below:

DAV —Data Valid. Asserted by the current talker when data is valid.

NRFD—Not Ready For Data. Asserted when one or more listening devices are not ready to

receive data.

NDAC—Not Data Accepted. Asserted when the current data has not been read by all listening

devices.
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The Design

The five bus management lines provide the requi red functions to manage the usage of the bus.

In some cases they augment information that appears on the data lines. The names and
functions of these management lines are:

ATN —Attention. Asserted by the controller when it is issuing commands on the data lines.

IFC —Interface Clear. Asserted by the controller to reset all devices to the idle state.

SRQ —Service Request. Asserted by devices to request service. This is an asynchronous
interrupt request line.

REN —Remote Enable. Asserted by the controller to activate the bus.

EOI —End or Identity. Optionally asserted by the talker to end messages. Also defined for

use in a high speed parallel poll of interrupting devices.

THE DESIGN
The M6800 microprocessor, and associated firmware, is used to drive the GPIB interface

hardware shown in Diagram D, and is also used to control other functions within the

peripheral. The interface hardware consists of 1 and 1/2 PIA's (M6820—peripheral interface

adapter), a handful of SSI and TTL devices and the required bus transceivers. The interface

firmware uses about 750 bytes of ROM out of a total of 6K bytes of ROM contained in the 4924.
The interface also requires some of the 768 bytes of R/W memory.

The hardware has three modes of operation:

1

.

IDLE—This is the unaddressed state where the bus drivers are disabled and the hardware is

only "listening" to attention (ATN) and interface clear (IFC—system reset).

2. LISTEN— In this mode, the hardware is driving the NRFD and NDAC handshake lines while

listening to the DAV handshake line as well as the associated data and management lines.

The management lines used are ATN and EOI (end or identify) although REN (remote
enable) is available for use if necessary.

3. TALK— In this mode, the hardware is driving the DAV handshake line and the appropriate
data lines in addition to the EOI bus management line while listening to the NRFD and
NDAC handshake lines. The hardware also has the capability of driving SRQ to request
service.

The microprocessor is interrupted by the GPIB hardware under the following conditions:

1. IFC is asserted—Asserting IFC informs the firmware that a reset function is required.

2. ATN transitions—Both the assertion and unassertion of ATN causes the M6800 to be
interrupted because some intervening action is required.
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Two Handshake Examples

A handshake cycle relevant to the device. Revelant means that the microprocessor is not

interrupted for handshake cycles for data transfers that occur on the bus when the

microprocessor has NOT been addressed as a listener or talker. (See IDLE above.) If in the

LISTEN mode, the hardware generates an interrupt when DAV isasserted. If in TALK mode,

the hardware generates an interrupt when the last (slowest) current listener indicates a

readiness to receive data by allowing NRFD to go high.

TWO HANDSHAKE EXAMPLES
The commands in these examples are given to the system controller which is assumed to be a

TEKTRONIX 4051. Furthermore, the 4051 provides the other necessary complementary

function, i.e., the talker function in the first sequence and the listener function in the second

sequence.

The Listener

For the first example we execute an ASCII transfer of a locial record, i.e., the four character

data sequence ABC<cr>, where <cr> represents the ASCII character CARRIAGE RETURN.

The command is:

PRINT @1,12: "ABC"

which tells device #1 on the bus (our mass storage device) to receive (and store) the four data

characters A, B, C and <cr>. The packets of information presented on the bus are shown in Fig.

3-1. A detailed handshake sequence is shown in Fig. 3-2.

DIO 1-8
_ MLA-1 MSA - 1

2

DAV

PRINT @1 : "ABC

UNL UNT

ATN

2270-17

Fig. 3-1. PRINT @1,12: "ABC"
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Two Handshake Examples

HANDSHAKE TIMING

DIO 1-8

DAV

NRFD

NDAC

2270-1

8

Fig. 3-2. Detailed Handshake Timing.

MLA-1 . . . The 4051 controller is setting up peripheral device #1 as a listener.

IMSA-12 . . .The4051 controller is furthertellingdevice#1 to perform the PRINT function. This

is interpreted as My Secondary Address (MSA) #12 or alternatly interpreted as My
Command. This byte tells the peripheral device that an ASCII transfer is comming from a

talker on the bus.

ABC<cr> . . . The controller has now changed roles and is now an ordinary talkertransmitting

data. The data sent is the ASCI I data to be stored in the buffer and eventual ly stored on the

magnetic media.

UNL. . . The controller has finished the command and is telling the peripheral to get off the

bus (stop listening). The UNT (UNTalk command) is ignored by the listener.

The text which follows, along with Figs. 3-1 and 3-2 and Diagram D, describe in detail the

hardware/firmware/bus interactions.

1. ATN is asserted—This tells all peripherals on the GPIB that the controller is going to

send a command (or address) to all peripherals and they must listen. The assertion of ATN
causes an interrupt in the M6800 to inform the firmware of the event. ATN also causes the

NRFD and NDAC handshake drivers to be placed on the bus in preparation for receiving the

address byte.
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Two Handshake Examples

2. DAV (data valid) is asserted—This informs the devices connected to the GPIB that the

data appearing on the DIO (data) lines is valid and ready for action. Since ATN is also

asserted, the peripherals interpret the data byte as a command (the primary address—MLA-

1 in Fig. 3-1 ). The assertion of DAV causes an interrupt in the M6800 via the handshake line

CA1—U315 pin 40 in Diagram D (note: this line is alternately used in TALK mode when

NRFD goes high). The information presented on the data lines is interpreted by the

peripheral to be its primary listen address. This is determined by the firmware looking at the

backpanel hardware address switches and comparing them with the address received over

the bus. Upon determining that the peripheral has been addressed, the firmware proceeds

to enable the addressed bit (P86—U315 pin 16 in Diagram D) so that the hardware will be in

the proper listen state after the controller is through talking, e.g. ATN goes high. Then the

firmware advances to the next state. Meanwhile the hardware has caused NRFD (Not

Ready For Data) to go low, indicating that the device is not ready to receive data.

3. A SHAKE pulse is issued by the firmware. This shake pulse causes the R-S flip-flop

(U5a—U5b in Diagram D) to enter the reset state which in turn allows NDAC (Not Data

Accept) to go high indicating to the controllerthat the data has been accepted. Upon seeing

NDAC high, the controller proceeds to un-assert DAV (set high) while it prepares the next

byte. DAV going high causes the hardware to set NRFD high as well as setting the R-S flip-

flop allowing NDAC to go low. The hardware is now ready to receive the next byte.

4. The controller now issues the secondary address 12 which the peripheral accepts as

before. The information passed across the GPIB thus far has set device #1 (our devices) as a

listener (MLA-1), and has told it via the secondary address (MSA-12) to prepare fora PRINT

operation, where the data following shall be interpreted as data to be stored in the current

open file.

5. ATN goes high. Attention going high informs the peripherals on the bus that the

controller is finished giving orders and the bus is now free for data interchange. This second

transition of attention again causes an interrupt in the M6800 to inform the firmware of the

change of state and the hardware acts accordingly. Since this peripheral was instructed to

enter the listen state, the hardware stays on the bus in the LISTEN mode as determined by

the ADDRESSED, and TALK/LISTEN lines which were set appropriately in step 2. If the

peripheral had not been addressed, the ADDRESSED line would have been left un-asserted

and the drivers would have been off the bus so data interchange among other peripherals

could proceed at a rate unrelated to the speed of this device.

6. The talker (also the controller in this example) proceeds to send the four characters of

information as data. Once again, DAV is asserted which causes an interrupt in the M6800

and the data to be read. This process is repeated until all appropriate data is sent and

received, at which point the controller steps in again and sends the unlisten (UNL) or

unaddress command.
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Two Handshake Examples

7. Upon receiving the unaddress command the peripheral gets off the bus and begins

executing the command requested which in this case was to store four characters of data.

Note that normal data transfers, those without ATN asserted, caused the firmware to store the

data received in a buffer rather than being acted upon one byte at a time. This buffering is done
for three reasons:

1

.

To allow data transfers at a maximum rate so that the talker can get about other business.

This also maximizes the availability of the GPIB.

2. It is somewhat simpler to write conversion routines and scanners when a whole buffer is

available at a time.

3. This peripheral is a magnetic tape drive and requires data to be buffered into physical

blocks before accessing the actual recording media.

When looking at the firmware listing that follows this discussion, note that occasionally the

hardware can be placed into a suspended state. These suspended states are envoked when a

buffer becomes full or when the monitor (overall peripheral control program) is off doing

something more important, like completing the execution of the last command. While in one of

these suspended states, the hardware is left 'sitting" on the bus refusing to handshake which
effectively holds everything. When the monitor has completed the condition that caused the

suspended state to be envoked, it can subsequently restart the handshake. One aspect of this

buffer management scheme is that it is typical to receive an unaddress command (UNL or

UNT) as a prerequisite to start the peripheral active as specified by the secondary address
(MSA). The unaddress forces the peripheral monitor to come out from the idle state and
process the current buffer even though it is not full. This generates a clean solution in that each
command is explicitly delimited.

The Talker

A peripheral talk sequence proceeds in much the same way as the listen sequence previously

discussed and will be illustrated by executing an input data request. The command being

performed is:

INPUT @1:A$

This command requests device #1 to send a data stream from the currently open file. The bus

information packets are shown in Fig. 3-3. The handshake detail is shown in Fig. 3-2.
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Two Handshake Examples

INPUT @1 : A$

DIO 1-8 MTA-1 - MSA -13 c cr UNL UNT

DAV

ATN

Lrnru ir

2270-19

Fig. 3-3. INPUT @1:A$.

A detailed discussion of Fig. 3-3:

1

.

The first two command bytes, those sent with ATN asserted, are handled by the peripheral's

hardware/firmware in much the same way as the previous example. However, since the first

byte instructed the peripheral device to enter the talk mode, communicated by the

designation MTA-1 (My Talk Address), thefirmware asserts the ADDRESSED line and sets

the TALK/LISTEN line to the TALK mode. This allows the hardware to enter the TALK state

after ATN goes away.

2. When ATN does go away, the processor is interrupted, at which point it reverses the data

registers so that they can be used for output.

3. As the last (slowest) listening device becomes ready to receive data, the NRFD line goes

high. NRFD going high causes an interrupt via the HAND line. This in turn, tells thefirmware

to put a data byte on the DIO (data) lines and to issue the SHAKE pulse.

4. While in the TALK state, a SHAKE pulse controls a second R-S flip-flop (U5c—U5d in

Diagram D). SHAKE places the flip-flop into the Set state which in turn asserts the DAV line

on the bus, indicating that the data is valid. As the slowest listener accepts the data, the

NDAC line is driven high. This action Resets the flip-flop, taking away DAV, and allows the

listeners to once again enter the RFD (Ready For Data) state.

5. As the RFD state of the listener is reached, an interrupt is once again received on the HAND

line and the process repeats itself until the controller is satisfied that enough data has been

passed, at which point attention (ATN) is reasserted.

6. This example is a special case where the controller and listener are the same device. In

general, the TALKER asserts EOI with the last byte of the transfer, thereby signalling the

CONTROLLER that the data transfer is complete.
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Miscellaneous Comments

7. ATN is asserted by the CONTROLLER. At this point, the hardware is forced into a listen

state by some appropriate gating. The firmware is informed of this action by an interrupt on
the attention line and proceeds to interpret further interrupts of the HAND line as being data

to be received (note: the data register must be turned around to receive data). Since the

message received was an Untalk (UNT), the firmware informs the hardware of this change
in state by clearing the ADDRESSED line and setting the TALK/LISTEN bit back to the

LISTEN mode. (The UNL command was received and ignored.)

While in the TALK mode, the bus can be suspended by running out of data in a buffer. This

generally calls on the monitor to get another physical buffer from the tape. After getting more
data to work with, the handshake is continued.

MISCELLANEOUS COMMENTS
The following are some general implementation comments and/or suggestions.

The EOI (End or Identify) line is presented as a level andean be received or transmitted by the

firmware when required. In this particular implementation, the EOI line is used during some
operations to indicate the end of information or end of file.

The SRQ line may be activated by the firmware for requesting service. In the 4924, it is used
primarily to indicate that an error condition exists. For example, SRQ is activated when a write

operation is commanded with the media in a write-protected state.

A digital debounce chip (U115 M14490 in Diagram D) is included on the control lines to help

control noise problems. However, the delay also slows down the bus and it may be eliminated.

The careful observer will note that the hardware does not really get off the bus when IFC is

asserted. The IFC function is executed by the firmware and as such may take a while to

execute. This is not considered too serious, but can be corrected with the addition of a latch

and some appropriate gates and a clearing mechanism.

NOBODY—This line is asserted anytime both NRFD and NDAC are sensed high. This

condition means that nobody is listening to the bus which is considered an error state if

someone is talking. It is appropriate that the talking device either exit from its talk state or wait

until someone is listening. In this implementation, it was decided that the device would wait if

nobody was on the bus and it was operating in the normal on-line mode. However, if it was
operating in the off-line data logging mode (with no controller, it uses front panel controls), the

device would exit from the current command.
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Macroassembler Listing

MACROASSEMBLER LISTING

The following is a macroassembler listing which is substantially the same as the interface

driver program used in the TEKTRONIX 4924. This list is believed to be accurate and correct,

however, Tektronix can not guarantee that it is. This list is presented here for educational

purposes only.

NNN NNN 000000000
NNN NNN 000000000
NNN NNN 000000000
NNNNNN NNN 000 noo
NNNNNN NNN 000 000
NNNNNN NNN 000 000
NNNNNN NNN ooo 0P0
NNNNNN NNN 000 000
NNNNNN NNN noo 000
NNN *INN NNN 000 000
NNN JNN NNN OOP 000
NNN JNN NNN 00 ooo
NNN NNNNNN 00 000
NNN NNNMNN 0,00 000
NNN NNNNNN 000 000
NNN NNNNNN 000 000
NNN NNviN'jN 000 ooo
NNN NNNNNN 000 oon
NNN NNN 000000000
NNN NNN ooonooooo
NNN NNK 000000000

TTTTTT
TTTTTT
TTTITT

T1TTTT EEFF.EFEtEECEEEE 222222222
TTTTH EEEtEtEEEEEEFEE 222222222
TTTTTT I EEEEEF.EFEEEFFE 222222222

EtE 222 222
EEF 222 222

.
Cfct . J.Z2 Hi.
Err 222 222
FFF 222 222
Ett 222 222
EEEEEtEEFEEl 222
EtEEEtEtF.EEE 222
FEEEEEEE.EXEE 222...
LLE 222
EF.K 222
FfcF 222
FLE 222
FFF 222
EEF. 222
EEFEFFEtEEEEEtE 222222222222222
tEEEEEEF.FEEEFEE 222222222222222
EEFLFEFFEtEEEEF 222222222222222

ODDDOOOPPODO OOPOOOOOO ccccccccc
DDOUPDODDDOO OOOOOOOOt ccrcccccc
DDDDDBPPDDDO OOOOPOOOO CCCCCCCCC
ODD OOP ooo 000 ccc ccc
DPD POP ooo OOP ccc ccc
DDF) 1' DP OOP 000 ccc ccc
ODD POD noo noo ccc
ODD DPD ooo 000 ccc
ODD POP 000 ooo ccc
ODD POD 000 000 ccc
OOD POD ooo ooo ccc
ODD PDD OOP OOP ccc
ODD POO 000 ooo ccc
ODD PUD 00 000 ccc
ODD POD 000 ooo CCC
ODD DPD ovo ooo CCC CCC
0D0 POD ooo ooo CCC ccc
DPP ROD 000 ooo ccc ccc
UDDOPDPPOPPD 000000000 ccccccccc
ODDDP0PP0DDD ooonooooo ccrcccccc
000D0D0D0POI) oocoouooo ccccccccc

rC[«<«««stIStS>IllllMlll I«»«**»»fl#????????T=« ===' = «0Ba0BIlUBB*»»*«*«**&FlsiSi&8.8,4t*tttftt*XXX)tXXX!l>»>>>»>J]]

[[ [««<««*llit*J»JJIIIIHl! I #*«»*«»#»?7??7????3» = = =""H»»HBH00B» •**«»«*«&»&&»&«&& + ttt + tt + t XX JXXXX«>>>>»»>>>1]]

JOB » NOTF PRINTED ON Bfl-Oct-76 AT 0JI29 P« FOR USEK [70,3]
FILE = 5Y:NOTF2.DOCt70,l] SMTCHES = /HF.STAKT: /DfcLlTtl N /COPY 1 OF 1

[Cl««««<S*SftSSlSIMIIH I l»»**»«#»»7T?7???77»=»»»»«"»l'miBmi<Jtlf *«***«»««&8,S8,i8,H&&tttt + tt + +XXXXXXXXX»»>»>>J ] J

[1[«««<«1JI**»«S1III1HI I *«»*«f«***7 ?77?????« = =« = "M0000BB00«* ******* JS«,lS!.&8i!.tt+»t + tt +X%XXXXXXX>>»»»>] J J
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Macroassembler Listing

GPIB INTERFACE AN EXAMPLE
TAB1.E Of COMTbNTS

10-
11-
13-
14-

Rl-U MWAC VM02-10 B-0ct-7& 14|21i32

HWISRV INTERFACE INTERRUPT HANDLER
UTII.S IFC, UNPKF.5, 8ETSRU
ATMTKU--- A1N. HAS IJECOME TRUE
ATNFAL--- ATN, HAS BECOME FALSE
HANDSK"" P*v» PR.. N.RFD CONTROL _ _ _
ATMHYT ACCEPT ATNE'iTIOH COMMAND BYTE
MLASUB, MTASUB --- PRIMARY ADDRESS REQUEST
SPE. .. stRlAL POLL CONTROL
RCVBYT ENTER A DATA BYTE INTO BUFFER
SMOBYT--- SEND A DATA BYTE FROM THF BUFFER
..TLKXau. LS.NTUL..-^-_SL(U_JVBB_l -TABLES ....

IFCRST— RESTARTS HANDSHAKES AFTER A SUSPENSION

CPIB INTERFACE AN EXAMPLE RT-11 MMAC VM82-10 e-Qot-7* 1412(132 PAGE 1

t

I

J
4

_..!.
6
7

B
9

10

...U
12

13
14

15
16

17
IB

19

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
2S
29
SB
31

3?
33
3 4

3'j

36
37
3b
39
4

.TITLE GPIB INTERFACE AN EXAMPLE

.ENABLE I.C

( Some alobals and eon
.J.

etanta,

.GLOBE
HuUn •

Hat Ik

Hwlane
Hutlks i

JtHfSs !
Hwunoa =

HwIFCa
Hwauap a

Hwausn a

.GLOBL
-..35L0B.L
.GLOBE
, GLOBL
.GLOBE

EOIPTH
!>EEF.G_._
ATNFG
CNREGA
[ITREGA

1

126,
1

8

..Lt

2

32
hwl an
255

f Hardware made byte
j Hatah mode
} talk mada
I 1 latan suspended
; talk auapandad

_t pH. adn. suspended

0aio
anus

.GLOBL CNREGB
J.GL0BL OTREGB
'.GLOBL ALTFLG
.GLOBL NENCMD

.GLOBL F'lAGPA

.GLOBL FIAGPB

.GIOBL' 1'IAAOR

.GLOBL ilNDBYT

.GLOBL RCVBYT

.CLOBL OFFL1N

ATNLVL 16,
HNDLVL * B,

t unaddpeas auapandad
I IFC auapandad

a+hwtlkeahwmaa+hwunee+hwIFCa
hwauap

I Pointer to EOI byte
I ..El99_fop_j ej-le L -Efi .1 i„ejL«Med
I Flag for ATN true
f Cont peo and out pay gaad with ldx
I Claar-a control rag and atopea
; Cont rag and out peg
) Sana excapt Its attention

} Set If In alternate fopmat mode
t Pointer to new commend block
t --- used by monitor
t And Is the main communication between
) Interupt level and program level

I Iec data PIA
I lee control 1 Ine PIA
f Iec address switch PIA
; Routine to sand a byte from
t The cuppant output buffep
I _Royi.l ne to stuff new chap, Into
t Cuppant Input buffer,
I Set by monitor If In offline mode

} Atn, dc level Input
; Hand dc level input
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MICROPROCESSOR-BASED GPIB INTERFACE

Macroassembler Listing

GPIB INTERFACE AN tXAMPlE NT-1I MMAC
hhisrv INTERFACE JNTE.RKUPT H>NCUEK.

VM02-10 B-Oct-76 11121132 PAGE 2

7

fl

9

in

11
12
13

14
15
If.

17
IB
1"> 0000
20 0002
21 0005
52 0007
23 0009
24 000C
25 000S:

?6 ny 10

27 0012
2fl 0014
29 80(7
30 0019
31 0018
32 001E
33 0020
31 0022
35 0024
36 0026
37 0028
38 00 2 A

39 002C
a a 002K
41 0030
42 13033
43 0034
44 0036
4 5 0030
46 003A
47 00311

96 00G
F6 FFFFG
C5 C0
27 0')

Ff FFFFG
OF 00G
9A 00G
97 00G
96 00G
F6 FFFFG
C5 C0
27 09
fe FFFFG
OF 00G
9A 00G
97 00G
96 00G
85 40
26 14

96 00G
85 40
27 03

7E 00D3'
40
26 72
96 00G
2fl 01
3R
7E 0119"

.SBTTL HHISRV INTERFACE INTERRUPT HANDLER

Th < » is a "recursive" interrupt service routine
After servicing one Interrupt request control is passed beek to

Itve_ beaJonJ/ifl <^Xftcy>_JitlJJJ_-ao_jflfife„J,ntAccupjJ_Arji—— J„!
Pending In the iec bus register*!
Cnrega,cnregb save the content* of Cgnt rPl regs, A and
Respectively before resetting the Interrupt bite In the PIA,
The saved control reas, and " recgrsi vneas*' make it such that
No Interrupts can be missed,

Note! the hardwope is configured sgch th»t
An --- LDX P1AXXX-1 --- will reed the control reg, then
The data reg, <which clears the hardware interrupt rea f >

; Maintain homogi ni ei ty
I Lata close off that windowltUI

.GLOBL HHISRV
LDA A CNREGA, 1)

LDA B PIAGPA- 1

BIT B "H0C0,
REQ 31

LDX PIAGPjA- 1

SIX CNREGA b

ORA A CNREGA D

STA A CNREGA, D

LDA A CNREGB, D

LOA B PIAGPil. 1

BIT B *H0C0»
BEQ 41
LDX PIAGPB" 1

3TX CNREGB D

ORA A CNREGB D

STA A CNRF.Gt! D

LDA A CNREGA, D
hit A *H40,I
BNE 1FC
LDA A CNREGB D

BIT A -H40,l
BED 21
JMP ATNFAL.
TST A

BMI ATNTRU
LDA A CNREGA D
BMI U
RTI
JMP HANDSK

j Go around if no interrupt there
I Get A Bide „

t Go around if no interrupt there

I Get B side

I I f c asserted?
I Yes^eervice it

f Non ATM asserted?
f No-ATN going awey?

7 Service ATN, false

I Service ATN true
t Handshake interrupt
; Yesvservice interrupt
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MICROPROCESSOR-BASED GPIB INTERFACE
Macroassembler Listing

GPIB IITFRFACK AN EXAMPLF
UTIL.S— IFC, UNDRFS, SE.T5RQ

HT-11 MMAC VM02-10 B-0et-76 1 <t • 2 t t 32 PAKE 1

2

3

4

i>

6

7

H

9
IP

12
! J M«i5E

14 0840
15
16

17
18 WB42
19 C!B4 4

2n WB4S
21 9 a '17

22 3B48
23 0B4B
24 004t
25 01*5(1

26 0352
27 B054
2B 0357
29 B058
30 035A
31 B05C
32 005D
33 305F
ill 9061
35 0063
36 B064
37 0066
38 0068
39 006A
<ia

«>
12
11
«4
4
r
j 006C

afc 006E
17 00X0
48 0072
49 0074
50 0075
51 0077
52 0079
"5J 007C
54 007E
55
56
ST

W 02
2B BE

96 BUG
S6
96 bog
36
CE 000BG
BD 00BBG
96 0BG
85 00G
27 BS
97 000DG
'IF

97 BBG
97 BBG
32
84 8B
9A HDG
97 0HG
32
84 C0
9A bug
97 0BG
20 09

CE
27

_86
97
39
96
27
CE

B5
00G
00G

00G
05

0000G
00G

.SBTTL UTILS- IFCi UNORFSi SFTSRU

I

I Service IFC-reset Interface functions,
! If SRU was asserted, reset .1 t too*
j when 4924 Is addressed again, 3RQ will be asserted
j Again, r or??f?7?)

.GUOBL IfcCPIA, PIASET

.GIOBL HWSU5P

.GLOBL DTREGB

BSR
BRA

IFC1
HHISRV

1 Save ATN status

I Save other status

; ReBet PlA's end edge's

; See if have anything suspended

; If suspended clean up hardware
; Reset some flaus

•GLOW. . IfCX, HHIFCS
IFCl! LDA A CNRfcGB.D

PSH A
LDA A CNREGA,D
PSH A

LOX IECPIA,I
JSR PJASEI
LOA A H«MODE,D
BIT A H«SUSP,1
sen is
STA A PIAADR

ltt CL» A

STA A HHMCDE,D
STA A SPEFCO"
PUL A

AND A "1-180,1

ORA A CNREGA.D
STA A CNREGArD

_ PJJL.-A
AND A *H0C0,I
ORA A CNREG6,D
STA A CNHEX.B,!)

BRA IFCDON
!

i This la t he program/

1

nterrupt le vel routine to clear the
) Monitor status!,

.GLOBL IFCCLR

; Restore byte status

i Reset ATN status

IFCCIRI t-DX

BEQ
UM_*_
STA A

RTS
IFCDON I UDA A

BEQ
IDX
STX

NENCMD,D
IFCDON
HWIFCSiI
HHMODE,D

CHMODE.D
trc,,
CLRCMD,!
NEHCMD.O

) See If ean set up clear command

j Set IFC suspended

; Allready Idle?

IFC. I RTS
r _
t

i Unaddress function
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MICROPROCESSOR-BASED GPIB INTERFACE
Macroassembler Listing

GPIB INTERFACE AN EXAMPLE RT-11 MMAC VMBa-lf! B-0et-76 14(21132 PAGE I*

-Jnii.tz~-.WU. ANDR ES, 8ET 3RQ

58
59
60
61
62
63 007F
64 eieai

65 0084
66 (1066
67 0088
6e 00.8A
69 008C
70 B08E
71 0090
72 B093
74 0096
74
75
76
77
76
79
80
ai 0097
82 0099
HI B09B
au 009D
Ob 00AO
86 00A2
07 0I1A4
Hfl 00A7

. i If . tnt«ff«.«. eaabjed. .»».» ._«H.i.*hJ.t...tht_.b»r«l.«»r.#..«iwJ tell
I The monitor that on unaddreso oecured,
J

,GL0BL CLRCMD, NEWCMO
JiLUMl UNDREB, HWUNA3

96 00G
7E 0000G
85 81

27 au
8D E2
96 . JJBfi.

8A 60
97 0BG
07 0000G
B7 0000G
39

UNDRESl LOA A HHM00E,D I Chock If Dfllblad
CLR HWMQOE
BIT A "Haifl | L»n op tlkt
BEQ 21
BSR IFCCLR

. -LPA-Jl.—.flJ£EGB.P_
ORA A •H60,I ( Ln»>l
3TA A DTREGB.D
STA A PIAGPB
STA A PIAADII i Toggle shako
NTS

( Assert SRQ on Che bus
; Notei this routine raises, than lowers the SRQ
I Line In order to fix on early production 4051 bud,
1

.GLOBL SfTSRO

96 BUG
(1A 02
97 bug
B7 B000r;

90 ED
97 BUG
R7 000BG
39

1

SET3RQI IDA A 0TREGB,D
ORA A Si I

STA A DTREGb,l)
3TA A PIAGPB
AND A 375,1
STA A DT..RtGB,U
STA A PIAGPB
RTS

; This 1s to fix (1051 bug

I Assert SHU

GPIB INTERFACE AN EXAMPLE RT-11 MMAC VMB2-10 e-0ct-76 14121132 PAGE 4

ATNTPU ATN, HAS BECOME TRUE

1 .SBT1L ATNTRU-- ATN, MAS BECOME TRUE
2 I

3 I

4 1 Controller has asserted sltentlon
^ I So or* handshake Interrupt end .

6 i Get ready to listen,
7 I

8D 03
7E B000'

UPA8
9 0HAA

10

11
12
13
14 0BAD
l'j 00AF
16 00B1
17 00B3
IB 00B5
19 00B7
2B 0BB9
21 00BR
22 00BD
23 0BC8
24
2 r

) 00C2
26 BBC 4

27 00C6
28 00C9
29 00CB
3a 00CD
31 0BCF
32 0002

96 BUG
6 a n
97 00G
86 Ef
97 0BG
96 00G
8A Bl
97 00G
117 FFEFG
96 00G

8A 20
9 7 00G
B7 000BG
2A 07
a4 rc
9 7 00G
B7 B0B0G
39

i

ATNTKUI BSR ATNTR

1

JMP HHISHV

;

•GLOBL ATNTR

ATNTRl LDA A CNREGB,D
AND A •1-120,,

I

STA A CNREGB.D
1SI LDA A "M0fF,I

STA A ATNFG,D
LDA A CNREGA,D
ORA A III
STA A CNREGA,D
STA A P1AGPA-1
LOA A DTREGfl,"

ORA A "H20,I
STA A DTREGB,D
STA A PIAGPB
HPL 3*
AND A -H0FE,I
STA A DTRtGB,D
STA A PIAGPB

i$l RTS

J .Set AJN...fJ.ft_ .. . „

; Arm handshake interrupt

I Set up for lliten

; Clear EOI
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MICROPROCESSOR-BASED GPIB INTERFACE
Macroassembler Listing

GPIB I-ITERFACE AN FxAMP|_r HT-I1
ATNFAL---. ATM, MS BECOME .F AJLSr

t

3

7

9

la

11
12
15
14
IS
16

I!
l« 0003 01) 03
19 0003 7f; OBBH'
2d
21
22
23.

24 00DO 96 00G
25 00OA 60 Bf
26 00DC 97 00G
27 MPt 96 00G
28 00F0 2A II)

29 00E2 7F 0000G
30 00E5 96 00G
31 00E7 21) IS
32 00E9 26 12
33 0k)EB 96 00G
31 00ED 8<l Ft
35 00E.F ... 97 00G
36 00F1 H7 FFFFG
37 00F1 96 00G
3D 00F6 flA 40
39 00F8 97 00G
(10 00FA B7 0000G
-Si. 00FJ? _ 3°_
12
US
44 00FE 06 00G
15 0100 C4 IE
16 0102 07 00G
1.7 0JJ81 F7 0000G
18 0107 96 00G
49 0109 81 FB
50 010B B7 FFFFG
51 010E C6 FF
52 0110 FT 0000G
53 0113 8A 01

Mt':AC VM02-1O (WOct-76 14121:32 PACt 5

.SBTTL ATNFAL- ATN, HAS BECOME FALSE

Controller hag released attention,
So c.h£cK„wb.eth.er__4.9g.l_t\jis„
Boen assigned as talker or listener,
I* ao set up the Interface accordingly,
I* not, disarm the handBhakc Interrupt
And remain in Idle stole.

.GLOBL

.GLODL
I

TEVEN,TL[)00,LEVEN,LSEvrN,rKEVEN,LSODC,CMDUOO,TKODO
nSAOK,ALTFLG,ALTCMD,CHDACT

RSR
JMP

ATNFLS
^ISRV

.GLOBL ATNFLS

54
55

0115
0118

JUU
(

I

211

LOA
ANO
STA
LDA
BPL

.tu>.
LDA
BMI
BNE
LDA
AND
81 A..

STA
LOA
OR A

SIA
STA
RT5

CNRtGn,0
1-64,,

I

:CNREGB,0
ATNFG,D
U

.ATto -
HHM0DE,D
21
41
i;nrlga,o
"H0FE,I
i;jJ8£5A»B._
PlAGPA-l
l)TREGB,D
100,1
DTfltGB,D
PIAGPB

I 127 or H the hard way

j Atn f 1 as set?

l Clear flap
I Am I In talk?
I V*s«set up to talk
I If Idle, disarm" handshake Int

I Reset address 1 In*

B7
39

FFFFG

LDA B

AND B
STA B
STA B
LDA A
ANO A

STA A

LDA B
St A B
ORA A

l)TREGB,D
"HIE,

I

DTREGB,D
f'lAOPB

Go to talk state
Make sure EQ! Is not true

STA
RTS

CNREGA,D
"HBFBj

I

f'IAGPA«i
"H0FF,

I

F-iAGPA

JUI
F'UGPA-1

I Address direction reg

j _8»i MP:..*}.} output

•
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MICROPROCESSOR-BASED GPIB INTERFACE

Macroassembler Listing

GPIB INTERFACE AN EXAMPLE RT-ll MMAC VMM-IB.
HANDS*"-- DAVi OR NRFD CONTROL

8-0SS-76 11I2H32 PAGE *

1

2

3

1

5

_B__
7

•

8

9

10 0119
1

1

BUB
12 . 9110.
13 01 IF
11 0121
15 0123
16 0.25
17 0127
)8 0129
1") 012R
20 012D
21 m j«
?2 0132
23 81!«
21 0136
,•5 i?i t 3<J

26 013C

96 aos
81 7F

97 _00C~

1)6 00G
96 00G
27 01
80 18

?ia 13

96 00G
?u 05
80 0216'
20 0«
96 HUG
27 03
7E «101"
SO 0263'
7E 0000'

.SBTTL HAND3K- DAV, OR NRFD CONTROL

I TM» routine may be tervlelng DAV OP NRFD.

I Depending whether the 1924 Is In listen op

_J.J.«IJS_U»1«4
I

,GL°BL DTREGA

HANDSKI LDA A CNREGAiD
AND A "H7F, I

LDA
A CNREGA.O
B OTREGArO

LOA A ATNFGiO
BEE) IS
B5R ATNBYT
BRA HANDXT

151 IDA A _.H|_»lgBE,.B.

BMI TALK
JSR HCVBYT
8RA HANDXT

TALK! LDA A SPEFG,D
BEG 31
JMP SPE

14: JSR SN0I1YT
HANDXTI J HP HUISRV

l Sot present esntpol rea,

t Retrieve date peg,

I Attntlen pn7

I No*bpanch
t Decode command

I Am 1 In talk?
I Ya8"0et talk byte
I Gat byta and tPV to staah It

I
was aarlal polling anablad?

I No-unload byte from data buffer

I Service '_B_e.rl.al_EO.LLI.nfl

I Try to send byte

GPIB INTFRFACE AN EXAMPIF RT-ll MMAC

ATNBYT"- ACCEPT ATNENTIQN tOMMANB BYTE

VM02-10 e-Oet-76 11121132 PAGF 7

1

>

b

7 01 i.

8 0111
9 0112

10 0111
11 0116.
12 0118
13 011A
11 011C
15 DUE
10 0150
17 0152
18
19 0155
20 0157
21 0159
22
23 015B
21 015t)

25 015F
26
27 0161
28 0163
29 0165
30 0167
M 0169
32 016B
33 016D
31 016F
35 0172
36 0175
37

D6 00G
17
CI IF
an El)

27 . 19_
81 60
26 .

9b 0HG
ns 81
?7 20
7F. . 0JC.8'

81 10

26 02

20 3C

81 20
26 IS
20 15

CI 18
26 06

86 FF
97 00G
20 07
CI 19

26 03
7f .nunc
B7 0000G
39

.SblTL ATNBYT— ACCEPT ATNENTION COMMAND BYTE

I a tnbvt- rout I ne to decode attention command group*

i And dispatches accordingly,
.GLQBL MSACMD

.-.GLflflL.. A.TN.BYT.

ATNBYTl LUA B

TBA
DTREGA,

D

AND 8 -H1F.I
AND A -H0E0.I
BJ_i._. -31
CMP A *H60,1
BNE 1«
LDA A HHMODt,

D

BIT A *HB1,I
BI.Q SHAKER
.MP MSACMD.-..

III CMP A *H»0,

t

HNE 25
BRA MTA3U6

211 CUP A "H20.I
BNE SHAKEN
BRA MLASUB

1

IS 1 CMP B "HIBf

I

BNE IS

LDA A 577,1
STA A SPEFG.D
BRA SHAKER

III CMP B 31,1
BNE SHAKER
CI_R SPEFG

SHAKER! STA A

HTS
PIAADR

I Gat data byte

l___._____u__4«iL_fiitttllan»_

> MSA7
1 Nookeop cheeking

I Check If addressed

l_.D.o. .(JLJl..«Sld-__i-l*a

I MTAJ
\ No»contlnue
I Yes»aerv(ce It

I Ml*J.

; No-eontlnue

I Serial poll enable?

I Yes*eet ape flag

I Serial poll disable?

) Yes-clear spa flag

I Toggle shake
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MICROPROCESSOR-BASED GPIB INTERFACE
Macroassembler Listing

GPIB INTFCRFAC1. AN EXAMPLE RT-ll MMAC VM02-10
MLASUH, MTASUU PRIMARY ADUR4.S5 KEUUE9T

8.0ct-76 14121132 PAGE 8

1H

u
la
i i

14

lb
16

1.7

1H
19
SB
21
?.Z

23
24
25
So
27
in
29
30
51
32
33
7, 4

.55

36
17
38
39
KB

it.
42
13
11
15
4b

1I_
i"e

49
50
51

52
_55_

ai76
0178
SU7A
11170

017F
0181
0183
0185
0187

0189
SI LOB
180

0I8F
0192
0194
0196

0197
0199
019B
019E
DUO
01A2

. "IAS.
01A8
01AA
B1A0
01AE
01B0
0162_
01B4
01B6
01B8
01BA

JI1BC
01 BE
01C0

ci IF

26 03
ft 0U7F'
81) 4 3

26 F'l

Of 0(]G

26 45
80 02
20 It

96
84
97
H7
8(.

97
3 9

CI
26
BO
96
8 'I

B7

7.E..

8A
87
39
8D
26

...BE_
26
86
97
20

2A
20

BOG
84

00G
0000G

01
00G

IF

13
007F'

00G
FB

FFFFG
0000G

04
FFFFG

12
0A
00G
14
ea
00G
B6

B2
09

t Look at

>

MLA5UBI

SBTTL HI.ASUB, MTASUB

listen address

C.-1P

BNE
JrtP

BSR
HNF
LDX
BNF
HSR
BRA

( Rout 1 no to

1

'H.1F..1 ..

IS
UNOKFS
FDA3DR
SHAKER
MEWCMDr
MA5USP
l-LASFT
SHAKER

--- PRIMARY ADDRESS REQUEST

t. UnUs.ten. cammaad
j Nonreturn

I Chuck address switch
I 1* not mine than Just shake
t Elset If command pending set susp, bit

; Fleet set listen mode end shake

set hardware Into listen mode

.CLOBL
MLASFTl LOA A

AND
STA
STA
I. DA
3TA
RTS

LASET
CTRtCB/D
"H0BF,

I

UTREGB,D
PIAGPb
lit .. . .

KWMOOEfO

F Look at talk address

MTASUBI CMP
nil

311 J8R
LDA
AND
STA
CL.R

ORA
STA
RTS

in bsr
BNE
1DX_
BNE
LDA
STA
BRA

H!F.rJL.._.
1$
UNDRES
CNREGA,D
*M0fB,I
P1AGPA-1
..eiA«PA._

PIAGPA-l

RDADDR
28

} Set hardware Into addressed mode

. ;. Flap; ) 1 eten_modt_ __

l_lt__lMs _UNto_Ul_

MA3USP
*H80,I
HHMOOE,0
SHAKER

I No^eheek for MTA
1 Untelki really clean up hardware also
t Address direction rag

i Set up si | Inputs

I Read address switches
J Not mine so do implied UNT
) El sal If command pending set eusp. bl

t

281 LP* A H HrlQpEiP
BPL
BRA

SHAKER
38

I Elsei set talk flag

) And shake

) Am I talker?
I Na as ns action
| Else do UNT? IX

54
55 BICS
56 01C5
5T 01C6

B6^
43
04

0000G

ir

This Is the place where we read the addreaa awiteh

RDADDRJ J.SA A PjAAM
COM A

_ AND A _ ST, |

I Gt$__ge)a>iif__
I Complement t» get ti>ua data
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MICROPROCESSOR-BASED GPIB INTERFACE

Macroassembler Listing

6PIB INTERFACE AN EXAMPLE RT-ll MMAC VMBJpIB
jiuamtj-jiiAaiaLjrji-EBJBAm address.amim

B-0et-76 UI2H32 PACE B+

58 B.IC.9 1.1.

59 BIO 39
60
61
62
63
64
65
66 B1CA 86 BUG

67 B1CC 9A BUG

_. .. -6.8. .BICE. .. SL7

.

as g
69 B1DB 39

CBA
RTS

S uspend pr imary address horvdjJu».l>»

.GLOBL HWMAS
MASUSPl LDA A HWMAS,

1

ORA A HWMOOEiD
_.S.T_A..A HKiUlDJUB„

I Suspend primary adrs,

RTS

GPIB INTERFACE AN FXAMPLF
S PE...... SERIAL POLL CONTROL

1

2

3

<4

5
6

7

a
9 0101

la 01D3
11 01 01
12 0106
13 01D9
it 01PB
15 hido
16 K IDE
17 01E0
18 01E2
19 HIE'I

20 01E7
21 01FA
22
23
21
25
26
27
2(1 B1ED
29 SUE
3 a 01FH
31 0112
32 01F1
33 01F6
31 01F8
35 01FA
36 B1FC
37 aiFt
38 0200
39 0202
in 0201
11 0206
12 0208
13 020A
11 020C
IS 020F
16 0211
17 0213
IS 0215

RT-tl "MAC VM02-10 8-0ct-76 1H21132 PAGE 9

.SBTTL SPE SERIAL POLL CONTROL

96 00G
36
flA 02
H7 H000G
97 00G
no 10

32
85 02

26 02
CA IB
F7 0000G
87 000UG
71 0000'

5F
96 00G
2 7 0E
CA 20

81 0UC
26 02
CA Bl

81 0BG
26 02
CA 02
96 00G
27 02
CA 10
96 00G
27 02
CA 8

86 BB00C
85 00G
26 02
CA 01
39

Serv' ca ser 1 al poll
Send statya byte

.GLOBL ERRCD, CMMOOS , AL1FLG, PIAKY6, ONLIN
LOA A OTREGU,0
PSH A

ORA A

STA A

STA A

BSR
PUL A

BIT A

9NE
ORA B

STA 8
STA A

JMP

2,1
PIAGPU
DTREGB,D
POLSTT

2,1
5S
61,, I

PIAGPA
PIAADR
HXISRV

j Save for later

I Ree.»t„.SRa._

1 Go get atatua byte
; Sea 1 f ! was one who cauead SRQ

I Store byte
; Like shaker

Estoblish poll atatua byte

EREOM.GLOBL EREOF,
'.GLOBL POLSTT

POLSTll CLR B

LOA A F.RRCO,P
BFO 1$
ORA B 32, ,1
CMP A EREOF,I
BNE 5$
ORA B 1,1

511 CMP A f.RF_UM,I

BNE 1$
ORA U 2,1

1$1 LDA A CMMODE.D
8E0 2S
ORA B 16,,

I

2tl LOA A ALTFLG,D
3CQ H
ORA B 8.,

I

3$: LOA A PIAKYB
BIT A ONLIN, I

BNE 11
ORA B 1,1

III RTS

1 Form statue byte

I Set error bit

I Sat EOF bit

I Sat EOM bit

t Sat busy bit

}
Set alternate mode bit

( Set online bU
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MICROPROCESSOR-BASED GPIB INTERFACE
Macroassembler Listing

GPIR INTERFACE AN EXAMPLE KT-11 MHAC VM02-10 B-Oct-76 14|21|i2 PAGE IB

RCVBYT KNTE'M A DATA BYTt. INTO UUFFE.R

ID

U
12
li
!'4

(5
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
2 a

a 1)

30
31
32
3i
31

35.
36
37
39
39
40

31..
42
13
14
45
46
47_
48
49
50
51
52

_51_

61216

0218
B2U
021L'

02 IK
0221
0223
0225
0227
0229
022B
022D
022F
0230
023.1
0234
0236
0236
02JA .

023C
023D
023F
0241
0243
0544
0246
0248
024A
024C

024E
0250

J>253_

00«0
DE
26
96
27
7t
96
27
96
26
OL
96
A7

08
OF
96
27
no
2A
BE..

09
OF
20
OF.

09

_...3X..
26
86
97
20

D6
FE

00G
42
3HG
03

02C4'
00G
F9
00G
33
00G
00G
00

0HG
00G
0B
16

7

00G

00G
07
00G

B&6.
7C
00G
00G
76

.SBTTL RCVBYT— ENTER A DATA BYTE INTO BUFFEK
! This Is the Interrupt level routine to enter a byte Into the
; Present output buffer
!

A. IN, A. OUT,. A.MX .

>

.GLOBL

.GLOBL

.GLOBL

.GLOBL

5St
41:

CMDVRR="H40

CMDVAL="Hfl0
RCVBYT) LOX

BMt
LDA A

BEd
.IMP

LDA A

BEQ
LDA A

BNE
LDX
LDA A

STA A

INX. .

STX
LDA A

REQ
BSR
BPL

.LOX .

OEX
STX
BRA
LDX
OEX
.CPX_
BNE
LDA A

STA A
BRA

Butter. p.oUHer.a.

DTREGA
RCVBYT
F.KHCD,P1AA0R, BFRFUL, BFRST1, NEWCMO
SrREGH,C>1DACT

NEHCHP,P
NOGOOD
FRRCO,D
IS
SHAKEY
CMMODE.D
51
BFRSTT,D
NOGOOD
A, IN,D
DTRfcGA,D
0.X

; If error set then Just shake
t Look at monitor status"
I If no .«.ftiMienl..pp«tttt.(rt9...tl>*n..tlir.w. eut...b.yte

} Test If buffer available
; If buffers full then set su«p. bit

; Get pointer
I Get byte
I Save the byte

A,IN,D
ASCFNC.D
6$
DTBSAV
6$

-AiiNtfl.

EOIPTR.D
3S
A,IN,D

A, MAX,P

I Need to look at E0I7

I Save current hardware status

J..MjjrJt_tvJ^PxL*_.i-<L4.QI-*U

SHAKEY
BFRFULf

I

BFRSTT,0
SHAKEY

) Also Issue end so monitor can act en tt

1 Buffer full?

) Sat buffer full

I Routine to carefully look at <ec but control Una
I Register without losing Interrupts,

00G
FFFFG

BOG

DTB3AVI LDA B
LDX
STX

CNRESB f D
PIAGPB-l

_CNREJB,P

_l. parafyl \y so__d«fl't Iota (.nterfuetl

54 0255
55 B2S7
56 8259
57 B25B

DA
DT
D6'
39

B0G
0BG

ORA B CNRE0B r D
STA B CNREGS,D

' LDA B 0tRE6B,D
RTS

i see < « ?oi
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MICROPROCESSOR-BASED GPIB INTERFACE

Macroassembler Listing

GPIB INTERFACE AN EXAMPLE RT-U MMAC
SNDBYT--- SEND A DATA BYTE FROM THF BUFFER

VM02-10 8-Oct-76 14I2HJ2 PAGE II

10

U
12
I

J

14

15
16

17
18
10
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
2B
29
3*
Jl

32
33
34
35
36
37
36
3<>

13

m
'12

13
'14

45
4o
47
4fl

49
5 'I

51
52
53
54
55
56
57

02SC
B25F.

0263
0262

0263
0265
0267
0269
0260
0260
026r
0271
0273
027S
0277
0279
027B
027D
027F
0281
0283
0285
0207
0289
02OB
02BD

028F
0291
0293
0295
0297
0299
029B

66
9A
97
39

DC
26
96
26
96
27
86
20
96

27
DE
A6
2A
06
27
61
26
V.h

07
86
97
20

Do
2A

8D
C5
27
66
97

00U
B0G
000

00G
0C
00C
49
00G
04
000
ED
00G

3.P

000
00
12
00G
0F.

FF
0A
000
00G
00G
00G
25

00G
BB
B9
04

'""

05
00G
000

.SBTTl SNDBYT— SEND A DATA BYTE FROM THE BUFFER
I This It the Interrupt level routine to send e byte from the present
; Deta buffer
I

..SLPBL BNDBYT. BFHEMP. PIAGPA
'.GLOBL EREOF, A8CFNC
.GLOBL CLNUP
HELLO « 4 | Bit to eee If anybody llttenlno, en

I The but.
f Only used |n offline mode,

I

I

F These routines ere uted to put the hardware In a suepended
t State ao that e return fro* the Interrupt level can be affected,
I A suspended state will be envaked If buffers are not available
t Or pest, commends. haven/l fJ.o.).»h8S_..Slesnlrifl__UE4

P

; Set listen suspended
I Shared suspension exit

NOGOODi LOA A HWLSNS,!
EXSUSPl ORA A HWM0DE,D

3TA A HWM0DE,D

J

RTS

1

SNDBYTl LDX NEWcMD,D
FINE 1*
LDA A ERHCD,0
BNE 3$
LDA A BFRSTt,D
BFQ IS
LDA A HWTLK3,I
BRA EXSUSP

ill LDA A CMM0DE,D
3F.Q Ji
LDX A,0UT,D
LDA A 0,X
BPL 41
LDA B ASCFNC,D
BEO 41
CMP A 2S5,,I

.

UNE 41
LDA B EREOF,

I

STA B ERRCD.D
LDA A BFREMP,!
STA A BFRSTT,D
DRA 3$

\ See I f can tend e byte
t Nope so set suspended
I If error set send back »"hlJff»

) Cheek Tf buffer evallable

I Set talk suspended Is encounter e«p(y buffer,

} If no oonmand then send dummy byte

; Get ohar pointer
) Get ehar
I Don't worry about It If hloh bit off
) Need to cheek for ASCII logical IQF

.i.. ReeJ ly_ ASCII. .EOF.
,

1 Set EOF

} Set buffer empty to force action by dispatcher

} Work on sending the date byte
I

4JI LDA B 0FFLIN,0
BPL 5$
USR _ JIBS Ay i If offline check hello bit
BIT B HELLO,

I

BED 51
i If nobody there then abort commend

LDA A CLN'JP,I
STA A CMM00£,D } Set abort

GPIB INTERFACE AN EXAMPLE RT-H MMAC
SNDBYT--- S.END. A. P.ATA..BYIE. FROM. LHE..SVF.F.LP _

58 029D
59 029E
60 02A0
61 02A3
62 0J.45.
63 02A7
64 02A9
65 02AU
66 02AD
67 02AF
68 02B0
69 0282
70

71
72
73
74
75
76
77 02B4
78 02B6
79 0208
80 02BB
81 02BD
82 02BF
83 02C1
84 02C4
8 5 02C7
86
57

39
97 000
B7 0000G
OE 00G
9C . . .000
26 06
86 000
97 000
20 15
08

OF _(l»G
20 10

86 FF
97 00G
B7 0000G
96 00G
6A 01
97 000
U7 00000
B7 0000G
39

VM02-1B 8-Gct-76 I

RTS
STA A DTREGA,D
STA A PIAGPA
LDX A,0UT,D

... £PX. . A, HA*, ft

BNE 21
LOA A BFREMP,

I

STA A BFRST1,0
BRA SHAKEY
INX
SJX ... A.OUIiD.
BRA SHAKEY

t Set deta byte on bue

; At end?

; If endi set buffer empty flag

t Update pointer

t f ini eh handshake
i

t Send EOF with EOI
t Thin Is also used for the dummy byte if haven't enythi ng 'better
t To send,
J Thii__cau»et th«..4tf5i_to..»Dori_..tJ5A._feujju».ntJjiput condition^. _._

t Because it looks like an EOF,
;

J. &.«-EVl

3$! LDA A 255,,

I

STA A DTREGA, D

STA A PIAGPA
10.A A. DTREGB, P
ORA A 1,1
3TA A DTREGB, D
STA A PIAGPB

SHAKEYt STA A PIAADR

J

RTS
; Fi ni ah handshake
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MICROPROCESSOR-BASED GPIB INTERFACE
Macroassembler Listing

GPIB 1NTERKACS AN EXAMPLE RT-U MMAC
SNDBYT SEND A DATA BYTE FROM THE BUFFER

8-<)ct-76 14121132 PAGE 12

S

6

7

9

10

u
12
U
10

15
16

17
IB
19
21!

21
22

02C8
02CA
02CC
02CF
0201
02D3
02D5
0207
02DA
02DC
02DE
02DF
02EI
02E2

_M ?2X3.
?A 02E4
25
26
27
26

.11.
Id
31

02E5
02E6
B2E8
02EA

.Baa..

96 BUG
2B F6
CE 02F2'
96 BUG
8 '4 IF
06 0PG
2 A 03
CE 0323*
E6 0J
2B E6
11

27 07

,GL0BL OFFLlN, IOFUNK
.GLOBL HSACMD
.GLOBL DTREGA

Look at jecondor.y. add/eas je..t«.t__UP_n.»M..fi.»l!!iiij!B.S_laf-liWL».l»al.tArj__

02EE
02F0

20
A6
97

OP
20

HSACMDI LDA

_.LBX._
LDA
AND
LDA
BPL
LOX

._LBA-
BMI
CBA
BEQ
INX
INX
t,NX.

...l*J...

OFFLIN,D
liHAKEY
J.SNJBUX..
PTREGA,D
"H1F,1
HWM0OE,D
IS

TUKTBU,I
_IJj_X

iSHAKEY

F2
03
00G
-4L
00G

INX
INX
BRA

..UP*.
STA
-LPA
STX
BRA

IS
A 3,X
A IOFUNK,

) If offline
> Then Ignore aec, adr,

f Aaaume Hnw eddren
Get the MSA byte

) strip off encase
I Ii it real ly talk?

I Then set talk table
JL-BM* With tefejjj.

l Then Illegal iee, addr, to Juat eheke
f Have we found commend

NENCMD,0
SHA KEY

I .Get (of une sode __

t Get eostmend eddren

GPIB INTERFACE AN EXAMPLE
TLKTB.L, LSNTBL -.--. .8E£.._AjiJU

RT-11 MMAC
JTAJILE.S _

VM02-10 B-Oct-7* 14121132 PAGE 13

1

2

3

a

5

6

7

fl

9

10

11 02F2
12 H2F6
13 02FA
Id 02FE
IS 0302
16 0306
17 O30A
18 030[.
19 0312
23 0316
21 031A
22 03 IE
2i 0322
2U
25
26 0323
27 0327
28 0323
29 032F
30 0333
31 0337
32 1133U

S3 033F
3D 0313
35 03'I7
36 03ae
37

.SBTTL

.MACRO

.GLOBL

.BYTE
»«IQRD.._
.BYTE
.ENDM

I

.RADIX

.GLOBL
..LSNJBJ.I. «»_....

MSA
MSA
MSA
i^S A

MSA
MSA..

.

MSA
MSA
MSA
MSA
MSA
..SYTE

TL.KTBL, LSNTBL
MSA A , i B

„

i

B.
*.
B+

TLKTBLl

C

10
LSNTBL
12.PRl!iltliL.

.GLOBL
MSA
MSA
MSA
MSA ..

MSA
MSA
MSA
MSA
MSA
MSA
.BYTE
.RADIX

15, PRINT, 15

1, PRINT, 1

27, FIND,
28, MARK,
7, KILL,
2a«.ajE_CB£Tjj8._

2, CLOSE,
0, STATIN,
17, PRINT, 16
25, PRINT, 17
16, PRINT, 20
255 . . .

TLKTBL
13, INPUT, 13
14, INPUT, 14
fl, INPUT,

4

0iS.TAT.OIi0.
6, TYPE,
30, ERROR,
9, HEADER,
26, INPUT, 16
17, INPUT, 19

24, TERR,
255

•-- SEC, ADR, TABLES
C
I Secondary addreea
t Comm and location
t Iofunc

J-RtiOi-
I write
I Save
I Find
I Mark
I Kill

I Secret
I C 1 ose
I Statue write
I Binary seye
I Listen
1 Binary mem eave

..L.End,.9.f_.ta_e.Le

I Input
f Reed
I Old
j...s.ia.tu.i„reed

t Type
I Error
1 Header
I Telk
1 Binary old

. I _San.d mafliep*. jlmcLjits.cj..
) End of teble
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MICROPROCESSOR-BASED GPIB INTERFACE
Macroassembler Listing

GPIB INTERFACE AH EXAMPLE HT-U MMAC VM02-10
1ECRST— RESTARTS HANDSHAKES. AFTER A SUSPENSION...

B-Oct-76 14121132 PAGE 11

1

i

3

4

5
6

7

a

9

IB

It
12 034C 06
13 034F. C5
14 0350 27
IS £1352 07
16 0353 0K

17 0354 id
IB 0355 17
19 03S6 84
20 0358 97

21 03SA CE
22 0350 E5
23 035F 26
24 8361 08
25 0362 08
26 0363 08
27 0364 20
28
29 0366 EE
30 0368 AD
31

32 036A
33 B36A 32
34 0368 06
35 036C 39
36
37
38
39
413

'U
42
43
44
45
46 036D
47 037B
48 0373
49 0376
50 0379 00
51 0001

0flG

00C
1A

00G
00G

0360'
00
05

F7

.81.

RESTARTS HAND3HAKES AFTER A SUSPENSION

I This
J. After
I This
;

.SBTTt, IECRST-

.GLOBL IECRST

routing (« called by Che monitor to restart the handshake
the. monj tor has. .cleaned.. uj>__lhe_rjLM.SJi_J. P_,„s_l.s.pefleJ SJU ".

routine attempts to restart the hardware In an ordeely fashion,

.GLOBL IFCCLR

.GLOBL HHTLKS, HNLSNS, HWMASi ATNBYT

.GLUBL ALTCMD, CLRCMD

.GLOBL U.N0RE5.,.. MMSUSRj.. JHB9iiaj4x.JUUIIlAai_HKlECa_

RSTAGNl
111

RS1XJT.I

I

LDA B
BIT B

BEQ
TPA
SEI
.PSH.A.
TBA
AND A

STA A

LOX
HIT B
BNE
INX
INX
INX
BRA

LPX
JSR

PUL A
TAP
RTS

HrtMODErD
HWSUSP,!
RSTXIT

HH3USN,!
HHM00E,D
RSTTBL,!
0,X
RSTSRV

I|X
0,X

I Cheek for suspended handahekea
I Check If anything suspended

) Dleallox Interrupts

I Clear suspended flags

I Go find suspended function
I This bit?

J. Gr.eb,_appj>.opr.|.ate,
. ler.vie* _rpg.t.1 no

1 Go service ft

I Clean up and exit

.MACHO RT A,,B.

.BYTE A4 _

.WORD B,
,f.NDM

RT 32.t2,,IFCCLR
RT _ HWMASjATNSYT
RT HHTLKSiSNOBYT
RT Ht»LSNS,RCVBYT
.BYTE
.END

I Reset table entry

I Both UNLlsten and IFC

.J. My primary addres s

; tal k auspanalon
) Listen suspension

GPIB INTERFACE AN EXAMPLE
SYMBOL TABLE _

RT-11 MMAC VM02-10 B-Oet-76 14121132 PAGE 14*

ALTCMD*
ATNFG •

A . I N =

HFRSTTs
tMD.UDD".
CNREGBs
EREOF >

FIND »

HNDLVLb
HWMODEb

...JLEiPJLA..
IFCDON
KILL •

NARK s

MS A OK
8NLIN b

PIA8ET°

****** G
******
****** G
****** G

*.*-*_* * *..Ja _

****** G
****** G

****** G

01308
****** G
**** ** G

0075R
****** G
****** G

02E8RG
****** G
****** G

ALTFLGb
ATNFLS
A.MAX -

CLNUP «

CHDVALi
DTBSAV
EHFOM =

HANOSK
HWIFCSb
HMSUSNi
IECRST
IFC,,
LEVEN. b

MASUSP
MTASUB
PlAADRe
POLSTT

****** G

00O8RG
****** G
****** G

..JM8._.
024ER

****** G
0U9R

****** G
****** G

HJJtCJJL

ASCFNCa
ATNLVL»
A, OUT '

CLOSE o

-£_D____!

****** G

0010
****** G
****** G

007ER
****** G

01CAR
0J97R

****** G

01E QRG

DTREGAB
ERRCD b

HANDXT
HH1SRV
HHSUSPs
_l£Cjai_
1FCI
LSEYENa
MLASET
NEUCMBB
PIAGPAb
PRINT a.

****** G
****** G

013CR
0000RG

****** G

— 018AJL.

ATNBYT
ATNTR
BFHErlPa
CLRCMDe
CMhtfPEB

013FRG
00ADRG

****** G
****** G
****** G

0042RG
****** &

01B9RG
****** G.
****** G
****** G

DTREGBi
ERROR b

MEADERb
HdLSNSB
HWTLKSa
IFC
INPUT b

X5.NTB.L...
NLASUB
NOfi.QQB
PIAGPBB
R C VBTT

****** G
****** G
****** G
****** .G.

****** G

8BHR-

ATNFAL
ATNTRU
BFRFULb
CMDACTb
CNRE6AB

00D3R
00A8R

****** G
****** G
****** ii

025ER

****** G

_„.92«R6_
0176R

...JiSCR
****** G

0216RQ

EOIPTRb ****** G
EX8U8P
HELtO b

HHMAS a

HNUNASB
IFCCLR
IOFONKb
_UQPB b

MSACMD
OFFLINP
PIAKYB'
HDACDB

****** fi

****** G
B86tRG

****** $
****** Q

' S2CSRG
***J.** fi

****** G
H1C2R

RSTAGN
SETSRO
SPEFG b

TEVE.N b

TYPE b

A Aj)'.

035AR
0097RO

****** G
****** G
****** G

RSTSRV
SHAKER
STATINB

_.TKEy.ENB
UNDRES

0366R
8JMR.

****** G
****** G

807FRG"

RSTTBL
SHAKfY
STATOTb
TKOPD B

036OR
.02C.4R

****** G
****** G

RSTXIT
^SND.BYT
TALK
.ILKIBL

036CR
..82.UB.6_
e»32R
„«ZiS.6_.

SECRET"
j.p.e:
TERR

JlflOP.

****** G
:«i.oir:._..

_. **.*:***„._..

ERRORS
,note2,

B37A
OETECTEOlB.
doe<1eee.epp

01
Warnings .Polled.|._0... FREE C_QREiJl()9_3 tJt5BOS
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Section 4

4051 GPIB TIMING DETAILS

INTRODUCTION
The timing events on the GPIB are discussed in detail in this section. First, ASCII data transfers

are examined starting with the PRINT statement and the INPUT statement. Internal binary

transfers are covered next, looking first at WRITE operations for binary output and READ
operations for binary input. Finally, the lower order commands WBYTE and RTYTE are

examined. These commands are used in special cases to individually transfer eight-bit binary

numbers, one at a time, over the GPIB.

Timing diagrams are used extensively as visual aids in the discussions. Because each I/O

transfer takes several milliseconds, a single timing diagram cannot cover the entire operation.

Therefore, a complete transfer is broken into segments called "events." The details of an event

are covered in one timing diagram. By mentally placing these timing diagrams side by side, the

activity on the GPIB for an entire transfer can be visualized.

The timing diagrams are usually sufficient in themselves to tell an experienced electrical

engineer the entire story about the bus operation. To a novice, however, the timing diagrams

may be confusing and meaningless. Therefore, each diagram is followed by a step-by-step

explanation of the events as they occur on the bus. The events are explained in terms of how a

peripheral device responds to the 4051 and how the 4051, in turn, responds to a peripheral

device.

The importance of the timing diagrams can not be over-emphasized. These diagrams act as a

foundation for the discussions about every phase of the GPIB operation; from the discussions

about the maximum data transfer rates, to the discussions about practical interface circuits

designs. If you're not too sure how the GPIB works, how the signal lines are defined and how

the handshake sequence works, we suggest you review the material in Section 1 of this manual

and Section 1 of the IEEE Standard 488-1975. In addition, read the material in Appendix C of

the 4051 Graphic System Reference Manual, starting on page C-13 and ending on page C-18.
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4051 GPIB TIMING DETAILS
Timing Details for PRINT

TIMING DETAILS FOR THE PRINT STATEMENT
INTRODUCTION

The following text and illustrations describe the detailed timing events that occur on the GPIB

during the execution of a PRINT statement. Three events occur on the bus; the peripheral

addressing sequence, the data burst, and the peripheral unaddressing sequence.

Since the numeric data and the character string data in the PRINT statement are combined into

one ASCI I character string and transferred, no distinction is made between numerical data and

string data. Therefore, the handshake timing for transferring numbers is the same as the

handshake timing for transferring letters.

If the data to be transferred contains more than 72 characters, then periods of inactivity occur

on the bus during the data burst. These periods are caused by the statement "set up" period, in

which the 4051 prepares the next 72 characters for transfer. The set up time can range from

17.5 ms to 1080 ms, depending on the data to be transferred.

ADDRESS TIMING FOR PRINT WITH SECONDARY ADDRESS NOT
SUPPRESSED.

If the secondary address 32 (which says "don't send a secondary address") is not specified in a

PRINT statement, a default secondary address (12) is issued after the primary listen address

during the initial addressing sequence. Fig. 4-1 illustrates the timing events that occur on the

GPIB during this address sequence. The statement PRINT @2:"A" is used as an example.

The following is a step-by-step description of the events as they occur on the GPIB during the

PRINT addressing sequence.

Responding to Attention

1. The GPIB is normally in an idle state prior to the execution of the PRINT statement. All

signal lines are high (inactive) except NRFD and NDAC which are held low by the 4051.

2. At the beginning of the PRINT statement, the 4051 analyzes the parameter data list and

prepares the first 72 characters for transfer. (Less characters are prepared, of course, if there

are not 72 in the parameter list.) The GPIB stays in an idle state during this time. When the 4051

is ready, the 4051 sets ATN (Attention) active low. This tells the peripheral devices on the GPI

B

that addresses and controller commands are about to be issued by the 4051.

3. According to the IEEE Standard, each peripheral device on the bus must respond to ATN
within 200 ns by setting NDAC low and NRFD either high or low. (IEEE Standard, page 93). The

4051, however, allows a peripheral device up to 45 /js to respond.
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Timing Details for PRINT

PRINT @2:"A"

ATN U«- 310 ^s -

» I -

I

5 /J& >*
DAV I* """" *l

^s

\ / \
l-«

—

45/JS-*-
18 us —»-|

1 J! \ I

NRFD I

1

\

'1

\\ !

h
i

1

1

J ,/ !

| I

NDAC | I P i

I 20 //s —*-

i

i

i

I

20 lis —»-| |

DATA BUS
I PRIMARY LISTEN I'

.'"'•.' '''.'<
.'• . L Jj_.._'. L..' .'_!.„-.. -"A

. "" '',••(

ADDRESS 1"'
i

.';
'): "' '

:\-.-: v> rw?:<-*\^:>.i>-rM.> '.^rffrS

2270-20

Fig. 4-1. Addressing Sequence for the PRINT Statement with the Secondary Address Not Suppressed.

4. After 45 /js, the 405,1 releases NRFD and checks to see if NRFD and NDCA are not both high.

If they are both high, the 4051 assumes that there is an error and the PRINT operation is

aborted. The 4051 prints a GPIB interface error message on the screen (message 69). If NDAC
islowand NRFD is low, the 4051 waitsforNRFDtogohigh before continuing with theaddress

operation. If NDAC is low and NRFD is high, the 4051 assumes that all devices are ready to

receive the first peripheral address and the 4051 prepares to place the primary listen address

on the Data Bus.

Transferring the Primary Listen Address

1

.

When all the devices are ready, the 4051 places the primary listen address for the specified

device on the Data Bus. Normally this occurs "1 40 fjs after ATN goes low. After waiting 20 a<s for

the bus lines to settle, the 4051 sets DAV (Data Valid) to an active (low) state. This tells each

peripheral device on the GPIB that the address on the Data Bus is valid and can be captured.

2. The peripheral devices respond individually by setting NRFD low; they capture the address

byte, then set NDAC high . The total time to complete this part of the handshake depends on the

slowest peripheral device on the bus. If NDAC never goes high due to a peripheral interface

failure, the 4051 will wait forever in a "hung" state due to the asynchronous nature of the GPI

B

protocal.
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3. When NDAC goes high, the 4051 assumes that all devices on the bus have received the data

byte; 1 8 /^s later, the 4051 sets DAV high to tell the devices that the address is no longer valid.

4. When DAV goes high, the peripheral devices reset NDAC to a low (active) state. Each device

then sets NRFD high, when the device is ready to receive the next address byte. (The NRFD
signal line goes high, only after the last peripheral device sets it high.)

Transferring the Secondary Address

1

.

After DAV goes high (inactive) on the primary listen address, the 4051 prepares to transfer

the secondary address. This preparation takes 57 //s. The 4051 then places the secondary

address on the Data Bus, waits 20/us for the bus lines to settle, and checks to see if NRFD is

high. If NRFD is high, the 4051 sets DAV low. If NRFD is low, the 4051 assumes that a peripheral

device is still busy digesting the primary listen address, so the 4051 waits. When NRFD goes

high, the 4051 sets DAV active low.

2. The handshake sequence to transfer the secondary address occurs exactly the same as the

handshake sequence to transfer the primary listen address. Again, the total time to complete

the handshake depends on the slowest peripheral device on the bus.

3. After DAV goes high on the secondary address, the 4051 waits 37 yus, then sets ATN high

(inactive). At this time, only the device who received the primary listen address while ATN was

low can listen to the data transfer. The 4051 executes the entire addressing sequence in 310 /us

(minimum).

SUPPRESSING THE PRINT SECONDARY ADDRESS

If 32 is specified as the secondary address in a PRINT statement (PRINT @2,32: for example),

the 4051 suppresses the secondary address and issues only the primary listen address.

Although this suppression adds time to the statement overhead (approximately .5 ms), the

addressing activity on the GPIB is cut by 86 /js.

Fig. 4-2 illustrates the address timing events on the GPIB when the secondary address in a

PRINT statement is suppressed. The events are identical to the events just described, except

that the secondary address isn't issued. The minimum time to execute this sequence is 224 //s.

HANDSHAKE TIMING DURING A PRINT DATA BURST
When the addressing sequence is over, the 4051 prepares to issue the data specified in the

PRINT statment parameter list. Since only 72 characters can be prepared for transfer at a time,

the data burst lasts for 72 characters maximum. The 4051 then stops and prepares the next 72

characters for transfer. If the data to be transferred contains more than 72 characters, then the

data stream will be intermixed with periods of maximum activity, followed by periods of total

inactivity.
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124 lis

PRINT @2,32:"A"

ATN ' *

DAV
«160 ijs -

NRFD

18 jus—*-

\/
18^s—*-

,r

/ \

NDAC

;

\^ //

DATA BUS
PRIMARY LISTEN ADDRESS

'''.

FIRST DATA BYTE \
'.

•:.;(

I

2270-21

Fig. 4-2. Addressing Sequence for the PRINT Statement with the Secondary Address Suppressed.

Fig. 4-3 illustrates the activity on the GPIB when data bytes are being transferred at the

maximum rate. This activity starts approximately 73 f/s after ATN goes high to end the

addressing sequence.

The following is a step-by-stpe description of the events as they occur on the GPIB during a

PRINT data burst.

1

.

If the handshake sequence occurred properly when the primary listen address was issued,

the 4051 assumes that the correct device received the address and is prepared to receive the

ASCII data specified in the PRINT statement.

2. After ATN goes high to end the addressing sequence, the 4051 prepares the first data byte

for transfer (an ASCII "A" in Fig. 4-3) and places the data byte on the Data Bus. This

preparation takes 73 /us. The 4051 waits 20 [is for the bus lines to settle, then checks NRFD. If

NRFD is high, the 4051 sets DAV low to start the handshake sequence. If NRFD is low it

indicates that the peripheral is not yet ready to receive the byte, so the 4051 waits for NRFD to

go high before setting DAV low.
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PRINT @2:"ABCD"

Cycle Time ^ 126 //s Data Rate = 7936.5 BYTES/SEC

ATN

DAV '*"* M"

NRFD

18^18 —- •*— 18 lis—»-l < 18 ns—*J
I

I

r

NDAC

1

1

1

DATA BUS 20 #8 —*-
1

-<

—

20*» —- (-•— 20 fis —»-
1

1

1

1

\ :

} SECONDARY ADDRESS
,

•.'';;'.SililSSiSS :^fe--:^T.'!v::S5 I

2270-22

Fig. 4-3. Handshake Sequence During a PRINT Data Burst.

3. The handshake sequence occurs the same as the handshake during the addressing

sequence, except that only one peripheral device is taking part. The peripheral device

respondes to DAV by setting NRFD low; it captures the data byte, then sets NDAC high. The

4051 responds to NDAC by setting DAV high. This sequence takes a minimum of 18 //s to

complete (plus a few nanoseconds).

4. Once DAV goes high, the 4051 prepares the next data byte for transfer. The peripheral

device, in the meantime, sets NDAC low, then sets NRFD high when it is ready to receive the

next data byte.

5. The 4051 places the next data byte on the Data Bus 88 //s after DAV goes high, waits 20 /us,

then checks NRFD. If the peripheral device has set NRFD high by this time, the 4051 sets DAV
low, and the next handshake cycle begins. If NRFD is low, the 4051 waits.

The minimum time to complete the handshake cycle is 127 /js. This provides a maximum data

transfer rate of 7936.5 bytes/sec during a PRINT Data Burst.
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ATN h* —

F>RINT @2:A$

DAV

NRFD

\\

J5 fis -*~\~

-J

MO
"*i

^s

NDAC

-

n I

DATA BUS
UNTALK IAIN UNLISTEN .

'

2270-23

Fig. 4-4. Unaddressing Sequence for the PRINT Statement.

THE UNADDRESSING SEQUENCE IFOR THE PRINT STATEMENT

After the ASCI I data in the PR INT statement is transferred, the 4051 returns the GPI B to an idle

state by activating ATN, issuing UNTALK and UNLISTEN, then releasing ATN. This

unaddressing sequence takes 830 //s (minimum) and frees the peripheral device to go on about

its business. The timing events that occur on the GPIB during the unaddressing sequence are

illustrated in Fig. 4-4.

TIMING DETAILS FOR THE INPUT STATEMENT
INTRODUCTION

The following text and illustrations describe the detailed timing events that occuron the GPIB

during the execution of an INPUT statement. Three events which occur on the bus: the

peripheral addressing sequence, the data burst, and the peripheral unaddressing sequence.

Si nee numeric data and the character string data is received as one ASCI I character string, no

distinction is made between numeric data and string data until the data is analyzed in the I/O

buffer. Therefore, the handshake timing for transferring numbers is the same as the handshake

liming for transferring letters.
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When the 4051 finds a delimiter (CR for example) in the data stream, or after 72 characters are

input (whichever comes first), the 4051 stops to analyze and dump the contents of the buffer.

During this buffer dump, the 4051 picks out the valid data and throws away the rest, then

converts the data to internal binary format and stores it away in the RAM under the specified

variable name.

Since the I/O buffer is dumped after every delimiter is received, the input data burst is sprinkled

with periods of inactivity (the buffer overhead periods). These periods cannot be illustrated in

the INPUT timing diagrams, however, they must be considered when computing the effective

data rates for INPUT operations. (Refer to Section 5 for details.)

ADDRESS TIMING FOR INPUT WITH THE SECONDARY ADDRESS NOT
SUPPRESSED.

If the secondary address 32 is not specified in an INPUT statement, a default secondary

address (13) is issued after the primary talk address during the initial addressing sequence.

Fig. 4-5 illustrates the timing events that occur on the GPIB during this address sequence. The

statement INPUT @2:A$ is used as an example. A detailed step-by-step description of these

events follows the figure.

INPUT @2:A$

ATN H*- - 380 ys -

- 160 us - - 95 ua -

- 45 /is —*-
18«/s

-125/ffi-

1B/JS-
-40 /js-

20 //s-

OATA BUS

20^s -

PRIMARY TALK :

ADDRESS
SECONDARY ADDRESS •

P FIRST!

Ji? DATA ;\

IliBYTE J

2270-24

Fig. 4-5. Addressing Sequence for the INPUT Statement with the Secondary Address Not Suppressed.
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Responding to Attention

1

.

The GPIB is normally in an idle state priorto theexecution of an INPUT statement. All signal

lines are high (inactive), except NRFD and NDAC which are held low by the 4051.

2. At the beginning of an INPUT statement, the 4051 analyzes the parameter variable list and

prepares to input the specified data. The GPIB stays in an idle state during this time. When the

4051 is ready, the 4051 sets ATN (Attention) active low. This tells the peripheral devices on the

GPIB that addresses and controller commands are about to be issued by the 4051.

3. According to the IEEE Standard, each peripheral device on the bus must respond to ATN

within 200 ns by setting NDAC low and NRFD either high or low. (IEEE Standard, page 93). The

4051, however, allows a peripheral device up to 45 /us to respond.

4. After 45 (js, the 4051 releases NRFD and checks to see if NRFD and NDAC are not both high.

If they are both high, the 4051 assumes that there is an error and the INPUT operation is

aborted. The 4051 prints a GP Interface Error message on the screen (message no. 69). If

NDAC is low and NRFD is low, the 4051 waits for NRFD to go high before continuing with the

address operation. If NDAC is low and NRFD is high, the 4051 assumes that all devices are

ready to receive the first peripheral address and the 4051 prepares to place the primary talk

address on the Data Bus.

Transferring the Primary Talk Address

1

.

When all the devices are ready, the 4051 places the primary talk address for the specified

device on the Data Bus. Normally this occurs 1 40 /us after ATN goes low. After waiting 20 /js for

the bus lines to settle, the 4051 sets DAV (Data Valid) to an active (low) state. This tells each

peripheral device on theGPIB that the address on theData Bus is valid and can be captured.

2. The peripheral devices respond individually by setting NRFD low; they capture the address

byte, then set NDAC high. The total time to complete this part of the handshake depends on the

slowest peripheral device on the bus.

3. When NDAC goes high, the 4051 assumes that all devices on the bus have received the data

byte; 1 8 //s later, the 4051 sets DAV high to tell the devices that the address is no longer valid.

4. When DAV goes high, the peripheral devices reset NDAC to low (active) state. Each device

then sets NRFD high, when the device is ready to receive the next address byte. (The NRFD
signal line goes high, only after the last peripheral device sets it high.)
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Transferring the Secondary Address

1

.

After DAV goes high (inactive) on the primary talk address, the 4051 prepares to transfer the

secondary address. This preparation takes 57 fjs. The 4051 then places the secondary address

on the Data Bus, waits 20 /us for the bus lines to settle, and checks to see if NRFD is high. If

NRFD is high, the 4051 sets DAV low. If NRFD is low, the 4051 assumes that a peripheral device

is still busy digesting the primary talk address, so the 4051 waits. When NRFD goes high, the

4051 sets DAV active low.

2. The handshake sequence to transfer the secondary address occurs exactly the same as the

handshake sequence to transfer the primary talk address. Again, the total time to complete the

handshake depends on the slowest peripheral device on the bus.

3. Since the 4051 must listen to the GPIB during an INPUT operation, the 4051 must at this

time assign itself as a listener while ATN is still down. It does this 85 /us after the secondary

address is issued, The 4051 takes the secondary address off the Data Bus, assigns itself as a

listener, then pulls both the NRFD and NDAC signal lines low; 40 /us later, the 4051 releases

ATN and prepares to receive data bytes from the talker over the GPIB.

4. The entire address sequence takes a minimum of 380 /us to execute. Immediatly after ATN
goes high, the addressed peripheral device is free to place the first data byte on the Data Bus

and wait for the 4051 to set NRFD high.

INTERFACE DESIGN NOTE

It is important for the peripheral device to wait for ATN to go high before it starts transmitting

data over the GPIB. If the peripheral device starts talking as soon as it receives it stalk address,

it will interfere with the transmission of the secondary address.

SUPPRESSING THE INPUT SECONDARY ADDRESS

If 32 is specified as the secondary address in an INPUT statement (INPUT @2,32:A$ for

example), the 4051 suppresses the secondary address and issues only the primary talk

address. Although this suppression adds time to the statement overhead (approximately

1.7 ms), the addressing activity on the GPIB is cut by 86 /xs.

Fig. 4-6 illustrates the address timing events on the GPIB when the secondary address in an

INPUT statement is suppressed. The events are idential to the events just described, except

that the secondary address isn't issued. The minimum time to execute this sequence is 224 /us.
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INPUT @2,32:A$

ATN N- - 296 us -

- 160 /re -

-45 #s-
18 us

NDAC

20 /re

—

*-\

-136/re-

37 jus-

-40/re-

-21 lis

!; PRIMARY TALK
ADDRESS

I .".. I
1

' I 'M. " .

' 1". . It. '

.
' ..J I ' .

'..»

; v . FIRST DATA BYTE .':"(/

i':0: FROM TALKER 'W(|^'-v •..-.:.-y.^ -.i

2270-25

Fig. 4-6. Addressing Sequence for the INPUT Statement with the Secondary Address Suppressed.

THE INPUT DATA BURST

Afterthe 4051 addresses a peripheral device during an INPUT operation, the4051 assigns itself

as a listener, pulls both NRFD and NDAC low, then releases ATN. The 4051 is now ready to

receive data bytes from the addressed peripheral device. Fig. 4-7 illustrates the events that

occur after ATN is released . The following is a step-by-step descri ption of these events as they

occur on the bus.

1

.

After the 4051 releases ATN, the peripheral device is free to place the first data byte on the

Data Bus, but must wait until the 4051 sets NRFD high.

2. 38 /us after ATN goes high, the 4051 sets NRFD high. If the peripheral device has placed the

first byte on the Data Bus by this time and waited at least 2 jws, then it is free to set DAV low.

3. When DAV goes low, the 4051 responds by setting NRFD low. This takes at least 21 /us. Next,

the 4051 captures the data byte and places the byte in the I/O buffer. As soon as that is

accomplished, the 4051 sets NDAC high which tells the peripheral device that the data byte has

been received. It takes the 4051 a minimum of 84 /us to set NDAC high after DAV goes low.
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INPUT @2:A$

Data Rale = 4098.4 BYTES/SEC

I

r-«- 39 j/s -*•

1 38 /is j

- 84 ^s - -160^8-

-124,us-

-21 us 21 ia-

. 84 fia -

26^9- 26/U8-

DATA BUS*
: FIRST BYTE FROM TALKER

;

, SECOND BYTE FROM TALKER'

'NOTE: DAVand the Data on the DATA BUS are peripheral controlled. 2270-26

Fig. 4-7. Handshake Sequence During an INPUT Data Burst.

4. The peripheral device responds to the high NDAC signal by setting DAV high to indicate

that the data byte is no longer valid. The peripheral device then prepares to place the next byte

of data on the Data Bus.

5. In the meantime, the 4051 sets NDAC low, then examines the data byte to see if it is a CR
delimiter. This takes a minimum of 160 /js. If an alternate delimiter is specified with a % sign in

the I/O address instead of an @ sign, then the 4051 must also check to see if the data byte

matches the alternate delimiter. This check takes an additional 7 /js.

6. After the 4051 is finished examining the data byte, the 4051 sets NRFD high, and prepares to

receive the next data byte. Data bytes are received in this fashion until a CR delimiter is

received, an alternate delimiter is received, or until 72 characters are received, whichever

occurs first.
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7. After one of the above occurs, the 4051 steps the data transfer by holding NRFD low, then

processes the information in the I/O buffer. If a numeric variable or an array variable is

specified as the target variable in the INPUT statement, the 4051 searches the contents of the

I/O buffer for valid numeric data. When a numeric data item is found, the 4051 converts the data

item from the ASCII format to internal floating-point format and assigns the data item to the

specified variable in RAM. If a stri ng variable is specified in the INPUT statement, then all of the

characters in the I/O buffer up to the first CR (or alternate delimiter) are converted to internal

ASCII format and are assigned to the string variable. If a valid delimiter is not found, the 4051

resumes the data transfer until a delimiter is found, then assigns all the characters up to the first

delimiter to the string variable.

The time it takes the 4051 to process the information in the I/O buffer and get back to the GPIB

and input more data is variable, depending on the contents of the I/O buffer and the kind of data

the 4051 is looking for at the time. Normally, it takes 4 ms to 12 ms to dump the buffer.

It can be seen from Fig. 4-7 that the handshake cycle during the normal INPUT data burst is

244 /us. This sets the maximum data input rate at 4098.4 bytes/second during the data burst. In

the "%" mode, the minimum handshake cycle is 251 /us. This sets the maximum INPUT rate to

3984.1 bytes/second during the data burst.

8. After the information in the I/O buffer is processed, the 4051 returns to the bus to receive

more data from the talker. After more data is received, followed by a delimiter, or after 72 more

characters are received, the 4051 stops again and processes the contents of the I/O buffer. This

action repeats itself until all the target variables in the INPUT statement have assigned values.

THE UNADDRESSING SEQUENCE
After the 4051 has assigned data to each variable specified in the INPUT parameter list, the

4051 terminates the opertion by activating ATN and issuing an UNTALK/UNLISTEN sequence

overthe GPIB. Fig. 4-8 illustrates the events on the GPIB during the unaddressing sequence. A

step-by-step description of these events follows the figure.

1

.

The 4051 starts the unadd ressing sequence after it checks to make sure that all the specified

variables have assigned data During this check, the 4051 keeps the talker held up by holding

down on NDAC.

2. When the 4051 is ready to terminate, the 4051 activates ATN as shown in Fig. 4-8.

3. The talker must respond to ATN within 45 ys (or 200 ns as per IEEE 488-1975) by setting

NDAC low and NRFD either high or low; after 45 /js, the 4051 releases NRFD and NDAC and

makes a check of the lines. If NRFD is low, the 4051 waits until the peripheral devices on the bus

set NRFD high. If NRFD is high, the 4051 proceeds with the unaddressing sequence.
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ATN *

INPUT @2:A$

*

DAV »-r M-

NRFD

-<— 45 >is -*-
18 (13 *- ~* 18/78—>-

-* 40 #8 »-

NDAC

1

1

1

DATA BUS 20^8—*"" -*— 20 //s—>-

r-
il DATA ',:•;

y BYTE ';•;
UNTALK ;'. ' '

"
: /,'UNLISTEN ;

' • ,\ ;

,,.'...'.. ( ::•:<:.?:,:
i-,:: .-.- ....

2270-27

Fig. 4-8. Unaddressing Sequence for the INPUT Statement.

4. 1 40 /js after ATN goes down, the 4051 places the data byte for UNTALK (decimal 95) on the

Data Bus, waits 20 /js, then checks the condition of NRFD. If NRFD is low, the 4051 waits until

NRFD goes high. If NRFD is high, the 4051 sets DAV low and the handshake for transferring the

UNTALK data byte begins.

5. The handshake cycle proceeds the same as any other handshake. Each peripheral device

on the GPIB individually sets NRFD low, captures the UNTALK command byte, then sets

NDAC high.

6. After NDAC goes high, the 4051 sets DAV high which indicates that the UNTALK command
is no longer valid. The peripheral devices respond by setting NDAC low. After they are ready to

receive the next data byte, the peripheral devices individually set NRFD high. When all are

ready, the NRFD signal line goes high.

7. In the meantime, the 4051 prepares to transfer an UNLISTEN command; 65 /js after DAV
goes high (invalid), the 4051 places the UNLISTEN byte on the Data Bus, waits 20 //s for the

lines to settle, then checks NRFD. If NRFD is high (all are ready), the 4051 sets DAV low which

tells the peripheral devices that the address on the Data Bus is valid. If NRFD is still low,

indicating that some device is not yet ready for the next byte, the 4051 waits before setting DAV
low. As soon an NRFD goes high, the 4051 sets DAV low, and the next handshake cycle begins.
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8. The second handshake cycle proceeds the same as the first and the total time for

completion depends on the slowest peripheral device on the bus.

9. 82 /us after NDAC goes high on the UNLISTEN command, the 4051 sets NRFD and NDAC
low. At the same time, the 4051 takes the UNLISTEN data byte off the Data Bus; 485 /us later, the

4051 sets ATN high, and the GPIB returns again to an idle state.

A COMPLETE INPUT OPERATION

Fig. 4-9 shows the timing events for a complete INPUT operation over the 4051 GPIB. In this

diagram, the alternate delimiter mode for INPUT is used to transfer a character string from

peripheral device 2. The alternate delimiter is first set to decimal with aa PRINT

@37,0:0,79,255 statement. The statement INPUT %2:A$ is then executed to start the transfer.

The talker (device 2) sends decimal 94 (an ASCI I -character) as the first data byte, decimal 64

(an ASCII @ character) as the second data byte, and decimal (an ASCII NULL) as the

delimiter. The first two characters are assigned to A$, then the INPUT operation is terminated.

TIMING DETAILS FOR THE WRITE STATEMENT
INTRODUCTION

The following text and illustrations describe the detailed timing events that occur on the GPI

B

during the execution of a WRITE statement. Three events occur on the bus: the peripheral

addressing sequence, the data burst, and the peripheral unaddressing sequence.

Since the data transferred in a WRITE statement is formatted in 4051 internal binary code, the

number of data bytes transferred during the data burst is predictable. Each numeric value in

the data stream consists of a two-byte header plus eight bytes of internal floating-point

notation. Each character string contains a two-byte header plus one byte for each character in

the string (i.e. LEN A$). The maximum length of any one string is 8192 bytes plus the header.

In addition to the predictable length of each data item, the gaps in the data burst are

considerable reduced when compared with the PRINT statement. Since the conversion from

internal binary format to ASCI I code format is not necessary, the data is taken directly from the

internal RAM memory and is placed on the GPIB Data Bus. The statement setup period is

virtually eliminated, so the total time to complete the data transfer is considerably less than a

PRINT statement data transfer.
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ADDRESS TIMING FOR WRITE WITH THE SECONDARY ADDRESS NOT
SUPPRESSED.
If the secondary address 32 is not specified in a WRITE statement, a default secondary address

(15) is issued after the primary listen address during the addressing sequence. Fig. 4-10

illustrates the timing events that occur on the GPIB during this address sequence. The

statement WRITE @2:"A" is used as an example.

The following is a step-by-step description of the events as they occur on the GPIB during the

WRITE addressing sequence.

Responding to Attention

1

.

The GPIB is normally in an idle state prior to the execution of the WRITE statement. All

signal lines are high (inactive) except NRFD and NDAC which are held low by the 4051.

2. At the beginning of the WRITE statement, the 4051 analyzes the parameter data list and

prepares to transmit the data. The GPIB stays i n an idle state during this time. When the 4051 is

ready, the 4051 sets ATN (Attention) active low. This tells the peripheral devices on the bus that

addresses and controller commands are about to be issued by the 4051.

WRITE @2:"A"

-310 /js-

DAV
-160//S- - 95 fis -

- 45 fjs
-

18 /»- 18 us -

- 55 #s -

20,us- 20 ps—*A

_p|;||pPR»

t

i& :H&:. :

-:! PRIMARY LISTEN

ADDRESS
SECONDARY ADDRESS1ESS " '.

. ,. -V h

2270-29

Fig. 4-10. Addressing Sequence for the WRITE Statement with the Secondary Address Not Suppressed.
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3. According to the IEEE Standard, each peripheral device on the bus must respond to ATN

within 200 ns by setting NDAC low and NRFD either high or low. (IEEE Standard, page 93). The

4051, however, allows a peripheral device up to 45 /us to respond.

4. After 45 //s, the 4051 releases NRFD and checks to see if NRFD and NDAC are not both high.

If they are both high, the 4051 assumes that there is an error and the WRITE operation is

aborted. The 4051 prints a GPIB Interface Error Message on the screen (message 69). If NDAC
is low and NRFD is low, the 4051 waits for NRFD to go high before continuing with the address

operation. If NDAC is low and NRFD is high, the 4051 assumes that all devices are ready to

receive the first peripheral address and the 4051 prepares to place the primary listen address

on the Data Bus.

Transferring the Primary Listen Address

1

.

When all the devices are ready, the 4051 places the primary listen address for the specified

device on the Data Bus. Normally this occurs 1 40 /js after ATN goes low. After waiting 20 yus for

the bus lines to settle, the 4051 sets DAV (Data Valid) to an active (low) state. This tells each

peripheral device on the GPIB that the address on the Data Bus is valid and can be captured.

2. The peripheral devices respond individually by setting NRFD low; they capture the address

byte, then set NDAC high. The total time to complete this part of the handshake is determined

by the slowest peripheral device on the bus.

3. When NDAC goes high, the 4051 assumes that all devices on the bus have received the data

byte; 18 /js later, the 4051 sets DAV high to tell the devices that the address is no longer valid.

4. When DAV goes high, the peripheral devices reset NDAC to a low (active) state. Each device

then sets NRFD high, when the device is ready to receive the next address byte. (The NRFD
signal goes high, only after the last peripheral device sets it high.)

Transferring the Secondary Address

1

.

After DAV goes high (inactive), the 4051 prepares to transfer the secondary address. This

preparation takes 57 /us. The 4051 then places the secondary address on the Data Bus, waits

20 /js for the bus lines to settle, and checks to see if NRFD is high. If NRFD is high, the 4051 sets

DAV low. If NRFD is low, the 4051 assumes that a peripheral device is still busy digesting the

primary listen address, so the 4051 waits. When NRFD goes high, the 4051 sets DAV active low.

2. The handshake sequence to transfer the secondary address occurs exactly the same as the

handshake sequence to transfer the primary listen address. Again, the total time to complete

the handshake depends on the slowest peripheral device on the bus.
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3. After DAV goes high on the secondary address, the 4051 waits 37 /us, then sets ATN high

(inactive). At this time, only the device that received the primary listen address while ATN was

low can listen to the data transfer. The 4051 executes this addressing sequence in 310 /us

(minimum).

SUPPRESSING THE WRITE SECONDARY ADDRESS

If 32 is specified as the secondary address in a WRITE statement (WRITE @2,32:"A" for

example), the 4051 suppresses the secondary address and issues only the primary listen

address. Although this suppression adds time to the statement overhead (approximately

.5 ms), the addressing activity on theGPIB is cut by 86 f/s to 224 //s.

F
:
ig. 4-11 illustrates the address timing events on the GPIB when the secondary address in a

WRITE statement is suppressed. The events are identical to the events just described, except

that the secondary address isn't issued. The minimum time to execute this sequence is 224 //s.

-*

WRITE @2,32:"A"

ATN *

DAV
us

NRFD

18 /us—*-

\/
18,us—»-

)('

I \

NDAC

)

\,/ //

DATA BUS
PRIMARY LISTEN ADDRESS iv.:

;.V>: FIRST DATA BYTE.:...*

2270-30

Fig. 4-11. Addressing Sequence for the WRITE Statement with the Secondary Address Suppressed.
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THE WRITE DATA BURST

Starting the Data Transfer

If the handshake sequence occurred normally while the primary listen address was on the bus,

the 4051 assumes that the correct peripheral ddevice received the listen address and is

prepared to receive the binary data. The 4051 , therefore, prepares the header for the first data

item in the parameter list and places the first byte of the header on the Data Bus. This takes

73 /us after ATN goes high, as shown in Fig. 4-11.

Transferring Numeric Data

Each numeric data item specified in a WRITE statement is transferred as an eight byte floating-

point number preceded by a two-byte header. (This format is described in Appendix A.) If a

numeric array is specified, each array element is transferred as an eight-byte floating-point

number with a two-byte header, one after another in row major order. Fig. 4-12 illustrates the

timing events that occur on the GPIB when a number is transferred in floating-point using the

WRITE statement.

WRITE (5)2:123.2, 1.38E-5

136 /js

-320 ys -

-882 ia- -*"H 660//8-

-sv- -<*-

136 /us

-18 ^is

-*s- -Sy-

IUI -ss- JU
-1998 iis-

DATA BUS ^FIRST
HEADER
BYTE

SECOND
i HEADER BYTE

"DATA
I BYTE 2:1;.;------

, , ,| ,

DATA
BYTE 7

' DATA BYTE 8 .

FIRST
HEADER
BYTE

':: SECOND
v; HEADER
2 BYTE I

1.38E-5

2270-31

Fig. 4-12. Handshake Sequence for a WRITE Numeric Data Burst.
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The following is a step-by-step description of the events as they occur on the GPIB as the

numeric data item is transferred.

1

.

The transfer begins when the 4051 places the first byte of the header (decimal 32) on the

Data Bus. The 4051 waits 20 /is for the lines to settle, then checks NRFD. If NRFD is high, the

4051 sets DAV low and the handshake with the peripheral device begins.

2. The handshake to transferring data byte during a WRITE operation is the same as the

handshake for any other statement. After DAV goes low, the peripheral device sets NRFD low,

captures the data byte, then sets NDAC high. The 4051 responds to NDAC by setting DAV high.

The minimum time to accomplish this action is 18 /us for each data byte. The rest of this

discussion concentrates on the time lapse between each handshake.

3. After the first byte of the header is transferred to the peripheral device, the 4051 prepares

the second byte of the header for transfer. This takes 136 /us as shown in Fig. 4-12.

4. After the second byte of the header is transferred, the 4051 prepares to transfer the eight

bytes of the floating-point number. This preparation takes 320 /us.

5. The data burst lasts for eight handshake cycles and the minimum time to complete one

handshake cycle is 126 /us. The first seven cycles are completed in 882 /us. The last cycle is

intermixed with the set up time for the next nu meric data item. The total (last handhake cycle

plus set up time for the next data item) is 660 /us.

6. Adding all the time increments up, the total time to transfer one numeric value in 4051

internal floating-point notation is 1998 /us. This means that in a continuous burst, the effect rate

for transferring data samples (or data points) is 500.5 data samples/sec.

Transferring Character String Data

Each character string specified in a WRITE statement is transferred as a two-byte header

followed by a stream of data bytes, one for each character in the string. The header identifies

the data as a character string and also specifies the length (in bytes).

Fig. 4-13 illustrates the timing events that occur on the GPIB when a character string is

transferred using the WRITE statement. The timing is similar to the time for transferring

numeric data, except that the delay after the second header byte is 300 /us instead of 320 /us.

The handshake cycle during the data burst is variable, depending on the length of the

character string. The time lag at the end of the data burst is also different; 800 /us as opposed to

860 /is for a numeric data item.
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WRITE @2:"ABC","DEF"

136 /is 126 ms 126,113

-* 300 (ia *" -* >- -* —»-|-4-

NDAC

DATA BUS

^HEADER
BYTE 1

- 800 f/s
-

u u

LJ ULJ
HEADER BYTE 2 "A" ,';; "C" :;-;j,-t\.

136 /js

* *•

HEADER
BYTE1

HEADER

2270-32

Fig. 4-13. Handshake Sequence for a WRITE String Data Burst.

Computing the Data Sample Rate for Character Strings

Since it takes 436 /is to transfer the header and 126 /js to transfer each byte in the character

string, followed by an 800 fjs delay, the data sample rate is computed as follows:

Sample Rate=1/(436 + (
(characters in string-1)x126) + 800)E-6

So, for example, a series of character strings with 8 characters each can be transferred at a rate

of:

1/(436 + ( (8-1)x126) + 800)E-6 samples/sec

which is equal to:

1/2118E-6 samples/sec

which is equal to:

472.2 samples/sec
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THE UNADDRESSING SEQUENCE FOR THE WRITE STATEMENT
After the last data byte is transferred in a WRITE operation, the 4051 clears the GPIB by

activating ATN, issuing UNTALK and UNLISTEN, then releases ATN. This returns theGPIBto

an idle state and frees the peripheral device to process the information just received. Fig. 4-14

illustrates the timing events which occur on the GPIB when the unaddressing sequence is

executed at the end of a WRITE statement.

DAV

I-*-

WRITIE @2:A$

382 us

h<-

: DATA j
; BYTE fe

-160 /US - - 84 fia -

18 ,us- 18,us-
(-40/<s-*

20/iS- 20/us-

2270-33

Fig. 4-14. Unaddressing Sequence for the WRITE Statement.
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TIMING DETAILS FOR THE READ STATEMENT
INTRODUCTION

The following text and illustrations describe the detailed timing events that occur on the GPIB

during the execution of a READ statement. Three events which occur on the bus; the peripheral

addressing sequence, the data burst, and the peripheral unaddressing sequence.

Since the data transferred in a READ statement must be formatted in 4051 internal binary code,

the number of data bytes transferred during the data burst is predictable. Each numeric value

in the data stream consists of two-byte header plus eight bytes of internal floating-point

notation. Each character string contains a two-byte header plus one byte for each character in

the string. The maximum length of any one string is 8191 bytes plus the header.

In addition to the predictable length of each data item, the gaps in the data burst are

considerably reduced when compared with the INPUT statement. Since the conversion from

ASCII code format to internal binary format is not necessary, the data is taken directly from the

I/O buffer and placed in the internal RAM memory. The buffer overhead is virtually eliminated,

so the total time to complete a READ data transfer is considerably less than the time it takes to

complete an INPUT data transfer.

ADDRESS TIMING FOR READ WITH THE SECONDARY ADDRESS NOT
SUPPRESSED.

If the secondary address 32 is not specified in a READ statement, a default secondary address

(14) is issued after the primary talk address during the addressing sequence. Fig. 4-15

illustrates the timing events that occur on the GPIB during this address sequence. The

statement READ @2:A$ is used as an example. A step-by-step description of the events of

GPIB follow the figure.

Responding to Attention

1

.

The GPIB is normally in an idle state prior to the execution of the READ statement. All signal

lines are high (inactive), except NRFD and NDAC which are held low by the 4051.

2. At the beginning of the READ statement, the 4051 analyzes the parameter data list and

prepares to assign data to the variables. The GPIB stays in an idle state during this time. When
the 4051 is ready, the 4051 sets ATN (Attention) active low. This tells the peripheral devices on

the bus that addresses and controller commands are about to be issued by the 4051.

3. According to the IEEE standard, each peripheral device on the bus must respond to ATN
within 200 ns by setting NDAC low and NRFD either high or low. (I EEE Standard, page 93). The

4051, however, allows a peripheral device up to 45 yus to respond.
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READ @2:A$

ATN (-*- -380 /M-

- 160 IJS - - 95 /US -

\ /N
- 45 /us -

18 jus

20/us-

DATA BUS

-125,us-

18 MS-
- 40 us -

\

20jus-

K PRIMARY TALK :

ADDRESS
;
, SECONDARY ADDRESS p FIRST I

HSDATASJ
KBYTE diBYTE

2270-34

Fig. 4-15. Addressing Sequence for the READ Statement with the Secondary Address Not Suppressed.

4. After 45 jus, the 4051 releases NRFD and checks to see if NRFD and NDAC are not both high.

If they are both high, the 4051 assumes that there is an error and the READ operation is

aborted. The 4051 prints a GP Interface Error Message on the screen (message no 69). If NDAC
is low and NRFD is low, the 4051 waits for NRFD to go high before continuing with the address

operation. If NDAC is low and NRFD is high, the 4051 assumes that all devices are ready to

receive the first peripheral address and the 4051 prepares to place the primary talk address on

the Data Bus.

Transferring the Primary Talk Address

1

.

When all the devices are ready, the 4051 places the primary talk address for the specified

device on the Data Bus. Normally this occurs 140 ^s after ATN goes low. After waiting 20 #sfor

the bus lines to settle, the 4051 sets DAV (Data Valid) to an active (low) state. This tells each

peripheral device on the GPIB that the address on the Data Bus is valid and can be captured.

2. The peripheral devices respond individually by setting NRFD low; they capture the address

byte, then set NDAC high. The total time to complete this portion of the handshake is

determined by the slowest peripheral device on the bus.
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3. When NDAC goes high, the 4051 assumes that all devices on the bus have received the data

byte; 1 8 /js later, the 4051 sets DAV high to tell the devices that the address is no longer valid.

4. When DAVgoes high, the peripheral devices reset NDAC toa low (active) state. Each device

then sets NRFD high, when the device is ready to receive the next address byte. (The NRFD
signal goes high, only after the last peripheral device sets it high.)

Transferring the Secondary Address

1

.

After DAV goes high (inactive), the 4051 prepares to transfer the secondary address. This

preparation takes 57 fis. The 4051 then places the secondary address on the Data Bus, waits

20 //s for the bus lines to settle, and checks to see if NRFD is high. If NRFD is high, the 4051 sets

DAV low. If NRFD is low the 4051 assumes that a peripheral device is still busy digesting the

primary talk address, so the 4051 waits. When NRFD goes high, the 4051 sets DAV active low.

2. The handshake sequence to transfer the secondary address occurs exactly the same as the

handshake sequence to transfer the primary talk address. Again, the total time to complete the

handshake depends on the slowest peripheral device on the bus.

3. Since the4051 mustlisten to theGPIBduringaREAD operation, the4051 mustatthistime

assign itself as a listener while ATN is still down. It does this 85 jus after the secondary address

is issued. The 4051 takes the secondary address off the Data Bus, assigns itself as a listener,

then sets both the NRFD and NDAC signal lines low; 40 /js later, the 4051 releases ATN and

prepares to receive data bytes from the talker over the GPIB.

4. The entire address sequence takes a mimimum of 380 /us to execute. Immediately after ATN
goes high, the addressed peripheral device is free to place the first data byte on the Data Bus

and wait for the 4051 to set NRFD high.

INTERFACE DESIGN NOTE

It is important for the peripheral device to wait for ATN to go high before it starts transmitting

data over the GPIB. If the peripheral device starts talking as soon as it receives it stalk address,

it will interfere with the transmission of the secondary address.
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SUPPRESSING THE READ SECONDARY ADDRESS
If 32 is specified as the secondary address in a READ statement (READ @2,32:"A" for

example), the 4051 suppresses the secondary address and issues only the primary talk

address. Although this suppression adds time to the statement overhead (approxiamately

1.7 ms), the addressing activity on the GPIB is cut by 86 /js to 296 /js.

Fig. 4-16 illustrates the address timing events on the GPIB when the secondary address in a

READ statement is suppressed. The events are identical to the events just described, except

that the secondary address isn't issued. The minimum time to execute this sequence is 296 /us.

READ (5>2,32:A$

ATN (-«- - 296 w - -H

DAV
-160^s- -136#s-

- 45 fjs -
18 /JS

20 ,us-

DATA BUS

37,us-

- 40 fjs
-

\
21 //s

PRIMARY TALK!:

ADDRESS
!;;

;V FIRST DATA BYTE
:

$!'-':•'. FROM TALKER I
2270-35

Fig. 4-16. Addressing Sequence for the READ Statement with the Secondary Address Suppressed.
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THE READ DATA BURST

Starting the Data Transfer

If the handshake sequence occurred normally while the primary talk address was on the bus,

the 4051 assumes that the correct peripheral device received the talk address and is prepared

to transmit 4051 internal binary data. The 4051, therefore, prepares to receive the first data

item. This preparation takes 37 yus after ATN goes high, as shown in Fig. 4-16.

Transferring Numeric Data

If a numeric variable is specified in the READ parameter list, then the talker must transfer a

numeric data item formatted in 4051 internal floating-point notation. Each numeric data item is

transferred as an eight-byte floating-point number preceded by a two-byte header. (This

format is described in Appendix A.) If a numeric array is specified, each array element is

transferred as an eight-byte floati ng-point number with a two-byte header, one after another in

row major order. Fig. 4-17 illustrates the timing events which occur on the GPIB when a

number is transferred in floating-point using the READ statement. A step-by-step description

of the events follows the figure.

READ @2:A,B

84/JS-

NRFD

- 379 us -»•

( 295 /«>

* 424 /js—>

r-

IL

>- 340 fia -*

-20 /US

-1330/js-

niu
190 |US

- 730 fS -

84 (a-

*— 379 |US -

-*s-

25//S-

-St-

DATA BUS

{ FIRST :

:i: SECOND ;i

t HEADER
BYTE

••V HEADER'
BYTE

DATA BYTE:
1

DATA
BYTE

Idata V ..•?} :;^,"data "".;
,;

:

.

F ^
2'bYTE 3'> :•.•=!•; {&':?• BYTE 8 1:-V^y '.

FIRST HEADER BYTE
SECOND :;

HEADER
byte ;•;

DATA ;}

BYTE 1 .{

2270-36

Fig. 4-17. Handshake Sequence for a READ Numeric Data Burst.
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1

.

After ATN goes high at the end of the addressing sequence, the talker is allowed to place the

first data byte on the Data Bus and wait for the I ines to settle. The talker then waits for the 4051

to set NRFD high.

2. When the 4051 is ready to receive the first data item, the 4051 sets NRFD high. This happens

37 /js after ATN goes high.

3. Since a numeric variable is specified first in the READ parameter list, the talker must send a

two byte header which tells the 4051 to prepare for an eight-byte floating-point number. The

first header byte must be decimal 32; the second header byte must be decimal 8. If the first two

bytes are not 32 and 8 respectively, then a data item mis-match occurs and the 4051 aborts the

READ operation.

4. Afterthe4051 setsNRFDhigh,thetalkersetsDAVIow.The4051 responds by setting NRFD
low; the 4051 then captures the data byte on the Data Bus and sets NDAC high. This action

takes a minimum of 84 yus.

5. When NDAC goes high, the talker sets DAV high, then places the second header byte on the

Data Bus. The 4051 , in the meantime, analyzes the header byte to make sure that is is decimal

32. 295 /js after DAV goes high, the 4051 sets NRFD high, indicating that it is ready to receive

the second byte of the header.

6>. The handshake for the second byte of the header occurs the same as the handshake for the

first byte of the header. It takes 84 /us (minimum) to execute.

7. The 4051 analyzes the second header byte to make sure that it is a decimal 8. In the mean

time, the talker places the first byte of the floating-point number on the Data Bus and waits for

the 4051 to set NRFD high. After 340 /js of analyses, the 4051 sets NRFD high and the 8-byte

floating-point number is transferred as fast as the 4051 can gulp it in.

8. Since the header tells the 4051 all it needs to know about the numeric data item, the 4051

doesn't analyze the next eight data bytes as they are brought into memory. The 4051 assumes

that the data is in the correct format, so all the 4051 does is receive the data bytes and place

them in memory. In this case, the first eight data bytes after the header are assigned to the

variable A. The data burst during this part of the transfer is much faster. Each handshake cycle

is 190 yus; this gives a burst rate of 5263.2 bytes/sec.

9. After the eight data bytes are in memory, the 4051 has to stop and figure out where to store

the next eight bytes. This time, coupled with the last handshake cycle takes 730 /^s.

10. While the 4051 is placing the first numeric data item in memory, the talker prepares to

transfer the second data item. During the 730 /.is time lapse, the talker places the first byte of the

next header on the Data Bus and waits for the 4051 to set NRFD high.
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Computing the Data Sampling Rate for Character String Data

Fig. 4-17 shows that the total time to transfer a complete numeric value over the GPIB is

2863 /js. This gives an effective data sample rate of 349.3 samples/second.

Transferring Character String Data

If a string variable is specified in a READ statement parameter list, then the peripheral device

(acting as a talker) must send a character string preceded by a two-byte header. The header

must identify the data as a character string and tell the 4051 how many bytes are in the string.

The header byte can be any byte from decimal 64 to decimal 1 27. The second header byte can

be any byte from decimal to decimal 255. (Refer to page 7-1 68 of the 4051 Graphic System

Reference Manual for a complete explanation of the header format).

After the header is analyzed by the 4051 , the 4051 transfers the number of bytes specified by

the header. Each byte is treated as an ASCI I character. For example, decimal 65 is converted to

an "A," decimal 90 a "Z," and so on.

Fig. 4-18 illustrates the events on the GPIB when character strings are transferred during a

READ operation. Two character strings are transferred in this sequence and are assigned to A$
and B$, respectively. Although A$ and B$ are dimensioned to eight characters each by a

previous DIM statement, the controlling factor which determines the size of the character

strings is the header. If the incoming character string is larger than the dimensioned size of the

target variable, all of the characters in the string are still transferred, but those characters

which fall out side the dimensioned size of the variable are discarded.

The events in Fig. 4-18 are discussed in a step-by-step fashion following the diagram.

1

.

When the 4051 finds a string variable in a READ parameter list, the 4051 prepares to receive

a character string from the assigned talker. When the 4051 is ready, the 4051 sets NRFD high.

The talker, having already placed the first byte of the header on the Data Bus, responds to

NRFD by setting DAV low.

2. When DAV goes low, the 4051 goes through the handshake sequence and captures the data

byte. The 4051 then checks the data byte to make sure that the byte meets the requirements for

a character string header byte. If it doesn't, the 4051 aborts the READ operation at this point.

3. While the 4051 is checking the first byte of the header, the talker places the second byte of

the header on the Data Bus and waits for the 4051 to set NRFD high.

4. It takes the 4051 system 21 1 /us to analyze the first header byte. When the 4051 is finished,

the 4051 sets NRFD high.

5. The talker responds to NRFD by setting DAV low, and the handshake on the second header
byte takes place.
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DIM A$(8), B$(8)

READ io>2:A$, D$

-295/is-*- < 395 us—» -1330 ,us-

ruinn
-910 ,us- -295 ys-

LT
t— 84,us

20 lis—*

I
25 ys-

DATA BUS
fe FIRST 'to; SECOND'
^HEADER : HEADER
gj:,BYTEliJ> BYTE \

S 1st
:

CHAR
2nd

char;
3rd >

char:;heBth

CHAR
FIRST HEAOER BYTE

: SECOND!
HEADER

1st

CHAR

J L

A$
~T~
B$

2270-37

Fig. 4-18. Handshake Sequence for a READ String Data Burst.

6. The 4051 checks the second header byte and determines how many bytes are in the

character string; in this example, eight bytes are in each string.

7. The analysis on the second header byte takes 31 1 fxs. The 4051 then sets NRFD high, and

the data burst for the character string starts.

8. Since the 4051 knows at this point how many bytes are in the character string, checking the

data stream for delimiters is not necessary. The 4051 , therefore, stuffs the specified number of

data bytes into memory as fast as it can without looking at the data. Since the minimum

handshake cycle during this burst is 190 jus, the burst rate during this phase of the transfer is

5263.2 bytes/sec.

9. After the last byte in the character stri ng is transferred, the 4051 prepares to receive the next

data item. This time period plus the last handshake cycle is 910 /is in duration.
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Computing the Data Sampling Rate for Character String Data

Fig. 4-18 shows that the total time to transfer a character string into a 4051 memory with a

READ statement depends on the length of the string. For an eight-byte string, the time to

swollow the header is 690 //s; the data burst for the first 7 bytes lasts for 1 330 //s, and the clean-

up period lasts for 910 //s. The total time is 2930 (is, so the data sample rate is 341.3

samples/second in this case.

In general:

Data Sample Rate=1/(690+( (No. of Characters - 1) x 190)+910) E-6

THE UNADDRESSING SEQUENCE FOR THE READ STATEMENT

After the last data byte is transferred in a READ operation, the 4051 clears the GPIB by

activating ATN, issuing UNTALK and UNLISTEN, then releases ATN. This returns the GPIB to

an idle state and frees the peripheral device to go on about its business. Fig. 4-1 9 illustrates the

timing events that occur on the GPIB when the unaddressing sequence is executed at the end

of a READ statement.

VTN *

READ @2:A$

*

DAV
--'"

-«— 18//s-»-
-«-40ps->-—«— 45 /is—*-

18 //S *i

I

NRFD*

I

I

I

DAC*

I

I

I

r.

I

I

I

20 /«—»-

I I

1

1 1-*

—

(''DATA: )

j '/BYTE !

UNTALK } ':.'-, -
'• UNLISTEN '.'•'" >

*NOTE: NRF DandNDACar 9 peripheral dependent respor aes. 2 270-38

Fig. 4-19. Unaddressing Sequence for the READ Statement.
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TIMING DETAILS FOR WBYTE
INTRODUCTION

The WBYTE statement is used to individually transfer peripheral addresses and data bytes over

the GPIB, one at a time. Normally, this statement is used to communicate with peripheral

devices which cannot talk in ASCII code or 4051 internal binary code. Unlike PRINT and

WRITE, the WBYTE statement gives complete control over all eight lines on the Data Bus. Any

binary bit pattern from 00000000 to 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 (decimal 0-255) can be sent to a peripheral device

over the Data Bus with ATN active or inactive, EOI active or inactive, or both ATN and EOI

active or inactive.

WBYTE gives complete control over the GPIB, however, the tradeoff for this versatility is

slower speed. The reason that WBYTE is slower than PRINT or WRITE is that the statement

overhead which normally occurs at the beginning of statements like PRINT and WRITE is

sprinkled through the data transfer during WBYTE operations. Normally, the necessary

conversions and preparations are made before activity occurs on the GPIB in statements like

PRINT. In the case of WBYTE, however, each parameter in the parameter list is converted to the

appropriate binary bit pattern just before it is transferred over the bus. The handshake cycle for

each data byte is also different, because the conversion time for each decimal value is different.

In addition to slower speed, the WBYTE statement calls for more detail in the parameter list.

The reason is that WBYTE is a more primative command (lower level) and much of the GPIB

protocol is not taken care of automatically. F
:or example, specifying a peripheral device

number in a WBYTE statement for an I/O address is not enough. The decimal equivalent of the

primary listen address or the primary talk address must be specified. Secondary addresses are

not issued automatically either, nor is an UNTALK/UNLISTEN sequence issued automatically

to clear the bus at the end of the statement. All of these events must be specified in detail in the

WBYTE parameter list in order to make them happen.

TIMING DETAILS

Although the bus protocol (handshake sequence) for WBYTE is the same as in other BASIC

statements, the time delays between signal transitions is different; furthermore, the delays vary

as the parameters change. Because of this, two timing diagrams are discussed in detail to give

you an idea about the relative time required to execute a WBYTE statement. The timing events

for the statement WBYTE @66: are discussed first to give you an idea on how long it takes to

issue a primary talk address. Remember, however, that changing 66 to another value, say 67,

changes the total time it takes to execute the statement.
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The second discussion centers around the statement WBYTE @35:A, where A is a three

element array with the value of PI (3.14159265359) for each element. When this statement is

executed, the primary listen address 35 is issued with ATN active low; ATN is released, then

each element in array A is rounded to the integer 3 and the decimal 3 (0000001 1 ) is issued over

the bus three times. This is not only illustrates how a variable in the WBYTE parameter list is

automatically rounded to an integer, but it also illustrates how an array can be used to specify

data bytes in a WBYTE statement.

TRANSFERRING MY TALK ADDRESS FOR DEVICE 2 WITH WBYTE

Fig. 4-20 illustrate the timing events that occur on the GPIB when the statementWBYTE @66: is

executed by the 4051. A detailed discussion of these events follows the figure.

1. Normally, the GPIB is in an idle state (all line high, except NRFD and NDAC) before a

WBYTE statement isexecuted, (however, the GPIB doesn't have to be idle). Since the first item

specified in the WBYTE parameter list in Fig. 4-20 is an @ sign, the 4051 starts the bus activity

by activating ATN (Attention).

WBYTE @66:

ATN h*- -1640 MS

-

-H

-1165 ms-

-780 ms-
18 ms-

-475 ms-

48 ms-

NDAC

DATA BUS
DECIMAL 66 "

2270-39

Fig. 4-20, Transferring One Peripheral Address with WBYTE.
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2. 780 /js after ATN goes down, the 4051 releases NRFD and NDAC checks to make sure that

both signals are not both high (inactive). If NRFD and NDAC are both high, the 4051 assumes

that a peripheral isn't out there, so the WBYTE opertion is aborted and the message GP
INTERFACE BUS I/O ERROR is printed on the display. If NDAC and NRFD are both low, the

4051 waits until NRFD goes high, before proceeding. And if NDAC is low and NRFD is high, the

4051 assumes that all devices on the GPIB are ready to receive the first byte.

3. If the peripheral devices are ready, the 4051 places the binary equivalent of decimal 66 on

the Data Bus 780 /js after ATN goes low. 385 /js later, the 4051 sets DAV low which tells the

peripheral devices that the data byte on the Data Bus is valid and can be captured.

4. The peripheral devices individually respond at their own pace by first setting NRFD low.

They capture the data byte, then set NDAC high. The NDAC signal line goes high only after the

last device sets NDAC high.

5. The 4051 responds the NDAC by setting DAV high. This indicates that the data byte is no

longer valid. The total time to complete this handshake sequence is at a minimum 18 /us (plus a

few nanoseconds).

6. Since the colon (:) is the next item in the parameter list, the 4051 knows that it should end the

addressing sequence. So, 409 /js after DAV goes high, the 4051 takes the data off the Data Bus

and sets NRFD and NDAC low; 48 /js after that, the 4051 releases ATN which ends the activity

on the bus.

At this poi nt, device 2 is authorized to place a data byte on the Data Bus, but is not authorized to

activate DAV until NRFD goes high. Since the WBYTE statement is over, the 4051 thinks the

operation is finished and proceeds to the next BASIC statement in memory. If the next BASIC

statement is not an RBYTE statement which al lows the 4051 to receive data bytes from device 2,

or if the next BASIC statement is not another WBYTE statement which assigns another

peripheral device on the line to listen to device 2, then the bus will hang in this unfinished state

with device 2 trying to talk and no one to listen.
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TRANSFERRING MY LISTEN ADDRESS AND THREE DATA BYTES WITH
WBYTE
Fig. 4-21 illustrates the activity on the GPIB when the statement WBYTE @34: A is executed by

the 4051. In this case, A is a three element array with each element equal to PI (3.141 59265359).

A detailed step-by-step description of these events follows the diagram.

Transferring the Address

1

.

When the WBYTE statement in Fig. 4-21 is executed, the GPIB is in an idle state with all lines

high, except NRFD and NDAC. Normally the bus is in an idle state, but doesn't have to be.

2. The WBYTE statement in Fig. 4-21 starts with @34:, so the 4051 starts the bus activity by

setting ATN low; 910 /us later, the 4051 places the binary equivalent of decimal 34 on the Data

Bus and releases NRFD and NDAC.

3. At this point, the 4051 checks to make sure that NRFD and NDAC are not both high. If they

are both high, the 4051 assumes that nobody is out there and aborts the WBYTE operation. If

NRFD and NDAC are both low, then the 4051 assumes that a peripheral device is busy and

waits for NRFD to go high. If NDAC is lowand NRFD is high, then the 4051 assumes that all the

peripheral devices on the bus are ready to receive the data byte.

-1780//S-

DIM A(3)

A ^ PI

WBYTE @34:A

1320 /us -

-910 fa *

NRFD
;

- 1840 /as

-

-830/US *

-18 us
-1000 fra-

DATA BUS
: DECIMAL 67

-1020 is -

r DECIMAL 3 VA DECIMAL 3 I
NOTE: Since the Parameters Are Converted One at a Time Before They Are Issued, The Time Increment Between Each Data Byte

Varies as the Data Byte Varies. 2270-40

Fig. 4-21. Transferring an Array of Data Bytes with WBYTE.
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4. If all are ready, the 4051 sets DAV low.

5. Each peripheral device on the bus must respond to DAV, because ATN is low. The devices

respond individually at their own pace by setting NRFD low and capturing the data byte; when

the byte is captured, the peripheral devices individually set NDAC high.

6. When all the peripheral devices have set NDAC high, the signal line goes high. This tells the

4051 that all have captured the data byte, so the 4051 responds by setting DAV high. This tells

the peripheral device that the data byte is no longer valid.

7. At this point, the 4051 knows that it has issued decimal 34 with ATN down, but doesn't know

whether 34 is a primary listen address, a primary talk address, or a secondary address. So, the

4051 returns the GPIB to its previous idle state before ATN was set low.

8. Approximately 400 /js after the DAV is set high, the 4051 sets NRFD and NDAC low, then

releases ATN 48 /us after that.

Transferring the Data Bytes

1. After the address 34 is transferred, the 4051 assumes that the correct peripheral device

received the address and is prepared to respond accordingly. In this case, 34 is the My Listen

Address for device 2 and the 4051 assumes that device 2 is prepared to receive the data bytes

about to be placed on the bus.

2. When ATN is set high, the 4051 leaves the bus momentarily to prepare the first data byte for

transfer. In this case, array A is specified as the data source, so the 4051 retrieves the value

assigned to the first element A(1 ), rounds the value to an integer, converts the integer to its

binary equivalent, and places the data byte on the Data Bus. In this case, the value of PI is

rounded to decimal 3, and the binary number 00000011 is placed on the Data Bus. The

conversion time in this case is 952 ijs after ATN is released, but it varies in each case.

3. When the first data byte is placed on the Data Bus, the 4051 releases NRFD and NDAC and

checks the condition of the peripheral device. If NRFD is high and NDAC is low, the 4051 waits

for the data lines to settle, then starts the handshake by setting DAV low.

4. After the first data byte is transferred, the 4051 retrieves the value assigned to the second

element in array A, converts the value to its binary equivalent and places the byte on the Data

Bus. This cycle takes 830 /js in this case.

5. The 4051 repeats the above operation until all the data assigned to array A is transferred

over the GPIB.
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At this point, the statement is over and the 4051 moves on to the next BASIC statement in

memory. Normally, the next statement is a WBYTE @95,63: statement which clears the bus by

issuing UNTALK/UNLISTEN, or another WBYTE statement which contains more data bytes

for device 2. If device 2 is not released at this point with an UNLISTEN command, then the GPIB

hangs in this state until power is removed from the 4051 or until an INIT statement is executed

to reset the peripheral interface.

TIMING DETAILS FOR RBYTE
INTRODUCTION

The RBYTE statement is a primitive command (lower order) and can only be executed if an

active talker is waiting on the GPIB to talk to the 4051 or to another listener device. The only

way to set up this arrangement is to execute a WBYTE statement prior to the RBYTE statement

and assign a peripheral device as a talker.

If only one target variable is specified in an RBYTE statement, then the 4051 comes on the bus,

handshakes with the talker, captures a data byte, then leaves the bus. The decimal equivalent

of the data byte is assigned to the target variable; the 4051 then moves on to the next BASIC

statement in memory. The above activity on the GPIB lasts for 110//S.

If more than one target variable is specified in the RBYTE parameter list, then the 4051 keeps

handshaking and receiving data bytes until each variable has an assigned value. The

handshake cycle for simple numeric variables is 1.78 ms. The handshake cycle for array

variables is a little faster at 1.48 ms.

RECEIVING ONE DATA BYTE

Fig 4-22 illustrates the activity on the GPIB when the statement RBYTE A is executed (where A
is not an array). A detailed explanation of these events follows the figure.

1

.

After a peripheral device is assigned as a talker with a WBYTE statement (WBYTE @66: for

example), all the GPIB signal lines are high, except for NRFDand NDAC which the 4051 keeps

low. At this point, the talker should have the first Data Byte ready on the Data Bus and should be

monitoring NRFD, waiting for the line to go high so the transfer can begin.

2. The 4051 starts the RBYTE sequence by setting NRFD high. This tells the talker that the

4051 is ready to receive the first data byte.
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. - J A

ATM*

DAV

-» 21 ,us—*-

NRFD

NDAC

I IB:0ATA BYTE • DATA BYTE!;;:iVvVi;,

'NOTE: The TALKER Musi Already be Addressed by a Previous

WBYTE Statement. 2270-41

Fig. 4-22. Handshake Sequence for RBYTE.

3. The talker responds to NRFD by setting DAV low. This tells the 4051 that the data byte on

the Data Bus is valid and can be captured.

4. The 4051 responds 21 /js later by setting NRFD low; 80 pis after that, the 4051 captures the

data byte and sets NDAC high.

5. The talker responds to NDAC by setting DAV high. Since this is the only data byte that the

4051 wants, the 4051 terminates the RBYTE statement at this point; 26 ys after DAV goes high,

the 4051 sets NDAC low, keeps NRFD low, then moves on to the next BASIC statement in

memory.

6. At this point, the operation is over as far as the 4051 is concerned. However, the talker

doesn't know this because an UNTALK command has not been issued. The talker thinks the

4051 is busy digesting the first data byte, so it waits for NRFD to go high. If the next BASIC

statement is not a WBTYE @95: statement, then the talker might wait forever in this state and

not be allowed to continue its operations.
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RECEIVING MORE THAN ONE DATA BYTE

Fig. 4-23 illustrates the GPIB activity when more than one target variable is specified in the

RBYTE parameter list. A detailed explanation of these events follows the figure.

1. The handshake timing for receiving multiple data bytes with an RBYTE statement is the

same as shown in Fig. 4-22. The only difference is that the 4051 keeps handshaking with a time

delay between each handshake. The time delay is of primary importance when determining the

data rate over the bus.

2. The time delay between handshakes is illustrated in Fig. 4-23. If simple numeric variables

are specified in the parameter list, then the handshake cycle is repeated every 1.78 ms until

every target variable has an assigned value.

3. If an array variable is specified in the parameter list, the handshake cycle is reduced to

1.48 ms until each element in the array has an assigned value.

4. After the last vaiable in the parameter list has an assigned data byte, the statement is over

and the BASIC interpreter starts executing the next BASIC statement in memory (or monitors

the 4051 keyboard for further input).

Fig. 4-23 shows that the input data rate for numeric variables is 1/1 .78 ms which computes to

561.8 bytes/second.

RBYTE A, B, C

M- -(1.48 ms if A is an Array) -

-1.78 ms-

u
-84 ^s

-»-l

-1.78 ms-

Jl

DATA BUS

: DATA
i
:
BYTE :, ('DATA BYTE DATA BYTE

..ii.i.N..." ". '".h ' i.:.i,..
:a

;. = • - DATA • }
.-.' ••••BYTE ' '}

"NOTE: The TALKER Must Already Be Addressed by a Previous

WBYTE Statement. 2270-42

Fig. 4-23. Receiving Three Data Bytes with RBYTE.
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TIMING DETAILS FOR SERIAL POLL
INTRODUCTION

When a peripheral device on the 4051 GPIB needs service, the device requests service by

setting the GPIB signal SRQ (Service Request) active low. Because SRQ is a common line on

the GPIB, and shared by all devices, 4051 must execute a serial poll to determine which device

is requesting service. Serial poll operations are implementated within the 4051 BASIC
language. Normally, an ON SRQ THEN statement is executed first in a BASIC program before

the main program in run. This statement tells the 4051 microprocessor where to branch in the

BASIC program when a GPIB device sets SRQ low. The branch normally directs the

microprocessor to a POLL statement in the BASIC program. This statement causes the 4051

controller to execute a serial poll on the GPIB. Since the parameters of the polling operation

are specified in a POLL statement, this statement gives the 4051 keyboard operator complete

control over the priority interrupt structure on the GPI B. The POLL statement returns with two
pieces of information: (1) the device requesting service, (2) the status byte for the device

requesting service. From this information, the BASIC program can select alternate courses of

action. Normally, a GOTO. . .OF statement is placed after the POLL statement to direct the

4051 to the beginning of the device service routine which is located elsewhere in the BASIC
program. On the bases of the status byte information, the BASIC program can be determined

what kind of service the device needs and then take the appropriate action. Complete details on
how to use the POLL statement are given in the 4051 Graphic System Reference manual in

Section 7.

The rest of this text concentrates on the actual serial poll sequence itself and explains what
takes place on the 4051 GPIB during the execution of a POLL statement.

SERIAL POLL FLOW DIAGRAM
The flow diagram (Fig. 4-24) illustrates the 4051 controller routine during the execution of a

POLL statement. Refer to this flow diagram as you need to in order to get a clear picture of the

serial poll sequence.

THE 4051 POLL STATEMENT TIMING DETAILS
Fig. 4-25 is a timing diagram that illustrates the events on the 4051 GPIB during the execution

of the statement 500 POLL M,W;2, 13;3;5. Three peripheral devices are connected to the GPIB.
Device number 2 is a frequency scanner and is given the highest priority position in the address

list. In this case, device 2 needs a device dependent secondary address 13 to indicate that it

should send its status byte. Device 3 is a digital voltmeter connected to the GPIB. In this

example, device 3 requests service by holding the SRQ line low on the GPIB. Because device 3

is requesting service, bit 7 in its status byte is set to a binary 1. Device 5 is a Tektronix 4924

digital tape unit. Because the 4924 tape unit requires the least amount of service in this

arrangement, the tape unit is listed last in the POLL statement address list.
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C
START

SERIAL POLL )

Set ATN Low

Issue UNLISTEN
and SERIAL POLL ENABLE

Issue Primary Talk

Address and Secondary
Address (If Specified)

Assign Self as Listener

and Release ATN

Receive Status

Byte from Talker

Set ATN Low

NO

Issue UNTALK
and Serial Poll Disable

'
'

Release ATN

1

f END "N
I SERIAL POLL J

Assign to both

Variables in POLL
Statement

2270-43

Fig. 4-24. 4051 Serial Poll Flow Diagram.
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Assume that the 4051 is executing a BASIC program and device 3 (the digital voltmeter) sets

SRQ on the GPIB to a low state. This causes the 4051 to branch to a previously executed ON

SRQ THEN 500 statement to see how to handle the SRQ interrupt. The 4051 then branches to

the statement 500 POLL M,W;2,13;3;5 and executes at serial poll on the GPIB as follows:

1

.

The 4051 controller starts the serial poll operation by releasing NRFD and NDAC, then set

ATN low. This causes all peripheral devices on the GPIB to stop what they are doing and

prepare to receive and decode addresses and controller commends.

2. After 45 fjs, the 4051 places the command UNLISTEN (decimal 63) on the bus, waits 21 /js

for the lines to settle, then sets DAV low.

3. The three devices on the bus handshake with the 4051 in unison and receive the UNLISTEN

command byte. This clears the listen state of every device on the GPIB.

4. Next, the 4051 issues the command SPE (serial poll enable—decimal 24). The devices on

the GPIB handshake in unison and receive this command. SPEtellseach device thatthe 4051 is

executing aserial poll. Each device at this time updates its status byte and prepares to transmit

its status byte to the 4051 when device is the assigned to be a talker. The SPE command is

issued 84 /us after the handshake is finished on the UNLISTEN command byte.

5. After SPE is transferred over the GPIB, the 4051 prepares to transfer the primary talk

address and the secondary address (if one is specified) to the first device listed in the POLL

statement address list. In this case, device 2 is listed first with secondary address 13. The 4051

,

therefore, issues decimal 66, followed by decimal 109. This tells device 2 to be ready to transfer

its status byte.

6. After secondary address 1 3 is transferred, in this case, the 4051 assigns itself as a listener,

sets both NRFD and NDAC low, then releases ATN.

7. Device 2 responds to the high (inactive) ATN signal by placing its status byte on the GPIB

Data Bus. In this case, assume the status byte for device 2 is decimal (all lines high).

8. After 485 /js, the 4051 handshakes with device 2 and receives the status byte. Since bit 7 (on

the DI07 line) is not set to a binary 1 , the 4051 assumes that device 2 is not requesting service.

9. Sixty-eight microseconds after the status byte for device 2 is received, the 4051 sets ATN

low. This causes all devices on the GPIB to listen again to the GPIB.

10. The 4051 places the talk address for device 3 on the GPIB (decimal 67), then sets DAV low.

All devices handshake with the 4051 and receive the talk address.

11. Device 3 prepares to send its status byte. Device 2 at this time must interpret the talk

address for device 3 as an "implied" untalk command and gets off the bus. Device 5 does not

recognize the device 3 talk address and remains idle.
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12. The 4051 then assigns itself as a listener again, holds both NRFD and NDAC low, then

releases ATN.

13. This time device 3 places its status byte on the GPIB Data Bus and waits for the 4051 to set

NRFD high. Since device 3 is holding SRQ low on the GPIB, bit 7 in its status byte is set low

(true).

14. 485 fjs after the 4051 releases ATN, the 4051 handshakes with device 3 and receives the

status byte. This action tells device 3 to release SRQ. SRQ goes high at this time (unless device

5 is also requesting service, or unless device 2 has set SRQ low after it was polled).

15. Since bit 7 is set to binary 1 in the status byte for device 3, the 4051 knows that device 3 is

requesting service. The 4051, therefore, assigns the number 2 to the variable M, because device

3 is the second device in the POLL statement address list. The 4051 also assigns the decimal

equivalent of the status byte (decimal 64 in this case) to the variable W. This allows the BASIC

program to analyze the meaning of the status byte in BASIC the statements to follow.

16. The 4051 terminates the serial poll operation at this point. The 4051 sets ATN low, then

issues the command UNTALK (to unaddress device 3) and SPD (serial poll disable—decimal

25). SPD tells each device on the GPIB that the serial poll is over. The 4051 then releases ATN
and leaves the GPIB.

At this point, the 4051 executes the next BASIC program statement in memory (the line

following the POLL statement). If the next statement is a RETURN statement, the 4051

branches back to the point in the BASIC program where it was interrupted in the first place and

continues with the main program. Normally, however, the next statement after the POLL

statement is a GOTO M OF statement or a GOSUB M OF statement that directs the BASIC

interpreter to the service routine for device M (device 3 in this case). A RETURN statement

following the service routine directs the 4051 back to the point in the main program where the

SRQ interruption first occuered. (See Section 7 in the 4051 Graphic System Reference manual

for full details.)
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USING EOI TO TERMINATE A DATA TRANSFER
The EOI signal line on the 4051 GPIB is a general purpose control line normally used to signal

the end of a data transfer. Although EOI can take on additional meaning at the option of the

peripheral designer, the 4051 always interprets EOI as meaning "End of Transfer".

If the transmitting device activates EOI to mark the end of a data transfer, EOI must be activated

just prior to DAV going low on the last data byte transferred. EOI must then stay low until the

handshake is complete and the receiving device sets NDAC inactive high. The timing for this

event is shown in Fig. 4-26.

DAV

DI01-DI08
LAST DATA BYTE

EOI

Z^/U-4b

Fig. 4-26. Activating EOI with the last data byte.

Normally, the receiving device captures the active state of the EOI signal at the same time the

last data byte is captured and treats the EOI signal as a ninth data bit in the byte. The receiving

device should interpret EOI data byte combination the same as it would if a CR delimiter is

received. For example, if the 4051 is executing the statement INPUT @2:A$,B$ and the

transmitting device issued EOI with a data byte, the 4051 assigns all the characters received up

to that point to A$ (including the data byte that was being passed when EOI went active). The

transmitting device then continues to send characters to the 4051 until EOI goes active again,

or until CR is issued, or until both events occur simultaneously. At that point, the 4051

terminates the INPUT because B$ is the last variable specified in the INPUT statement. In all

cases, the 4051 treats the data byte/EOI combination as data byte/CR.

If the 4051 is transmitting data over the GPIB, the 4051 always activates EOI with the last byte

transferred, except during a WRITE operation. Since WRITE operations transfer internal

binary data and each data item has a header describing the length of the item, the 4051

assumes that the receiving device is able to read the header and determine when the last byte is

being transferred. (See Appendix A for the details on interpreting the binary header format.)
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Using EOI to Terminate a Peripheral to Peripheral Transfer

Sometimes it is desireable to have one peripheral device talk directly to another peripheral

device on the GPIB without involving the 4051 „ For example, you might want to transfer data

from a digital voltmeter to a line printer or a storage device. The following example illustrates

how one peripheral device is assigned a talker role and several other peripheral devices are

assigned listener roles. This sequence starts a direct transfer from one peripheral device to

another peripheral device. The transfer is terminated when the transmitting device activates

the EOI signal line on the GPIB for at least 350 microseconds.

140 REM Set Up Transfer

150 ON EOI THEN 180

160 WBYTE %95,63,7O,109,52,35:

170 WAIT
180 WBYTE @95,63:

190 REM Continue with BASIC program

When line 150 is executed under program control, the EOI (End or Identify) interrupt facility is

activated. This tells the BASIC interpreter to be on the lookout for an active EOI signal line on
the GPIB. When EOI goes active at a later time, the BASIC interpreter will transfer program
control to line 180.

Line 160 is executed next. The UNTALK and UNLISTEN commands make sure the GPIB is

clear. Primary talk address 70 then tells peripheral device number 6 that it is going to be the

talker for the upcoming data transfer. Secondary address 109 tells device 6 to start sending

ASCI I data over the GPIB as soon as the ATN signal line is released. The primary listen address

for device 20 is issued next (decimal 52), followed by primary listen address for device 3

(decimal 35). This tells peripheral device 20 and peripheral device 3 to start listening to the

talker when the ATN signal line is released. The percent sign (%) is specified in this case

instead of the "at" sign (@); this tells the 4051 BASIC interpreter to get off the bus and let the

assigned talker take over when the ATN line is released. The colon in the WBYTE statement (:)

causes the BASIC interpreter to release ATN.

At this point, the talker (device number 6) takes over the bus and starts sending data to device

number 20 and device number 3. The BASIC program in the meantime goes to line number 170

and waits patiently for the talker to activate EOI as the last byte of data is transferred over the

bus. When EOI is activated (for at least 350 //s), program control istranferredto line 180 where
the BASIC interpreter activates the ATN signal line and issues the universal commands
UNTALK/UN LISTEN over the GPIB. This places all active peripheral devices on the GPIB in a

known quiescent state and terminates the I/O operation. BASIC program execution continues

on normally from that point.
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Section 5

4051 GPIB DATA RATES

FACTORS THAT CONTROL GPIB DATA RATES

This section discusses the methods used to calculate GPIB data rates for the 4051 Graphic

System. The variables that control the data rates are also examined. Fixed values are then

established for these variables to illustrate how accurate data transfer rates can be calculated

for a given application. This section also contains the technical details about the data rates and

their origin.

MAXIMUM IEEE STANDARD 488-1975 DATA RATES

The IEEE Standard 488-1975 defines the maximum rate of transfer on the GPIB to be 250K

bytes/second using 48 mA open-collector bus drivers and 1 mega bytes/second using 48 mA
tri-state drivers (clause 31 on page 99). These figures are based only on the electrical

limitations of the bus. More important are the design limitations of the devices connected to the

bus. These design limitations are the dominant and controlling factors that determine the

maximum transfer rates for any one system.

THE GPIB IS AN ASYNCHRONOUS BUS

Asynchronous means that the GPI B operates at the speed of the slowest device taking part in a

transfer at any one time. If two devices are relatively fast, then the data transfer rate will be

relatively fast. But, if a fast device is transferring data to a slower device, the bus operates at the

speed of the slower device. If many devices are connected to the bus at one time, then the data

rate will vary according to the devices that are taking part in a particular transfer.

WHY GPIB DATA RATES ARE DIFFICULT TO COMPUTE

Data rates for asynchronous GPIB operations are difficult to compute because the data rate

varies as different devices are connected to the system. Furthermore, a device may be fast

during some phases of its operation and slower during others. And, in some cases this speed

variance depends on the type of data being transferred at the time (character string data or

numeric data) and the data format (ASCII code, binary code, BCD, etc.). In addition, the data

rate may also depend on the programed state of a transmitting or receiving device, if the device

is programmable.
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Taking all these factors into account, it can be seen that general statements about GPIB data

rates need to be well qualified and the system parameters well defined. The details of each

application must be investigated before an attempt can be made to calculate the data rate. In

some cases, a system must be put together and placed in operation, then timing measurements

made with an oscilloscope or logic analyzer to determine the actual data rates for each type of

data transfer.

FACTORS THAT GOVERN THE 4051s PERFORMANCE ON THE GPIB

Essentially three factors govern the 4051 's speed on the GPIB.

1. The 4051 is a Microprocessor Controlled Device. The microprocessor within the 4051 gives

the 4051 the advantage of low cost and versatility — while maintaining a high degree of

reliability. The microprocessor itself is fast, running on a 1.2 microsecond cycle. On the

average it takes 4 clock cycles to execute a microprocessor instruction, and it takes several

microprocessor instructions to respond to an event on the bus. Because of this, the 4051 's

response to an event on the GPIB is governed by how many microprocessor instructions are

programmed into the routine which responds to the event. The number of microprocessor

instructions usually depends on how the 4051 is prog rammed at the time of the transfer; that is,

it depends on which BASIC statement is being executed and how that statement is

constructed.

2. The 4051 Is an Intelligent Device. Any device which can be programmed, can perform a

multitude of tasks not normally possible with a strictly hardware design interface. Forexample,

the 4051 not only has the ability to receive information over the GPIB, but at the same time it has

the ability to analyze and process the information as it is being received. The more the 4051 has

to "think" during a process, the more time it takes to perform the task. As an example, if the "%"

mode is specified in an INPUT operation, the 4051 must check the incoming data stream for

alternate delimiters along with the many other tasks it must perform. This additional task adds

more time to the transfer and the effective data rate is decreased.

3. The General Purpose Input/Output Data Buffer is 72 Characters in Length. ASCII data

traveling into and out of the 4051 memory passes through a general purpose input/output data

buffer. The length of this buffer corresponds to the maximum length of a BASIC program line

(72) and also to the default length of a character string (72).

During ASCI I data transfers to and from peripheral devices over the GPIB, the data appears to

travel in 72 character bursts. The time between the bursts represents the time it takes the 4051

microprocessor to load, process, and remove the data from the I/O buffer. This time is called

buffer overhead.
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The 4051 buffer overhead depends on what the microprocessor has to do with the data in the

buffer. On an INPUT operation involving numeric data, the buffer sorting characteristics are

dependent on the data format. If numeric variables are specified in the INPUT statement, for

example, the microprocessor stops the data transmission after a delimiter is encountered or

after 72 characters are received, whichever occurs first. The data stream is then examined for

valid numeric data. In this process, the microprocessor ignores all non-numeric characters;

the processor converts the numeric data items from ASCII code to internal floating-point

format, then stores each data item in memory.

F
:loating-point conversions take time, and it's hard to predict how much time; it depends on the

data format. If, for example, 72 characters are input and each data item contains 10 characters

each, then only seven floating-point conversions have to be made before the microprocessor

can get back to the bus and input more data. But if each data item in the buffer is one character

in length with a one character delimiter (i.e., 1 ,2,3,4,...) then 36 floating point conversions have

to be made before the processor can get back to the bus to input more data. The buffer

overhead time in the latter case is approximately five times longer. It is apparent then that the

data format plays a major role in determining the buffer overhead and the over-all effective data

rate.

ASSUMPTIONS THAT MUST BE MADE WHEN USING 4051 DATA RATES

EJecause there are so many variables which affect the data rates on the GPIB, a few

assumptions must be made concerning the 4051 's performance on the GPIB. The data rates

quoted in this manual assume that all peripheral devices respond instantly to the 4051 at all

times. If the peripheral device slows the 4051 up at any point, then the stated data rates may not

be achieved. Second, each data rate depends on a specific set of conditions. If these conditions

change, then the data rates will change accordingly.

4051 GPIB DATA RATE SUMMARY

Table 5-1 lists the maximum effective data rates that can be achieved on the 4051 GPIB with the

4051 taking part in the transfer. This table summarizes the conclusions that can be drawn from

material in the rest of this manual. Note that these figures are approximate values. Also be

aware that the figures are valid only if the 4051 is not slowed down by a peripheral device taking

part in the transfer.

In most cases, the number of data samples (or readings) that can be transferred to and from the

4051 in one second is different than the number of data bytes that can be transferred on one

second. In most cases the data byte transfer rate is misleading. On the other hand, the data byte

transfer rate is sometimes easier to specify exactly. For example, the chart shows that during a

READ operation, data bytes are transferred at a rate of 5236 bytes/second. However, the

maximum data sample rate is 350 samples/second. This data sample rate is fixed for READ
operations; it varies with INPUT operations, depending on the number of data bytes in each

sample.
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Exercise caution when you use these figures. Make sure you understand where the figures

come from by studying the rest of this manual. Then you can be reasonably sure that your

GPIB data rate calculations are accurate.

Table 5-1

MAXIMUM EFFECTIVE 4051 GPIB DATA RATES

BASIC
STATEMENT

DATA BYTE
TRANSFER RATE
DURING A BURST

DATA SAMPLE
TRANSFER RATE
(10 Bytes/Sample)

(<72 byte total)

DATA SAMPLE
TRANSFER RATE
(10 Bytes/Sample)

(=>72 byte total)

PRINT @2:A; 7936.5 Bytes/Sec 793.7 Samples/Sec UNKNOWN (Depends

on the Format)

PRINT @2:A$; 7936.5 Bytes/Sec 793.7 Samples/Sec UNKNOWN (Depends

on the Format)

DIM A (100)

INPUT @2:A 4098.4 Bytes/Sec 409.8 Samples/Sec 293.5 Samples/Sec

INPUT %2:A$ 3984.1 Bytes/Sec 398.4 Samples/Sec 368.5 Samples/Sec

WRITE @2:A 7936.5 Bytes/Sec 500.5 Samples/Sec 500.5 Samples/Sec

WRITE @2:A$ 7936.5 Bytes/Sec 421.9 Samples/Sec 421.9 Samples/Sec

DIM A (100)

READ @2:A 5263 Bytes/Sec 350 Samples/Sec 350 Samples/Sec

DIM A$ (1000)

READ @2:A$ 5236 Bytes/Sec 731 Samples/Sec 731 Samples/Sec

WBYTE A
(A is an Array) «1190 Bytes/Sec ~1190 Samples/Sec* ^1190 Samples/Sec*

RBYTE A,B,C 561.8 Bytes/Sec 561.8 Samples/Sec* 561.8 Samples/Sec*

DIM A (1000)

RBYTE A 675.7 Bytes/Sec 675.7 Samples/Sec* 675.7 Samples/Sec*

*Assumesa1 Byte Sample
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COMPUTING 4051 GPIB DATA RATES

During the course of an input or output operation over the 4051 GPIB, six events occur in

sequence. These events are graphically illustrated in Fig. 5-1.

STATEMENT
OVERHEAD

ADDRESSING
SEQUENCE

DATA
BURST

BUFFER
OVERHEAD

STATEMENT
TERMINATION

UNADDRESSING
SEQUENCE

2270-46

Fig. 5-1. Six Timing Events During a GPIB Data Transfer

THE STATEMENT OVERHEAD TIME PERIOD

When the 4051 BASIC interpreter executes an input or output statement, the interpreter first

examines the statement to see what's there. The interpreter must determine whether the

statement is an INPUT statement, a READ statement, or a PRINT statement, etc. The
interpreter must look at the I/O address and analyze the address to see if default values are

needed. The interpreter must look at the parameter list to see if string variables, numeric

variables, or array variables are specified. If numeric expressions are specified for output, the

interpreter must reduce the expressions to numeric constants before anything else is done.

This analysis time is called "statement overhead". This time period starts when the program
line counter advances to the BASIC statement and ends when the first activity occurs on the

bus. The statement overhead is variable and depends entirely on how the statement is

constructed. Furthermore, the overhead may involve the execution of other BASIC statements

and functions. Details on how to compute the statement overhead for PRINT, INPUT, WRITE,
READ, WBYTE, and RBYTE are given later on in this section.

THE ADDRESSING SEQUENCE

The first activity on the bus marks the beginning of the second timing event; the BASIC
interpreter activates ATN, issues the I/O address for the peripheral device specified in the I/O

statement, then releases ATN. This is called the Addressing Sequence and is shown in Fig. 5-1

.
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THE DATA BURST TIME PERIOD

The data burst is the third event in the I/O operation and starts when ATN goes inactive high

afterthe addressing sequence. Atthistime, the BASIC interpreter starts transferring data bytes

over the GPIB at the maximum rate for the given operation. On input operations, data bytes are

received over the bus from the specified peripheral device and are placed in the general

purpose input/output buffer (henceforth called " I/O buffer"). On output operations, the BASIC

interpreter takes data bytes out of the I/O buffer and places them on the GPIB Data Bus. Since

the ASCI I data I/O buffer can hold a maximum of 72 characters, the data burst may last as long

as it takes to transfer 72 characters.

THE BUFFER OVERHEAD TIME PERIOD

The buffer overhead time period (henceforth called "buffer overhead") begins at the end of

every data burst and lasts for a variable amount of time, depending on the operation being

performed. On output operations like PRINT, for example, the buffer overhead is the time it

takes the BASIC interpreter to convert the specified data from internal binary format to

external ASCII format and to load the data into the I/O buffer. On input operations like INPUT,

the buffer overhead is the time it takes the BASIC interpreter to analyze the data from the I/O

buffer and place the data in the random access memory (RAM). In all cases, the buffer

overhead depends on the quantity of data in the buffer and the format of that data; this time

varies in each case. If the data stream contains more than 72 characters, then the data bursts

and buffer overhead time periods will be intermixed. This must be taken into account when

calculating the data rate for a particular transfer.

STATEMENT TERMINATION TIME PERIOD

This time period occurs at the end of every data transfer on the GPIB. During this time, the

BASIC interpreter checks to ensure that all the specified data has been output on output

operations and verifies that enough data and the right kind of data has been received on input

operations.

UNADDRESSING SEQUENCE TIME PERIOD

Afterthe BASIC interpreter is sure that the conditions of the I/O operation have been satisfied,

the interpreter activates ATN, issues the universal commands UNTALK and UNLISTEN, then

releases ATN. This clears the bus and retu rns every peripheral device to an idle state. After this

sixth and last event, the 4051 program line counter advances to the next line number in memory

and program execution continues from that point.
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The rest of this section examines each of these six events in detail for PRINT, INPUT, READ,
WRITE, WBYTE, and RBYTE operations. Details are given on methods that can be used to

compute the time for each event for a particular data format. Examples at the end of each

statement show how data rates are calculated for typical data formats.

COMPUTING EFFECTIVE DATA RATES FOR PRINT

Introduction

The PRINT statement is used to transfer data in ASCII code format to a peripheral device over

the GPIB. Only one peripheral device can receive the ASCII data string at a time (unless

another device has been previously add ressed as a listener with aWBYTE statement and is still

on the bus.)

Any sequence of ASCII characters (decimal through 127) can be transferred over the bus;

and, for all practical purposes, the length of the output data string is unlimited if a PRINT

USING format string is specified. (Refer to the PRINT statement and the IMAGE statement in

the 4051 Graphic System Reference Manual for details.)

Because of this versatility and infinite variation, the PRINT statement overhead and setup time

is practically impossible to calculate. The set-up time depends on how the parameter list is

constructed; a slight variation in the statement (like replacing a semicolon with a comma, for

example) may cause a significant variation in the setup time.

When a PRINT statement is executed, the BASIC interpreter prepares 72 characters at a time

for transfer. The data in the parameter list is formatted into an ASCII character string according

to the guidelines set forth in the IMAGE format string or the default print format, which ever is

specified. As soon as the I/O buffer receives 72 characters, the 4051 stops the formatting

operation and transmits the data as fast as it can (7936.5 bytes/sec. maximum). After the 72nd

byte is transferred, the 4051 resumes the formatting operation until the I/O buffer is full again.

This procedure continues until all of the data in the PRINT parameter list is transferred.

Since the IMAGE format string determines the number of characters that are added and

deleted from the data string at any one time, the setup time (time between data bursts) is

different in each case. Generally, this time is close to 1 5 ms, but may be as long as one second.
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Computing Data Sample Rates For 72 Characters or Less

Since the first 72 character data burst in a PRINT statement has an upper limit of 7936.5

bytes/second for a data rate, the maximum data sample rate is computed by dividing the

number of characters in the data sample into 7936.5. The following examples illustrate how to

compute the data sampling rate for PRINT.

Example 1

PRINT @2: 1;2;3;4;5;6;7;8;9

Knowing that the default PRINT format inserts a space before each number in the ASCI I string,

each number (or sample) contains two characters. The data sample transfer rate is therefore

7936.5/2 = 3968.5 samples/second.

Example 2

PRINT @2: 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9

Knowing that the comma delimiter in the parameter list calls for a TAB, the default PRINT

format places each data sample in a 18 character field. Space characters are used to fill in the

fulfilled slots in the field. With 18 characters per sample, the data sample transfer rate is

7936.5/18 = 440.9 samples/second.

It can be seen from these two examples that a slight difference in the PRINT parameter list can

make a big difference in the data sample rate; a detailed knowledge of the PRINT format is

necessary when it comes to computing the PRINT data sample rate.

COMPUTING EFFECTIVE DATA RATES FOR INPUT

Introduction

The INPUT statement is used to transfer data in ASCII format from a peripheral device on the

GPIB to the 4051 random access memory. Only one peripheral device can take part in the

transfer at any one time. Since most peripheral devices on the market today transfer data in

ASCII format, the INPUT statement is the most commonly used statement to input data. The

data does not have to be formatted in ASCI I code, but the 4051 treats the data as ASCI I code by

stripping off the eighth bit in each byte, then converts each byte to its ASCII character

equivalent. The data is treated as a character string or numeric data, depending on the target

variable specified in the INPUT statement. If a string variable is specified, for example, then the

incoming data bytes up to the first CR (or alternate delimiter, if one is specified) are treated as a

character string. If a numeric variable, an array variable, or a subscripted array variable is

specified, then the BASIC interpreter searches through the incoming data stream for valid

numeric data items; when numeric data is found, the interpreter assigns the data to the

specified numeric variable. Numeric data must be separated by one or more non-numeric

characters such as spaces, commas, etc.
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Advantages of Using the INPUT Statement

1. The data format (ASCII code) conforms to the format of many peripheral devices on the

market.

2. The numeric format can be a "free" format; that is, any sequence of digits through 9. An
embedded decimal point and scientific format (E notation) are allowed. (Refer to page C-17 in

the 4051 Reference Manual for details.)

3. When numeric variables are specified in an INPUT statement, all non-valid numeric
characters, such as NULL characters or extraneous alphanumerics, are automatically thrown
out.

Disadvantages of Using the INPUT Statement

1. It's a slower form of input. Since a great deal of freedom is given to the data format, the

BASIC interpreter must constantly scan the data stream for valid data and valid delimiters; this

slows down the transfer rate.

2. The peripheral device must activate EOI, send a valid delimiter, such as CR, or an alternate

delimiter as specified in a PRINT @37,0: statement. (See page 2-25 in the 4051 Reference
Manual.) If a valid delimiter is not sent to the 4051, then the 4051 continues to address the

peripheral device asking for more data, even if all the target variables in the INPUT statement

have assigned values. This continues until a valid delimiter is sent, or until the BREAK key on
the 4051 keyboard is pressed twice and program exeuction is aborted.

Procedure for Computing INPUT Date Rates

INPUT data rates are the most difficult to compute. The data rate depends on many factors and
is different in each application. Basically, the time it takes to complete an INPUT operation is

computed by determining the INPUT statement overhead time period, the addressing period,

the data burst periods, the buffer overhead period for each data burst, the statement

termination period, and the unaddressing period. These time increments are then added
together to arrive at a total time for the I/O operation. After this time has been determined, the

data rate is computed by dividing the number of data bytes transferred by the total time taken to

complete the operation. The data sampling rate can be determined by dividing the number of

data samples transferred into the total time.
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Computing the Statement Overhead for INPUT

The statement overhead is a function of the statement format. First determine what the format

of the I/O address is, then look up the time for that format in Table 5-2. Next, examine the

paramter list and determine how many numeric variables, array variables, subscripted array

variables, and string variables are listed. Add .8 milliseconds for each numeric variable, array

variable, and string variable. Add 5.4 millisconds for each subscripted array variable. Add all

these time increments together to determi ne the statement overhead period for that particular

statement; this specifies the delay from when the BASIC interpreter first looks at the BASIC

statement to the time when the first activity occurs on the GPIB.

Table 5-2

COMPUTING THE STATEMENT OVERHEAD FOR INPUT

STATEMENT I format COMMENTS TIME INCREMENTS FORTARGET VARIABLES

INPUT @2: 5.8 ms Tnumcric .0 mS

INPUT @P: 5.2 ms P = 2

INPUT @2,13: 7.8 ms Tarray = -8 IT1S

INPUT @2,S: 7.2 ms S*32
INPUT @P,13: 7.0 ms P = 2 Tstri„g

= .8 ms

INPUT @P,S: 6.6 ms S^32
INPUT @2,32: 7.5 ms Tsub array 0.4 mS

INPUT @P,32: 7.0 ms P = 2

INPUT @P,S: 6.6 ms S = 32

INPUT @2,S: 7.2 ms S = 32

The Formula

Statement Overhead = Tformal + n X Tr.urr.eric + n X Tarray + n X Tstring + n X Tsub array

where n = number of variables in each category

Example 1

Statement

Overhead

DIM A (100)

INPUT @2:A,B$,C,D,E(4,3)

5.8 ms + 2 x .8 ms + .8 ms + .8 ms + 5.4 ms = 14.4 ms.

Example 2 INPUT @P,S: A$,B$,C,D,E

Statement Overhead = 6.6 ms + 5 x .8 ms = 1 0.6 ms
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The Addressing Period for INPUT

Calculating the addressing time period is simple. If a primary address and/or a secondary

address other than 32 is specified in the INPUT statement, then the BASIC interpreter issues

one primary address and one secondary address. This takes 308 //s (minimum). If the

secondary address 32 is specified, then the secondary address is suppressed, and the BASIC

interpreter issues only the primary address. This takes 224 //s (minimum).

Computing the Data Burst Periods for INPUT

After the peri pheral device is add ressed, the 4051 inputs data bytes until a delimiter is received,

or until 72 data bytes are received, whichever occurs first. Knowledge of the peripheral devices

data format is important at this point. If, for example, the peripheral device sends a five digit

data sample with a CR delimiter, then the data burst will last for six bytes. If on the other hand,

the peripheral device sends a sign byte followed by 10 digits with an embedded decimal point,

followed by four bytes of status information, followed by a CR/LF delimiter, then the data burst

will last for 18 bytes. (The 4051 delimits on the CR as a default, but inputs the LF as the first

character in the next data burst.) Once the data format is known, the total time for the data burst

is calculated as follows:

In @ Mode: Tbum = Number of Bytes X 244 jus

In % Mode: T bllm = Number of Bytes X 251 /us

If the I/O address in the INPUT statement begins with an @ sign, then CR is used as the data

item delimiter. In this case, it takes a minimum of 244 £is to transfer a data byte into the 4051 I/O

buffer.

If the I/O address starts with a % sign, then an alternate delimiter is used, as specified in a

previous PRINT @37,0: statement. It takes the BASIC interpreter longer to check the data

stream for the alternate delimiter, so each data byte is transferred in 251 /us (minimum).

Remember, the above figures assume that the peripheral device is driving the 4051 at a

maximum speed. If the peripheral device slows down, then the data burst will take longer.

Computing the Buffer Overhead for INPUT

After the 4051 has detected a valid delimiter in the data stream or has input 72 data bytes, the

4051 stops, converts the data to internal format, then stores the data in the read/write random

access memory. The time it takes to do this depends on the number of samples in the buffer and

the format of each sample. Generally, the buffer overhead takes from 3 ms to 12 ms. During

this period, all activity on the GPIB ceases. If large amounts of data are transferred, many data

bursts will occur, followed by periods of inactivity as the I/O buffer is dumped. To calculate the

total transfer time, these time increments should be added together.
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After the last data burst, the BASIC interpreter empties the I/O buffer, then checks to make sure

that all the target variables in the INPUT statement have assigned values. This is called the

statement termination time period. Depending on the statement it may take the BASIC

interpreter a longer time or a shorter time to execute this operation than the buffer overhead

time period.

Buffer Overhead for Numeric Data. If a numeric variable, array variable, or subscripted array

variable is specified in an INPUT statement, the buffer overhead is a function of the number of

data samples in the I/O buffer at the time of analysis, and the number of digits in each sample.

Roughly speaking, the time to convert a 1 digit sample from ASCII format to internal floating-

point format is 3.6 milliseconds. For each addition digit in the sample, it takes an extra .3 ms.

The total time to dump the whole I/O buffer can be calculated by converting each sample, then

adding the subtotals for an overall total.

EXAMPLE 1: INPUT @2: A,B,C,D,E(3)

When the above statement is executed, device 2 sends the following data:

25000,50,1 25CR82

In this example, the digits up to the first CR are input into the 4051 I/O buffer. The 4051 then

assigns the f i rst data item 25000 to A, the second data item 50 to B, and the third data item 1 25 to

C. Next, the 4051 returns to the GPIB, inputs the fourth data item 82, then terminates the I/O

operation.

Since 13 characters are included in the first three samples (CR included) the first data burst

lasts for 13 X 244 /vs = 3172 ,us. The 4051 then converts and stores the contents of the I/O

buffer. It takes (3.6 + 5 x.3) ms = 5.1 ms to convert the first sample, (3.6 + 2x.3) ms= 4.2 msto

convert the second sample, and (3.6 + 3 x .3) ms = 4.5 msto convert the third sample. The total

time to empty the I/O buffer and return to the bus is 5.1 ms + 4.2 ms + 4.5 ms = 1 3.8 ms. Since

the data value 82 is input as the last sample, the conversion time is mixed in with the statement

termination time and cannot be measure accurately.

EXAMPLE 2: DIM A(1000)

INPUT @2:A

When the above program is executed, device 2 sends five digit data samples with a CR delimiter

after each sample. The data burst is intermixed with periods of maximum activity followed by

periods of total inactivity. How long are the periods of maximum activity and how long are the

periods of inactivity?
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ANSWER: Since each data sample is followed by a CR, the 4051 stops after each CR is received

and processes the data sample in the I/O buffer. Each sample is five digits plus a CR, so six

characters are transferred in each burst. The handshake of each character takes 244 /js, so the

total time for each burst of data is 1464 /js.

The gaps in the bus activity occur when the 4051 stops to convert each sample. Since each

sample contains five digits, the conversion time is 3.6 + 5 x .3 ms = 5.1 ms. Therefore, each

buffer overhead gap in the data burst is approximately 5.1 ms.

EEXAMPLE3: DIM A(1000)

INPUT @2:A

When the above program is executed, device 2 sends eight digit-data samples with a comma
delimiter after each sample. During the data burst, how long is each period of maximum
activity, and how long is each period of total inactivity (buffer overhead)?

ANSWER: Since comma delimiters are used between each data sample, the 4051 inputs 72

characters before it stops to process the contents of the I/O buffer. Each sustained data burst

lasts 244 (js x 72 = 17.568 ms.

EEach sample contains nine characters. This means that eight samples are in the buffer when

the 4051 starts processing. It takes 3.6 ms + (8 x .3) ms = 6 ms to process each sample.

Therefore, eight samples x 6 ms = 48 ms to dump the buffer and get back to the bus.

CONCLUSION: The data burst consists of a 17.568 ms sustained burst, followed by a 48 ms

period of bus inactivity, followed by a 17.568 ms burst, etc., until 1000 data samples are input.

Buffer Overhead for Character Strings. The buffer overhead for processing a character string

in the I/O buffer is a function of the number of characters in the buffer. If a CR is the only

character in the buffer, it takes 1 .5 ms. Add .1 milliseconds for each additional character in the

buffer.

[EXAMPLE 1: INPUT @2: A$,B$,C$,D$

When the above statement is executed, device 2 sends four data samples to the 4051 via the

GPIB. The samples are assigned to A$,B$,C$, and D$ respectively. Each sample contains 35

characters and is terminated with a CR. How long does it take to transfer each character string

and what is the delay between the transmission of each string?

ANSWER: Since each character string contains 35 characters, it takes 36 x 244 /us = 8.78 ms to

transfereach string. After a character string isinthe4051 I/O buffer, it takes 1.5 ms + 35x.1 ms
= 5 ms to take the string out of the buffer and place the string in the RAM memory.
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EXAMPLE 2: PRINT @37,0: 4,255,13

DIM A$(20000)

INPUT %2: A$

When the above program is executed, device 2 sends a 20,000 byte character string over the

GPIB. What does the data burst look like on the bus during the transfer?

ANSWER: In this operation, the 4051 inputs 72 characters, dumps the I/O buffer, inputs 72

more characters, dumps the I/O buffer, and so on, until the EOT (End of Transmission

character—decimal 4) is received from device 2. Since CR (decimal 13) is specified in the

PRINT @37,0: statement as the character to be deleted from the data stream, all CR delimiters

are ignored when the % mode INPUT operation is executed.

The data bursts last for 72 x 251 /us - 18.072 ms each. And, it takes 1.5 ms + (72 x .1 ms) =

8.7 ms to dump the I/O buffer each time it fills.

Statement Termination Period

The statement termination period starts when the last character is placed into the I/O buffer

(the last time DAV goes high) and ends when the 4051 sets ATN low to start the unaddressing

period. The statement termination period includes (1 ) the time it takes to dump the remaining

contents of the I/O buffer and (2) the time it takes the 4051 to prepare to issue UNTALK and

UNLISTEN. Table 5-3 lists the statement termination periods for typical INPUT statements.

Table 5-3

TERMINATION PERIODS FOR TYPICAL INPUT STATEMENTS

STATEMENT TERMINATION PERIOD

INPUT @2: A 3050 /us

DIM A(1000)

INPUT @2: A 3150 /us

INPUT @2: A(1) 3000 /us

INPUT @2: A$ 760 /us

Statement Unaddressing Period

It takes the 4051 approximately 380 /us to terminate an INPUT operation each time. This is the

time it takes the 4051 to activate ATN, issue UNTALK and UNLISTEN, then release ATN.
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F'utting It All Together

The effective data rates for INPUT are computed by dividing the total elapsed time for the

INPUT operation by the number of data bytes transferred, or the number of data samples

transferred, whichever is appropriate. In some cases, it may not be appropriate to include the

statement overhead as part of the overall transfer period. In these cases, add the addressing

period, the data bursts with their associated buffer overhead periods, the statement

termination period, and the unaddressing period, then divide by the number of data bytes or

data samples transferred. The following examples illustrate this procedure:

EEXAMPLE 1 INPUT @2: A,B,C,D$,E,F(9)

Device 2 sends the following data string:

55,890,763977264, HI MOM CR44CR

Statement Overhead = 5.8 ms + 5 x .8 ms + 5.4 ms — 15.2 ms

Addressing Period = .380 ms

F
:
irst Data Burst = 25 x 244 //s = 6.1 ms

F-irst Buffer Overhead Period

First Data Sample = 3.6 ms + 2 x .3 ms = 4.2 ms
Second Data Sample = 3.6 ms + 3 x .3 ms = 4.5 ms
Third Data Sample = 3.6 ms + 9 x .3 ms = 6.3 ms
Fourth Data Sample = 1.5 ms + 7 x .1 ms = 2.2 ms

Total 17.2 ms

Second Data Burst = 3 x 244 /js = .732 ms

Statement Termination = 3.05 ms

Unaddressing Period = .380 ms

Total Time Including Statement Overhead = 43.042 ms
Total Time Excluding Statement Overhead =r 27.842 ms
EEffective Data Byte Rate for the Entire Operation = 1/(43.042E-3/28) = 650.53 bytes/sec

EEffective Data Byte Rate (excluding statement overhead) = 1/(27.842E-3/28) = 1005.67

E3ytes/sec
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EXAMPLE 2: DIM X(1000)

INPUT @4,32: X

Device 4 sends 1000 data samples with five digits in each sample. CR delimiters separate each

sample.

Statement Overhead = 7.5 ms + .8 ms = 8.3 ms

Addressing Period = .224 ms

Each Data Burst = 6x244E-6 = 1.46 ms

Buffer Overhead for each sample = 3.6 ms + 5 x .3 ms = 5.1 ms

Statement Termination = 3.05 ms

Unaddressing Period = .380 ms

Total Time including statement overhead = 8.3 ms + .224 ms + 1000x1.46 ms + 999x5.1 ms

+ 3.05 ms + .380 ms = 6.57 seconds

Effective Data Byte Transfer Rate = 1/(6.57/6000) = 913.24 bytes/sec

Effective Data Sample Transfer Rate = 1/(6.57/1000) = 152.2 samples/sec

COMPUTING EFFECTIVE DATA RATES FOR WRITE

Introduction

The WRITE statement is used to transfer data to a peripheral device in 4051 internal binary

code. Each data item is preceded by a two byte header which identifies the data item type

(numeric or string) and the length of the item (in bytes). (Refer to the Appendix for details.) The

length of a numeric data item is always eight bytes plus the header. The length of a character

string is one byte per character plus the header.

Since each numeric data item is formatted in 4051 internal binary floating point notation, it is of

little practical use to send this information to a peripheral device other than a storage device.

Most peripheral devices cannot interpret this format. Character strings, however, are different.

After the two byte header, the bytes representing the data are the same as ASCII code. For

example, A is represented by decimal 65, B is represented by decimal 66, etc. A peripheral

device that can interpret ASCII code could, for example, throw away the first two bytes of the

READ string (the header) and correctly interpret the rest of the string. This would be

advantageous when transmitting a character string with more than 72 characters, because the

gap (or setup time) found in the PRINT statement is virtually eliminated. Therefore, the 7936.5

bytes/sec burst rate can be sustained over the entire I/O operation.
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Advantages of Using the WRITE Statement

1

.

For storing numbers, the data is often more compact and the space required is predictable.

2. ASCII character strings greater than 72 characters can be transferred faster, because the

7936.5 bytes/sec burst rate is sustained throughout the transfer.

Disadvantages of Using the WRITE Statement

1. Most peripheral devices cannot interpret the 4051 internal floating-point notation for

numeric data. Therefore, the only practical use for transferring numeric data with WRITE is to

store the data on tape or a suitable storage media, then bring it back into the 4051 at a later time,

when it is needed.

2. Character string data can be interpreted as ASCII data, but the peripheral device must be

programmed to ingore the first two bytes of the string (the header).

Procedure for Computing WRITE Data Rates

The Addressing Period. The addressing period for WRITE is the same as any other I/O

statement. It takes 380 /js to issue a primary address and a secondary address. If 32 is specified

as the secondary address, then only the primary address is issued. This takes 224 //s.

The Data Burst for Numeric Data. The handshake cycle during different phases of the burst is

different. Therefore, to state a burst rate is misleading. The shortest transfer period for a 10-

byte numeric data item is 1998 //s (5005 bytes/sec). This places the maximum output data

sample rate at 500.5 samples/second.

The Data Burst for Character String Data. The burst rate for the header part of a character

string is slower than the main part of the string; a termination time period must also be

considered.

The burst rate during the main part of the string is 7936.5 bytes/second. On long strings, the

burst rate will be slightly less than 7936.5 bytes/second.

If each character string is treated as a data sample, then the data sample rate is computed as

follows:

Data Sample Rate = 1/(1236 + (
(No. of Characters - 1) x 126) ) E-6
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EXAMPLE 1:

A series of character strings are output with a WRITE statement. Each string is 1 characters in

length. What is the data sample rate?

ANSWER: Data Sample Rate = 1/(1236 + ( (10-1) x 126) ) E-6

Data Sample Rate = 1/(1236 + 1134) E-6

Data Sample Rate = 1/2370 E-6

Data Sample Rate = 421.9 samples/second

EXAMPLE 2:

A series of character strings are output with a WRITE statement. Each string is 72 characters in

length. What is the data sample rate?

ANSWER: Data Sample Rate = 1/(1236 + ( (72-1) x 126) ) E-6

Data Sample Rate = 1/(1236 + 8946) E-6

Data Sample Rate = 1/10182E-6

Data Sample Rate = 98.2 samples/second

Note that if a series of data values are stored in the 4051 memory as one long character string,

then the data burst rate is approximately 7936.5 bytes/second throughout the entire transfer.

Therefore, the data sample rate is equal to 7936.5 divided by the number of characters in each

sample (include the delimiter).

EXAMPLE 3:

A series of data samples are stored in the 4051 memory as one long character

string. Each sample is five characters in length with a linefeed delimiter (i.e.,

A$="12345J12345J12345J12345 sI12356i"). The data is transferred to a peripheral device

which throws out the first two bytes of the string (the header), then reads each sample as

though it is a five digit ASCI I number with an LF delimiter. What is the data sample rate over the

GPIB when the character string is being transferred?

ANSWER: Data Sample Rate = 7936.5/6 = 1322.8 samples/second.

Computing the Unaddressing Time Period. The unaddressing sequence for the WRITE
statement is the same in all cases—380 /ms.
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COMPUTING EFFECTIVE DATA RATES FOR READ

Introduction

The READ statement is generally used to bring back 4051 internal binary format data from a

storage device. Getting non-storage peripheral devices to format numeric data into 4051

internal floating-point notation is a complicated task and generally not practical in most

applications.

Transferri ng character strings to the 4051 with a READ statement can be done, however, since

the 4051 stores character strings internally in ASCII code. The 4051 will accept an incoming

ASCII string if it is preceded by the proper 2-byte header. Therefore, if a peripheral device can

generate a two-byte header, an ASCII character string can be transferred to the 4051 with the

READ statement at a high effective data rate.

Advantages of Using READ Over INPUT

The advantages in using READ instead of INPUT to transfer an ASCII character string are as

follows:

1

.

READ is faster. If the headier is set up to say "character string—8000 bytes long," the 4051

will input 8000 ASCII characters from a peripheral device in a sustained burst at 5263

bytes/sec. The INPUT statement accomplishes the same task at an effective burst rate of about

2000 bytes/sec. The reason is that the INPUT burst is intermixed with buffer overhead gaps of

up to 12 ms, where the READ burst doesn't.

2. Delimiters in the READ data stream do not stop the input burst during a READ operation.

When an INPUT statement is executed, the4051 stops after every delimiter (CR) is transmitted

and processes the contents of the I/O buffer. In a READ operation, the 4051 doesn't look at the

data stream. The header tells the 4051 how many data bytes to input, so the specified amount

are input without stopping.

Disadvantages of Using READ Over INPUT

When using READ to input ASCII numeric data, the data all goes into a large character string in

memory and can't be used in math operations until the data is converted with the VAL function.

This conversion can take up to 60 seconds or more after the data is in memory. So, using READ

to input ASCII data is only practical in applications where the data is perishable and must be

transferred to the 4051 as fast as possible. But, once the data is in memory (or stored on the

internal tape), the time it takes to process the data must not be critical.
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Computing Sample Data Rates For READ

Discussing burst rates for the READ statement is not relevant here, because the handshake

timing differs throughout the data sample. The data sample transfer rate, however, is

computed as the following topics illustrate.

Transferring Numeric Data (Two byte header + eight bytes floating point)

The maximum rate is fixed at 350 samples/second.

Transferring Character Strings

The maximum rate is determined by the number of characters in each string.

Data Sample Rate = 1 /( 1 600 + ( (No. of Characters-1 ) x 1 26) ) E-6

EXAMPLE 1:

A digital voltmeter is connected to the 4051 GPIB. The voltmeter interface is designed to output

a two-byte header before each sample reading. Each reading contains five ASCII digits,

followed by a decimal point, followed by two more ASCII digits, plus a CR. What is the

maximum data sample rate that can be achieved over the GPIB?

ANSWER: From the above information, each data sample (voltmeter reading) contains a two-

byte header followed by eight ASCI I characters. Assuming that the voltmeter is faster than the

4051 during all phases of the transfer, the maximum data sampling rate is computed as follows:

Data Sample Rate = 1 /(1 600 + (
(8-1 ) x 1 26) ) E-6

Data Sample Rate = 1 /(1 600 + 882) E-6

Data Sample Rate = 1 /2482 E-6

Data Sample Rate = 402.9 samples/second

EXAMPLE 2:

A system designer connects a peripheral device to the 4051 GPIB which scans a field of data,

then transmits 1000 readings to the 4051 . The readings are taken in parallel, then transmitted in

digit serial format, one after another, over the GPIB. Each reading contains 3 ASCI I digits with

no delimiter. Since the data is perishable, the system designer chooses to transmit two header

bytes to the 4051 which says "ASCII character string—3000 bytes long." All the data samples

are then input into the 4051 memory at maximum speed and assigned to one string variable

with a READ @2:A$ statement.

After the data is in the memory, the designer uses the BASIC string functions to separate and

convert each sample to a numeric value and assign the value to an array element.
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Assuming that the peripheral device is faster than the 4051 during all phases of the data

transfer, how long does it take to input the 1000 samples into the 4051 memory?

ANSWER: Since all 1000 samples are transferred as one ASCII string, the answer is found by

computing the total transfer time for a 3000 byte character string. The time to transfer each

sample is then found by dividing the total time by 3000; the reciprocal of the result is the

answer.

Total Time to Transfer the ASCII String = 1600 ys + ( (No. of Characters-1) x 126) /;s

= 1600 /us + ( (3000-1) x 126) /js

= 1 600 /is + 377874 /js

= 379474 //s

= .379 seconds

Data Sample Transfer Rate = 1/(379474E-6/1000)

Data Sample Transfer Rate == 1/3.79474E-4

Data Sample Transfer Rate = 2635.23 samples/second.

COMPUTING EFFECTIVE DATA RATES FOR WBYTE

Introduction

The WBYTE statement is used to issue a series of peripheral addresses, controller commands,

and special eight-bit data bytes to peripheral devices on the GPIB. Normally the WBYTE
statement is used only if the facilities in the PRI NT statement and the WRITE statement cannot

be used to setup a transfer. For example, if two or more peripheral devices must listen to the

same data transfer from the 4051 , then the WBYTE statement must be used to set it up; if one

peripheral device on the bus needs to talk to another peripheral device on the bus, then the

WBYTE statement must be used to set it up; and, if a peripheral device needs a special series of

binary bit patterns in order to work, the WBYTE statement can be used to issue those bit

patterns to the device.

As a rule of thumb, if the PRINT and WRITE statements cannot be used to get the job done, then

use WBYTE. Although WBYTE provides maximum flexibility through very primitive

operations, the trade off for this flexibility is a slower data rate.

Advantages in Using WBYTE

Any combination of peripheral addresses and controller commands can be issued over the

GPIB, along with any series of eight-bit binary numbers (bytes). ATN, or EOI, can be active as a

byte, or series of bytes, are transferred.
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Disadvantages in Using WBYTE

1. There isn't automatic addressing and unaddressing as there is in the PRINT and WRITE.

2. Each data byte (or character) must be specified as the decimal equivalent of the binary bit

pattern.

3. The byte transfer rate is considerably less than the rates for PRINT and WRITE.

Computing the Statement Overhead for WBYTE

The statement overhead for WBYTE is the time from when the 4051 starts working on the

statement until the time when the first activity occurs on the GPIB. Generally, the statement

overhead for WBYTE is less than the overhead for PRINT and WRITE, because part of the

overhead is carried out after the transfer begins. The conversion of each decimal value to a

binary bit pattern is not carried out, however, until just before the value is placed on the Data

Bus. This means that the data byte conversions occur during the handshake cycles all through

the transfer. More on this in a minute.

The statement overhead for WBYTE generally falls in the range from 4 milliseconds to 6

milliseconds. Table 5-4 lists the statement overhead for several WBYTE statement formats. The

following conclusions can be drawn from the data in Table 5-4.

1

.

The statement overhead is reduced if a decimal value is assigned to a numeric variable, then

specified as a variable in the WBYTE statement.

2. Specifying one peripheral address in a WBYTE statement results in a statement overhead of

4 milliseconds. Each additional address adds approximately 1.25 milliseconds to the statement

overhead.

3. If addresses are specified as variables, each additional address adds approximately .5

millisecond to the statement overhead.

4. Each numeric data byte which is specified after the colon (:) in a WBYTE statement adds

approximately 1.3 millisconds to the statement overhead.

5. Each data byte which is specified as a variable after the colon (:) adds approximately .4

millisecond to the statement overhead.
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Table 5-4

EXAMPLES OF WBYTE STATEMENT OVERHEAD PERIODS

Statement Set-up Period

WBYTE @66: 4.0 ms
WBYTE @66,67: 5.3ms

WBYTE @66,67,68: 6.5 ms
WBYTE ©66,67,68,69: 7.8 ms

WBYTE @P: 3.7 ms
WBYTE @P,Q: 4.2 ms
WBYTE @P,Q,R: 4.6 ms

WBYTE @67:1 00 5.3 ms
WBYTE @67:100,100 6.5 ms
WBYTE ©66:100,100,100 7.8 ms

WBYTE @67:A 4.5 ms
WBYTE @67:A,B 4.9 ms
WBYTE @67:A,B,C 5.3 ms
WBYTE @66:A,B,C,D 5.8 ms

Computing the Data Burst Rate for WBYTE

Since the internal to external format conversions occur before every handshake during a

WBYTE operation, every handshake cycle is different. Therefore, general statements cannot

be made about the maximum data rate during a WBYTE data burst. Data sample rates fall in the

same category because WBYTE transfers are primarily used to get the right information to the

right device. WBYTE is not generally used to get data samples transferred at maximum speed.

To determine accurate rates for WBYTE, it is best to hook up the equipment in the system, use

an oscilloscope, and observe a particular WBYTE statement in action. To give you a general

idea about how fast WBYTE is, the statement WBYTE @34:A, (where A is an array of bytes)

transfers bytes at a rate of 1190 bytes/second.
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COMPUTING EFFECTIVE DATA RATES FOR RBYTE

Introduction

The RBYTE statement is used by the 4051 to receive individual data bytes one at a time over the

GPIB. The advantage of using RBYTE to receive data bytes is that all eight data lines on the

Data Bus can be used to transfer data. That is, a full eight-bit byte can be transferred; any byte

from decimal to decimal 255. This cannot be done with INPUT and READ.

Normally, the RBYTE statement is used in special applications such as receiving data from a

1 6-bit Analog to Digital (A/D) Converter. The first eight bits are transmitted as one byte and the

second eight bits are transmitted as another byte. Specifying an array variable with 200

elements in an RBYTE statement, forexample, allows 100 readings (200 bytes) to be input into

the 4051 memory at 337.9 readings/second. Once the data bytes are in memory, the two data

bytes for each reading can be mathematically combined to reflect the true nature of the

reading, then processed according to the directions in the BASIC program.

The RBYTE statement can be used to transfer ASCI I character strings a byte at a time, but this

method is extremely slow (counting the conversion time) and it is much more practical to use

the INPUT statement to transfer ASCII data.

Computing the Statement Overhead for RBYTE

Using the RBYTE statement requires that a previous WBYTE be used to address a peripheral

device as a talker. This means that when an RBYTE statement is execute, a talker is already on

the GPIB waiting to talk.

The only time periods in the RBYTE statement are the statement overhead and the Data Burst

as the 4051 receives the data bytes. After a data byte is received for each target variable, the

statement ends. There is no statement termination period or unaddressing sequence. The

BASIC interpreter at this point continues to the next BASIC statement in memory which is

generally a WBYTE @63,95: statement. This statement clears the GPIB of listeners and talkers.

The statement overhead period starts when the BASIC interpreter starts working on the

RBYTE statement. During this time the interpreter examines each target variable in the RBYTE

parameter lists and prepares to assign data bytes to these variables. The statement overhead

period ends when the first activity on the GPIB begins.
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The RBYTE statement overhead is computed as follows:

Statement Overhead = 2.9 ms + No. of Variables x .6 ms

Example 1: RBYTE A,B,C

Statement Overhead = 2.9 ms + 3 x .6 ms = 4.7 ms

Example 2: DIM A(100)

RBYTE A

Statement Overhead = 2.9 ms + 1 x .6 ms = 3.5 ms

Computing the Data Burst Rate for RBYTE

If only one target variable is specified in an RBYTE statement, the 4051 comes on the bus,

handshakes with the talker, captures a data byte, then leaves the bus. This activity takes 1 00 fxs

(minimum).

If several numeric variables are specified in the RBYTE parameter list (RBYTE A,B,C for

example) the 4051 stays on the bus handshaking until each variable has an assigned value. The

data burst is uniform (no buffer overhead gaps) with a handshake cycle of 1 .78 ms. This gives

an effective input data rate of 561.8 bytes/second.

If an array variable is specified in the RBYTE parameter list, the 4051 keeps receiving data bytes

until each element has an assigned value. The handshake cycle is a little faster (1 .48 ms) so the

effective input data rate is 675.7 bytes/second.

Since an unaddressing sequence doesn't occur at the end of an RBYTE statement, the

statement is over as soon as the last data byte is received.
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APPENDIX A

THE 4051 INTERNAL FLOATING-POINT FORMAT

INTRODUCTION

All numeric values that enter the 4051 Random Access Memory are stored in a special eight-

byte floating-point format. INPUT operations from the keyboard, the internal magnetic tape,

and the GPIB bring numbers into the memory formatted in ASCII code. These numbers must

be converted to the special floating-point format before they are stored in memory. Likewise,

all numbers leaving the memory during a PRINT operation are converted back to ASCII code

before they are output to the specified peripheral device. Because the conversions between

ASCII code and the internal floating-point format take time, the READ and WRITE facility was

implemented in the 4051 BASIC language to transfer data directly in internal binary code.

These two statements by-pass the ASCII conversion routines and thus increase the data

transfer rate. The device communicating with the 4051 must be able to correctly interpret the

data in the 4051 internal format or store the data received via the WRITE statement for later

retrieval with the READ statement.

Fig. A-1 illustrates the format that must be used to send numeric values back and forth overthe

GPIB during a READ operation and WRITE operation. Each number contains ten bytes (two

header bytes + eight bytes floating point). In the illustration, the ten bytes are being transferred

from a peripheral device on the right to the 4051 on the left. Byte number 1 is leading the pack

on the left. If these bytes are rotated counter-clockwise as shown in the illustration and stacked

end-to-end, the floating-point format becomes clearly visible.

40!>1 GPIB Hardware Support @ A-1
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R
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R
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R
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8

R
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9
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E

10

TO 4051

DI08

DI01

H>
•3
c*zoo
_>
3
ST

a

o
2.
5*
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i

o
o
5"

3
t»

©

BYTE 1 RYTE2 BYTE 3 RYTE4 BYTE 5 RYTE6 BYTE 7 BYTE 8 BYTE 9 BYTE 10

Fig. A-1. How the 4051 Internal Floating-Point Format is Transferred over the GPIB.
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THE HEADER

The first two bytes contain the header information. The header tells the 4051 that an eight-byte

floating point number is coming next. Since every floating point number is the same length

(eight bytes), the header is always the same. The header format is shown below:

jT

BYTE 1 BYTE 2

\ J
4096 2048 1024 512 256 128 64 32 16

_y\_
Data

Type
(Numeric)

Length

(8 bytes)

"\

1 || 1

THE STATUS AND EXPONENT INFORMATION

The third byte and the fourth byte contain status and exponent information. The format for

these two bytes are shown below:

BYTE 3 BYTE 4

S~ ~\ S~
1024 512 256 128 64 32 16 8

\ J J

a \_ y\.
lust Be

. Undefined Number Bit

= Defined Number
1 = Undefined Number

Sign Bit

= Plus (+)

1 = Minus (-)

_/

Exponent

The Sign Bit

The bit on the far left (bit 8 in byte 3) is the sign bit. This bit tells the 4051 whether the numeric

value is positive or negative. If the bit is 0, the number is positive. If the bit is 1 , the number is

negative.

The Undefined Number Bit

The second bit from the left (bit 7 in byte 3) is the undefined n umber bit. If this bit is set to 1 , the

4051 assumes the numberis undefined. The 4051 uses this bit in the following way. Ifanumber

is assigned to a numeric variable in memory (such as A=1) and a DELETE statement is

4CI51 GPIB Hardware Support @ A-3
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executed (such as DELETE A), the 4051 sets the undefined number bit to 1. When the 4051

needs more memory (at a later time), the eight bytes occupied by this undefined number are

reclaimed automatically.

Three Bits must be set to Zero

Three bits in byte 3 must be set to zero. These bits are bit 6, bit 5, and bit 4.

The Exponent

The three least significant bits in byte 3 and all the bits in byte 4 form a binary number that

serves as the exponent. The exponent range for 4051 numbers is
2" 1024

to 2
1023

. To keep the

exponent representation positive, 1024 is added to each exponent to make the range - 2047.

This means that if bit 3 in byte 3 (the most significant in the exponent) is set to 1 , the exponent is

or positive. If bit 3 in byte three is set to 0, the exponent is negative.

Example 1 . Bit 3 i n byte 3andbit2in byte 4 are set to 1 . The rest of the exponent bits are set to 0.

What is the true exponent of the floating-point number?

ANSWER: This binary bit pattern represents 1026. The true exponent is found by subtracting

1024 from this number. The exponent is 2 (i.e., 2
2
).

Example 2. The statement A=.0625 is entered into the 4051 from the keyboard. How is the

exponent for the number .0625 stored in the 4051 memory?

ANSWER: The number .0625 is equal to 2~4
. The exponent is -4, therefore the binary number

representing the exponent must be 1024 — 4 = 1020. This bit pattern is shown below:

BYTE 3 BYTE 4

J
1024 512

\ /
256 128 64 32 16 8 4 2 1

1 1
II

1 1 1 1 1 1

\ 1

Exponent

A-4 @ 4051 GPIB Hardware Support
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THE BINARY FRACTION

The remaining bytes in the floating point number form a binary matissa which allows numbers

to be represented with 64 bits of precision. This representation is shown below:

BYTE 5 BYTE 6

"v r

IMPLIED RADIX POINT

"\

2
-1

2
2

2
-3 2"4 2

5 2"6 2"7 2-8 2
9 2-10 2

-11
2
-12 2-13 2

-14
2
15

2
-16

1 1 |

/ i l - i

t .0625

.125

t .001953125

.25
i

BYTE 7 BYTE 8

/ v. / V

2
-17 2-18 2

19
2
2° 2'

21 V22
2
23

2
M

2
25

2
M

2
_2?

2
28

2
29

2
"3° 2'

31
2
32

7.629394531 E-6 2.980232239E-8

BYTE 9

"\. r
BYTE 10

1.1 641 5321 8E-10 4.547473509E-13

~V

2
-33

2
-34

2
-35

2
-36

2
-37

2
-38

2
-39

2
-40

2
-41

2
-42

2
-43

2
-44

2
-45

2
-46

2
-47

2
-48

||

If bit 6 and bit 8 in byte 5 are set to 1 as shown above, and the rest of the bits are 0, the binary

mantissa is equal to 2" 1 + 2" 3 which is equal to .625 in base 10. In another case, if bit 8 in byte 6

and bit 8 in byte 9 are set to 1 and the rest of the bits are zero, the binary mantissa is equal to 2"9

+ 2~ 33
. This number is equivalent to .00195312511642 (base 10).

It is apparent that this representation method allows numbers to be entered into the 4051

memory with a great deal of precision.

4051 GPIB Hardware Support @ A-5
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PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER

The complete floating point representation is expressed in the following formula:

N = (-1)
s xM l0 x2 ( E - |024)

where N = the decimal number entered into the 4051.

Mio = the decimal equivalent of the binary mantissa (last six bytes).

s = the sign bit (1 or 0).

E = the decimal equivalent of the binary exponent.

A COMPLETE EXAMPLE

Fig. A-2 is a work sheet which is filled in to express the floating point equivalent of the decimal

number 21 84.00881 958 (additional work sheets are provided for your convenience and may be

removed from the manual). Here is how the floating point representation in Fig. A-2 is

converted to a decimal number.

The sign bit S =

The exponent E = 10000001 1002 = 1036io

The mantissa M.„ = 2' 1 + 2'" + 2'9 + 2" 19 + 2"22 + 2~27 + 2'4} = 0.533205278218

The decimal number N = (-1)° x 0.533205278218 x 2
(1036_1024)

N = 0.533205278218 x2 12

N = 0.533205278218 x 4096

N = 2184.00881958

A-6 @ 4051 GPIB Hardware Support
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4051 INTERNAL FLOATING-POINT WORKSHEET

BYTE 1 BYTE 2

J
4096 2048 1024 512 256 128 64 32 16 8 4 2 1

1 1 |0
\ '\ /

Data

Type
Length

(8 Bytes)

(Numeric)

BYTE 3 BYTE 4

"\ r

= +

1 =-

X
1024 512 256 128 64 32 16 8 4 2 1

c*;
:

.' Hi 1 1 1

l , i
L V /

IIMDFFINFn NIIMRFR RIT

SIGN BIT

BYTE 5

"\ r
BYTE 6

\
2
-1

2
2

i
,-3

2
4

2
-5 2"6 2"7 2

-8
2
»

2
-10 2-11 2"12 2-13

2
14 2-15

2
-16

1 1 •1
i i i i

i

I — .0625

.125

. i

.001953125

.25

5

BYTE 7

\ r
BYTE 8

V
2
-17

2
-18

2
-19

2
"20

2
21 -22

2 2
-23 2-24 „-25 -26

2 2 2"27 2-28
2
-29

2
-30

2
-31 2-32

1 1 0| | 1

, i

7.6? W94R31F-6 i 2.98023?'239E-fi

BYTE 9 BYTE 10

r a. r ~\.

2
-33

2
-34 o~3E

2
-36

2
-37

2
-38

2
-39 2-4C

2
-41 2-42 2-43

2
-44

2
-45

2
-46

2
-47 2-48

1

1 1.1641532 18E-1
i l

4.547473F>09E-1 3

n = .F-iq x(-1)
s
x 2' ' where: n=decimal number

F=decimal equivalent of binary

number (bytes 5-10)

s=sign bit (1 or 0)

Fig. A-2. An Example of a Fllled-Out 4051 Floating-Point Worksheet.
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FLOATING POINT NUMBERS COMING IN MUST BE
NORMALIZED

It is important that floating-point numbers coming into the 4051 from the GPIB be normalized;

that is, the binary bits in the mantissa must be shifted left as far as possible and the difference

made up in the exponent. The following examples illustrate the difference between a floating

point numberthat is not normalized and a number that is normalized. Both numbers represent

the same decimal value.

Example 1. A Floating Point Number that is not Normalized

a
|

a
|

a
|

a
|

a
|
r[T7 | a

| ¥ ] | a
|
i~\~i

\ a
|
a~|

| a | a | e | 1 | 1 | 1
I

1 | s
II
la|e|8|9|a|a|T

V r .5 .25 .125

Exponent

Decimal Equivalent = .1171875

Example 2. The Same Floating Point Number After Normalization

o|a|a~ |a |e|a|i|i|i|i"pi|i
|

i
[

1

_l_
e_jjJ I 'I 1 1 ilila|a|a|afa|a|o|a|a|a|a Ta~

Expon8nt
Mantissa

Decimal Equivalent = .1171875

In the first example, the floating point number is not normalized because there are leading

zeros in the mantissa. It is important to normalize this number before the number is placed in

memory because the 4051 firmware math routines assume that all floating point numbers in

memory are normalized. The decimal equivalent of this number is computed as follows:

The sign bit S =

The exponent E = 1024

The mantissa M 10 = 2~" + 2"5 + 2"6 + 2"7 = .1171875

The decimal number N = (-1)° x .1171875 x 2
<1024- 1024)

N = . 117875

A-8 @ 4051 GPIB Hardware Support
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This floating point number is normalized in Example 2 by shifting the mantissa bits three places

to the left. To make up for the increase in the value of the mantissa, the exponent is decreased

by 2~\ To illustrate that the decimal value of this normalized number is the same, the decimal

equivalent of the number is computed as follows:

The sign bit S =

The exponent E = 1021

The mantissa Mio = .9375

The decimal number N = (-1)° x .9375 x 2
(1021 ' 1024)

N = .9375 x 2"3

N = . 11 7875

4051 GPIB Hardware Support (<£> A-9
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NOTES

A-K) (3)
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4051 INTERNAL FLOATING-POINT WORKSHEET

BYTE 1 BYTE 2

V ">. r
4096 2048 1024 512 256 128 64 32 16 8 4 2 1

_/\_

Data
Type

(Numeric)

Length

(8 Bytes)

"\

10 0000
|[
00001 000

BYTE 3 BYTE 4

~\ r

= +

1
=-

A.

1024 512 256 128 64 32 16 8 4 2 1

W-:X W;m |
J

, 1 i
V /

IINDFFIMFn MIIMRFR RIT

SIGN BIT

BYTE 5 BYTE 6

\ r
<
,-1 2"2 2

3 2"4 2"5 2"6 2"7 2
-8

2
-9

2
-10 2"11 2"12 2-13 2

-14
2
-15

2
16

II

, I i
i

t

.125

.0625
i i

.001953125

.25

5

BYTE 7 BYTE 8

\ r V
2"17 2-18 2"19 2

-20
2
-21

2
22

2
23 2-24

2
25

2
26

2
27

2
28

2
29

2
-30 2'31 2-32

7.629394531 E-6 2.980232239E-8

BYTE 9 BYTE 10

r "\ r \.

2
-33

2
-34

2
-3E

2
-36 2"37 2

-38
2
-39

2
-4C 2"41 2

-42
2
-43

2
-44

2
"45 2-46 2-47

2
-48

1.164153218E-10 4.547473509E-13

n = .F 10 x(-1)
s
x 2* E

'1024
' where: n=decimal number

F=decimal equivalent of binary

number (bytes 5-10)

s=sign bit (1 or 0)
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4051 INTERNAL FLOATING-POINT WORKSHEET

BYTE 1 BYTE 2

J
4096 2048 1024 512

... -

x /
.

256 128 64 32 16 8 4 2
\

1

1 1

\ V

Length

(8 Bytes)

/

Data

Type

(Numeric)

BYTE 3 BYTE 4

"\ r

= +

1
=-

"\

1024 512 256 128 64 32 16 8 4 2 1

$il WB,WB
I t \

V i

IIKinPPIMPn Ml IMRPR RIT

SIGN BIT

BYTE 5 BYTE 6

"\ r \
2
-1

2
2

;
3 2-4 2"5 2"6 2"7 2

-8
2
9

2
-10

2
-11 2-12

2
13

2
-14

2
-15

2
-16

I II

i i i
i l

t

.125

.0625
i ,

.001953125

.25

5

BYTE 7 BYTE 8

\ r "\

2
17

2
-18

2
-19 -20

2 2
21

2
22

2
-23 o"24 -25

2 2 2
-26 2"27 2

-28
2
-29

2
-30

2
-31

2
-32

II

7.629394531 E-6 2.980232239E-8

BYTE 9 BYTE 10

A. r \.

2
-33

2
-34

2
-35

2
-36

2
-37

2
-38

2
-39

2
-40

2
-41

2
-42

2
-43

2
-44

2
-45

2
-46

2
-47

2
-48

I ,

1.1641532 18E-1 t 4.547473F>09F-1 3

n = .F^q x(-1 )

s
x 2' E "10^4

' where: n=decimat number
F=decimal equivalent of binary

number (bytes 5-10)

s=sign bit (1 or 0)
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4051 INTERNAL FLOATIING-POINT WORKSHEET

y
BYTE 1 BYTE 2

A /"
4096 2048 1024 512 256 128 64 32 16 8 4 2 1

1 1

_/v.

Data

Type

(Numeric)

Length

(8 Bytes)

BYTE 3 BYTE 4

\ r

= +

1 = -

A.
1024 512 256 128 64 32 16 8 4 2 1

mm m%.mm
J

1 1

V /

UNDEFINED NUMBER BIT

J BITsicr

BYTE 5

"\ r
BYTE 6

\
2
-1

2
2

i
,3 2"4 2

5 2"6 2
7

2
s 2"9 2

-10
2

11
2
12

2
-13

2
-14

2
-15

2
-16

I
1 I

i .

t

.125

.0625 t .001953125

.25

5

BYTE 7

~\ r
BYTE 8

"\
,-17 -18 -19 _-20 _-21 -22 ,-23 -24 -25 „-26 v27 „-28 -29 -30 „-31 „-322222222 2 22222222

7.629394531 E-6 2.980232239E-8

BYTE 9 BYTE 10

r "\ r "\.

2
-33

2
-34

2
-3E

2
-36

2
-37

2
-38

2
-39 .,-40 2-41

2
-42 2-43

2
-44

2
-4S

2
-46

2
-47 2-48

I I I

t 1.1 641 5321 8E-10 1 4.547473509E-13

n = .F 1Q x(-1)
s
x 2* 02

' where: n=decimal number
F=decimal equivalent of binary

number (bytes 5-10)

s=sign bit (1 or 0)
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4051 INTERNAL FLOATING-POINT WORKSHEET

BYTE 1 BYTE 2

/
4096 2048 1024 512

\ /
256 128 64 32 16 8 4 2

\
1

1 a | 1 |

\ \ /

Data

Type
Length

(8 Bytes)

(Numeric)

BYTE 3 BYTE 4

\ / V.

1024 512 256 128 64 32 16 8 4 2 1

$ 111!Ill
I

UNDEFINI

SIGN BIT

\ . — J

T ED NUMBER BIT

= +

1
=-

BYTE 5

\ r
BYTE 6

2
-1

2
2

1
-3 2"4 2

5 2"6 2"7 2
-8

2
-9

2
-io

2
-11 2"12 2"13 2"14 2

-15
2
-16

II

i i < i
t i

t

.125

.0625
< l

.001953125

.25

_ 5

BYTE 7

\ r
BYTE 8

"\.

2'17 2
-18

2
19

2
-20

2
-21

2
22

2
-23 ,-24 ,-25

2 2 2
-26

2
27

2
-28

2
-29

2
-30 2"31 2

32

1

7.629394531 E-6 2.980232239E-8

BYTE 9 BYTE 10

r ~\ r
2
-33

2
34

2
-35

2
-36

2
-37

2
38

2
39

2
-40

2
-41

2
-42

2
-43

2
-44

2
-45

2
-46

2
-47

2
-48

t 1.1 641 5321 8E-10 t 4.547473509E-13

n = .F 1Q x(-1)
s
x 2* ' where: n=decimal number

F=decimal equivalent of binary

number (bytes 5-10)

s=sign bit (1 or 0)
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DIAGRAMS

Symbols used on the diagrams are based on ANSI Standard Y32.2— 1975. Logic symbols are

based on ANSI Y32.16—1975. Logic symbols depict the logic function performed and may
differ from the manufacturer's data. The following explanations and accompanying schematic
example (Fig. A) show typical usage of symbols and their meaning.

1. TRUE HIGH and TRUE LOW Signals

All signal names on the schematics will be followed by -1 or -0. A TRUE HIGH signal will

be indicated by -1 and a TRUE LOW signal will be indicated by -0.

SIGNAL -1 =TRUE HIGH
SIGNAL -0 = TRUE LOW

2. Cross-References

Schematic cross-references (from/to information) will be included on the schematics (Fig. B).

The "from" reference will only indicate the signal "source," and the "to" reference will list all

loads where the signal is used. All from/to information will be enclosed in parenthesis.

From J350 pin 6 and
schematic 1 , sheet 5

s
*(J350-6,1-5) X-0

(1-6) Y-0

/
^

nl INPUT SIGNAL
y (TRUE LOW)

From Schematic 1,

sheet 6

To schematic 1 , sheet 5

etc

XY-1 (1-5,3-7,4-6)

*

A OUTPUT SIGNAL
(TRUE HIGH)

Fig. B

*ln special cases where a signal has more than one source (wire OR for example) or comes
from "the outside world," the multiple sources or connectors will be indicated by an
asterisk preceding the reference

3. Board Edge Information

4 Berg or Amphenol Connector

(Edge Board Connector)

Harmonica Type Connector

(Square Pin Connector)

Solder Connection

1 Signal Arrow
' (To/From Another Diagram on Same Board).
I

_J Board Edge (shown in some cases)

Fig. C

4051 GPIB Hardware Support



4. Jacks and Plugs

The fixed portion of a connector shall be labeled J for Jack and the movable portion shall be

labeled P for Plug. If neither is more moveable than the other, the female connector shall be

labeled P and the male connector, J.

5. Schematic Example

INPUT SIGNAL
(TRUE HIGH)

COMPONENT
LOCATION

AND
TYPE

DENOTES
PULL-UP
RESISTOR

CHASSIS GND

(3-<0 GO -I

7^00
I

CONNECTORS
07O-2.

<0

SIGNIFIES
CLOCK

SOLDER
CONNECTION

<
JACK

ADJUSTMENT -W

P9I-A3 091-A-i
-« VW-

PLUG '

<>

XT

©^ri!

TIME
DELAY

^7

S
GAUTIOH-O

OUTPU
SIGNA

(TRUE LOW)

TP
4—

•

+ ISV,

CROSS
REFERENCE

+ ISV

OFF BOARD
COMPONENT

©-<, -V

^ «r -vw

^ GONE O-^)

-A/W-

^
BOARD EDGE

«r SIGNAL
GND

ISOLATED SIGNAL
GND

"'"^•^Jt^. DECOUPLED^S- VOLTAGE ^^1.

+S>V
\K

ULL-UP AS
SHEET NUMBER

RESISTOR BOARD
IDENTIFICATION

ISSUE NUMBER
SYMBOLINSTRUMENT """* *\ > DIAGRAM NAME 1-7

@ *fo10-X*X*-XX ^tS*

Fig. A. SCHEMATIC NUMBER
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GRAPHICSYSTEM
MAIN CHASSIS

CONNECTOR Si 1

LNO 01= TRANSFER
REMOTE CONTROL
SERVICE PLEASE
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EXTERNAL Cc,s/ _
POWER (,...-.
SOURCE ISWD -

CONHtCTOE. TO
40<b1 GPIB

+SV
1 fell4

1fc|14

1S,

PERIPHERAL
IUPUT
data bus

H

^TT

W
12.

Ul
MC3441

nOA.TA bus
RAUCEIVERS

U1
MC3441

Ik
11

fW

^Ff

ji.

^>

MC-5440

! HAMDSHAK.E

U6
uc344i

CDDRESS
DECODER.

US
_74 "1S4

B S>

A

G1 St

u-vo
141S4

B 13 >

A

G1 St

U11A
14C^

U11B
140J.
4

U11C
140Z

U3C
1404

3D2

uiid
140t

33^
U1tA
140Z

U1ZB
. 140Z

ire
,140Z

UIZD
1401

M5_

M>
liisa
1404

Z
UTlft
1404

4>*

U14A
140£

iO1-

£p'J'-C

D <$

>

U11A
7406

^y
_^

ui6B
7414.

D Q
>

.5

^
'13

jnnis

' DS
D4
D3

D1

POLL IW PROGRESS

una
14-06

JjiVi,

peri'PHERAL OUTPUT DATA BUS

U3D
1404

LISA
!

1404!

«M5
USA U?>B
1406 I, j 1408

UDAC

! U4&
140Z

^L)3E
1404

U5I t-Nl

TALK. TO ME

MOTE'. SlklCE THt WlRlklCi ARRAUGEMEMT
BETWEEN THE INTERFACE NOD THE
PERIPHERAL DEVICE VARAES. IW EACH
CASE, A SPECIFIC WIRIMG ARRANGEMENT
IS MOT SHOWN.

1401
13

UY3F
1404 M^

lUSTEUHMJDSHAtE CIRCUITRY

USF
1404

5

unc
1408

Dl
D4>

OS

D4
D3
D£
01

. PERIPHERAL
) OUTPUT
DATA BUS

-» GRAB IT

-»- GOT IT

U19A
1414

TALK. HAMDSHAK.E CIRCUITRY

405/ GP/S Hardware Support
2210- 48
REV. A, MAR !979 40S1 GPIB GEMERAL PURPOSE IKJTLRFACL

END OF TRANSFER
REMOTE CONTROL
SERVICE PLEASE

DIAGRAM B



IC LIST

COMPONENT TYPE

U1 MC 3441
U2 MC 3440
U3 SN 7404
U4 SN 7408
U5 SN 7408
U6 SN 7402
U7 MC 3441
U8 MC 3441
U9 SN74154
U10 SN 74154
U11 SN7402
U12 SN7402
U13 SN7404
U14 SN7402
U15 SN7402

_. IJ1B SN 7474
U17 SN7408
U18 SN 7474
U19 SN 7474



EXTERNAL/^/ -

POWER
\ cua .

SOURCE. l6N°
D +&V

>

CONNECTOR TO

D10&-
DIOl-
OlOfc-
DI05-

H J^

D104-
DIOl-
DlOl-
DI01-

+SV
1fell4

JJU

GMD 1
GND S
GWD 9
GK1D 1'

GMD 11

LOGIC

SRQ-
WDAC-
URFD-

in:
I I

+5>y

6

D4
D3
Dl
01

ADDRESS
DECODER.
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IC LIST

COMPONENT TYPE

U1 MC 3441
U2 MC 3441
U3 MC 3441
U4 MC3441
U5 SN 7404
U6 SN 74154
U7 SN 74154
U8 SN7402
U9 SN 7474
U10 SN 7408
U11 SN7474
U12 SN7438
U13 SN7438
U14 SN7438
U15 SN7438
U16 SN7438
U17 SN 7474
U18 8837
U19 MC3441
U20 MC3441
U21 MC 3441
U22 MC 3441
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